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Life is all memory, except for the one present moment
that goes by you so quickly you hardly catch it going.
Tennessee Williams
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Introduction

This doctoral thesis deals with both WORKING MEMORY and SENTENCE PRO CESSING . This raises the following question: how are cognitive processes such
as language parsing related to human memory? To quote Cicero: Memory is the
treasury and guardian of all things – thus, everything in life is connected, influenced and experienced through memory. Memory is involved in our entire life,
beginning with early images we remember from our childhood up to the sunbeam
we might have appreciated just the blink of an eye ago. To be able to cover this
immense period of an entire life time, one might suggest that memory is not a
single unit. In fact, the term ‘memory’ covers a wide range of different kinds of
memory. In general, memory might be described as the property to acquire and
retain information. In terms of a variety of different kinds of memory, the acquisition of information and the duration of storage vary heavily between the numerous
types of human memory.
As introduced above, this thesis investigates the role of working memory in
sentence processing. In order to be able to successfully comprehend a sentence,
it is elementary that grammatical information is buffered for a short time in order
to be retrieved again at a later point in the parsing process. However, we know
that the cognitive abilities of humans are very limited when it comes to buffering
over the short term. The reason, why this is so, is one of the underlying questions
in current psycholinguistic research. The aim of this work is to contribute to the
clarification of those central questions. This will be done on the basis of own
experimental work. The following topics will be in the focus of this thesis:
1
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• First, what is the underlying mechanism that limits capacity in working
memory? Do memory traces decay over time or is interference of competing
memory traces the source of forgetting over the short term?
• Second, if intervening material leads to interference effects, which attributes
of the intervening material are crucial to an increase in sentence complexity?
Is it the pure number of words? Is it grammatical complexity?
• Third, is there a difference between processing visual and auditory stimuli?
Which influence does the modality have on understanding sentences? How
does modality influence working memory processes in language parsing?

1.1 Organization
This thesis discusses theoretical work and previous findings that are concerned
with working memory and its role in sentence processing. Furthermore, it presents
seven experiments that focus on the topics introduced above. The thesis consists
of nine chapters and is organized as follows:
Chapter 2 introduces the concept of H UMAN M EMORY. It briefly discusses
some early concepts and metaphors of memory and leads into the beginnings
of modern psychology and the start of experimental investigations of the human
mind. The chapter introduces some early multi-store models from the 1960s and
70s and discusses the influential phonological loop model of working memory.
Chapter 3 introduces the H UMAN S ENTENCE PARSING M ECHANISM and
discusses some of its main features.
Chapter 4 discusses S ENTENCE P ROCESSING AND WORKING M EMORY. It
introduces the concepts of locality and anti-locality. Those contrasting hypotheses predict different effects of lengthy dependencies in sentence processing. The
chapter introduces influential models of both hypotheses and discusses their core
assumptions.
Chapter 5 presents the first experiment of this work. Decay versus Interference deals with one of the long-lasting issues of memory research: is the underlying nature of forgetting over the short-term subject to time-based trace decay or is
reaccessing memory traces of previously processed information hard, because of
interference effects? The chapter briefly discusses both hypotheses and introduces
the core problem of experimental investigations: the collapse of the two factors.
Chapter 6 presents two experiments: New Discourse Referents I+II. Both
experiments investigate the role of intervening material as the underlying source in
forgetting. Point of origin are core assumptions of the locality-based dependency
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locality theory. The experiments test basic assumptions of costly versus cost-free
intervening material and discuss the results with respect to the hypotheses of both
locality and anti-locality.
Chapter 7 presents three experiments: Structural Differences I-III. The studies investigate the effect of different intervening syntactic structures in sentence
processing. The question is: do different structures yield the same effects in sentence processing? To this end, the Experiments 4 and 5 apply a self-paced reading
paradigm that provides data about online reading processes. The experiments not
only reveal interesting findings with regard to locality and anti-locality, they also
unveil a weak point of the experimental paradigm. Experiment 6 presents further
off-line data that also investigate effects of additional length on processing locally
ambiguous sentences.
Chapter 8 presents the final experiment of this thesis: Cross-Modal Presentation. The chapter introduces the well-known modality effect. This effect is
reported in a wide range of psychological studies on unrelated list items and reveals a superiority effect of auditory presented information over visually presented
material. Experiment 7 investigates if this effect is exclusive to simple cognitive
tasks, such as recalling list items, or if complex tasks, such as sentence processing,
are also affected by presentation modality.
Chapter 9 presents some Concluding Remarks.

1.2 Zusammenfassung
Die vorliegende Arbeit beschäftigt sich dem menschlichen A RBEITSGEDÄCHTNIS und seiner Rolle in der S ATZVERARBEITUNG . Das Arbeitsgedächtnis ist als
Kurzzeitspeicher definiert. Dieser dient als Plattform sowohl für die kurzfristige
Speicherung als auch für die Verarbeitung von Informationen. Das Arbeitsgedächtnis ist unerlässlich für alle kognitiven Aufgaben, was an folgendem Beispiel aus
dem Bereich der Satzverarbeitung illustriert werden soll:
(1)

*Ich glaube, dass die Studentin gestern nach der Vorlesung ein Buch ausgeliehen wurde.

Der Satz in (1) ist ungrammtisch, da die Kasusanforderungen des satzfinalen Verbclusters von der NP die Studentin nicht erfüllt wurden. Die Anforderungen verlangen den Dativ für die betreffende NP, also der Studentin. Um diese Kasusinfromationen abgleichen und damit den Satz erfolgreich verarbeiten zu können (um ihn
dann in diesem Fall als ungrammatisch zu bewerten), müssen die grammatischen
Informationen der initialen NP kurzfristig zwischengespeichert werden. Dieses
Zwischenspeichern stellt sicher, dass die Informationen zu einem späteren Zeit-

4
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punkt, nämlich dann, wenn das finale Verbcluster verarbeitet wird, zur Verfügung
stehen. Die kognitiven Fähigkeiten des Menschen sind jedoch sehr beschränkt,
wenn es um die kurzfristige Speicherung von Informationen geht. Die Gründe hierfür gehören zu den grundlegenden Fragen in der aktuellen psycholinguistischen
Forschung. Ziel dieser Arbeit ist zur Klärung einiger aktuellen Fragen beizutragen. Dies wird auf der Grundlage von eigenen experimentellen Untersuchungen
geschehen. Die vorliegende Doktorarbeit präsentiert daher sieben Experimente,
die sich mit folgenden Forschungsfragen beschäftigen:
• Die Literatur diskutiert zwei prominente Mechanismen, die als mögliche
zugrundeliegende Ursachen für das ‘Vergessen’ im Arbeitsgedächtnis angeführt werden: (i) ein Zerfallen von Gedächtnisspuren innerhalb eines kurzen
Zeitraums, oder (ii) das Interferieren verschiedener Gedächtnisspuren. Die
zentrale Frage ist: Was ist der zugrundeliegende Mechanismus, der die Kapazität des Arbeitsgedächtnisses limitiert?
• Experiment 1 in dieser Arbeit präsentiert Daten, die die Annahme eines interferenzbasierten ‘Vergessens’ von Gedächtnisspuren durch intervenierendes Material stützen. Daraus resultieren weitere Fragen: Welche Eigenschaften des intervenierenden Materials führen zu einer Erhöhung der Verarbeitungsschwierigkeit? Erhöht sich die Satzkomplexität in Abhängigkeit
von der Anzahl der intervenierenden Worte oder ist die grammatische Komplexität des Materials der zugrundeliegende Faktor?
• Eine weitere zentrale Frage beschäftigt sich mit der Modalität in der Informationen präsentiert werden. Hat die Modalität einen Einfluss auf die
Satzverarbeitung? Wenn ja, offenbaren komplexe kognitive Prozesse, wie
etwa Satzverarbeitung, auch den aus der Literatur zum Listenlernen bekannten ‘Modalitätseffekt’, der besagt, dass auditiv präsentierte Stimuli leichter
zu verarbeiten sind als visuelle Stimuli?
Im ersten Teil der vorliegenden Arbeit werden theoretische Ansätze und experimentelle Erkenntnisse eingeführt und erläutert. In späteren Kapiteln werden
sieben eigene Experimente zu den oben genannten zentralen Forschungsfragen
vorgestellt und diskutiert. Diese Dissertation gliedert sich daher wie folgt:
Kapitel 2 führt historisch in das Thema des menschlichen Gedächtnisses ein.
Beginnend bei den alten Griechen werden einige interessante Konzepte und Metaphern zum menschlichen Gedächtnis vorgestellt. Das Kapitel führt kurz in die
Anfänge der modernen experimentellen Psychologie ein und präsentiert erste einflussreiche Modelle des menschlichen Gedächtnisses.
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Kapitel 3 führt in das Konzept des menschlichen Sprachverarbeitungsmechanismus ein und erläutert einige der zentralen Eigenschaften.
Kapitel 4 diskutiert die Rolle des Arbeitsgedächtnisses in der Satzverarbeitung.
An dieser Stelle werden die Konzepte locality and anti-locality eingeführt und anhand zentraler Modelle näher erläutert.
Die Kapitel 5 - 8 präsentieren Daten und Erkenntnisse aus sieben eigenen
Experimenten zu den oben genannten Forschungsfragen:
Kapitel 5 untersucht in Experiment 1 den zugrundeliegenden Mechanismus
des Vergessens im Arbeitsgedächtnis. Die zentralen Fragen lauten: Ist der entscheidende Faktor des Vergessens ein zeitbasierter Zerfall von Informationen oder handelt es sich vielmehr um eine Interferenz konkurrierender Gedächtnisspuren?
Kapitel 6 beinhaltet die Experimente New Discourse Referents I+II. Diese
Studien untersuchen den Effekt von intervenierendem Material auf die Satzverarbeitung. Ausgangspunkt der Untersuchungen sind Grundannahmen der Dependency Locality Theory (Gibson, 2000).
Kapitel 7 präsentiert folgende drei Experimente: Structural Differences I-III:
Diese Studien untersuchen den Einfluss unterschiedlicher intervenierenden Strukturen auf die Satzverarbeitung.
Kapitel 8 schließt mit dem siebten Experiment dieser Arbeit: Cross-Modal
Presentation. Diese Studie untersucht, ob die Präsentationsmodalität einen Einfluss auf die menschliche Satzverarabeitung hat. Die Frage ist, ob auditiv und
visuell präsentierte Sätze unterschiedlich gut verarbeitet werden können. Falls
das der Fall ist: Zeigen die Daten, dass auch komplexe kognitive Prozesse, wie
die menschliche Sprachverarbeitung, den bekannten Modalitätseffekt aufweisen?
Kapitel 9 fasst die wichtigsten Ergebnisse und Erkenntnisse dieser Arbeit in
einer abschließenden Diskussion zusammen.
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

– I can hardly remember how to speak. I keep forgetting words.
I practice, you see. I practice by talking to . . . talking to . . . what
are those things people think you’re mad if you talk to? Like
George the Third. –
– Kings? –, suggested Ford.
Douglas Adams, Life, the Universe and Everything

2

Human Memory
Everything in life involves memory. If we had not been equipped with memory,
we would be unable to experience everyday life the way we do. In fact, without
any kind of memory we could not experience life, the universe or everything at
all. It is a fact, that Life without memory is impossible. However, most people are
not aware of its efficiency until it fails to work. The conversation in the passage
quoted above takes place in the third episode of The Hitchhiker’s Guide to the
Galaxy (Adams, 1982). Due to time travel, the character Arthur Dent is stranded
on the prehistoric earth. He has not talked to any living soul in years and starts to
forget things. Unable to converse with other individuals he probably forgets events
and facts and, as we learn, he starts to forget words and names. Nevertheless, his
memory still works perfectly. Arthur remembers his friend Ford Prefect. He is
also able to process language, to address other people and to formulate words and
even entire sentences. Arthur realizes that he has forgotten something and is able
to make efforts in narrowing it down. Doing so, he remembers someone called
‘George’ and is aware of the fact that George talked to the same unnameable
things as he used to. Arthur knows that George was supposed to be mad. He even
remembers the meaning of the word ‘mad’.
Reading the passage above also asks for a lot of memorized information: What
is the book of Douglas Adams all about? Who is Douglas Adams and who are
Ford and Arthur? What happened in the chapters before this conversation takes
place? Why does Arthur fight insomnia? What is insomnia? Who is George the
Third and how is he related to the novel? How is Ford’s answer ‘Kings’ related
to the previous question? Which grammatical feature is carried by the ‘-s’ at the
7
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end of ‘Kings’ and what does the word ‘Kings’ mean at all? What happened at
the start of the sentence that ends in ‘. . . you’re mad if you talk to . . . ’ and is this
sentence grammatically acceptable or not?
The questions above only cover a small selection of information that has to
be provided in order to understand the entire conversation. It is self-evident that
memory has to provide much more information in order to fully understand and
appreciate Douglas Adams’ novel. Bearing this in mind, it is nearly unimaginable
how much information in everyday life has to be processed, memorized and retrieved by human memory not only to be able to understand the world we live in,
but in order to be able to make the human body work at all.
The nature of memory has always fascinated and puzzled mankind. Philosophers have speculated about the concept of memory since at least 2,000 years.
Numerous metaphors and ideas were created in order to explain the nature of the
human mind. Starting as early as the ancient Greek, philosophers tried to understand the human mind. Scholarly investigations have coined the understanding of
the human memory until today. A whole range of influential metaphors has survived in common knowledge and can still be found in everyday language. However, scientific exploration of memory only began at the end of the 19th century.
It was only than that modern psychology liberated itself from its philosophical
sources and became an independent field of research. It were pioneers of experimental psychology such as Ebbinghaus, Binet or Bartlett who were the first to
report scientific findings.
Both scholarly considerations and experimental explorations tried to answer
numerous basic questions: What is memory? Is memory one single unit or are
there different kinds of memory? How is memory organized? How do we store
information? How do we find this information again at a later point in time? How
and why does memory work? And: why does memory sometimes fail?
The study of human memory is one of the most endurable and vast fields
of research. It is impossible to cover all important concepts and experimental
findings in a nutshell. Therefore, the aim of the current chapter is to give a very
brief chronological impression of influential metaphors and important concepts
that strongly affected the exploration of human memory.

...
– Kings? –, suggested Ford.
– No, no.– said Arthur. – The things he used to talk to.
We’re surrounded by them for heaven’s sake. I’ve planted hundreds
myself. They all died. Trees! I practise by talking to trees. [. . . ]
(Douglas Adams, Life, the Universe and Everything, 1982)
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2.1 Early Ideas and Modern Concepts
2.1.1 Mythology and Metaphors
In Plato’s Theaetetus, Socrates discusses the nature of knowledge with the young
Theaetetus. Socrates tells that memory was a gift of the titaness Mnemosyne,
daughter to Gaia and Uranus and mother of the nine muses. Mnemosyne is the
personification of memory in Greek mythology without whom nobody was able
to enjoy all things her daughters, the muses, had created. The ancient Greek
supplied mankind with an influential mythological concept that assigned a central
and divine status to human memory. It was also the old Greek who came up with
some of the earliest metaphors and concepts of human memory. The tradition of
using metaphors of artificial memories to describe human memory presumably
begins with Socrates. In Plato’s Theaetetus, Socrates introduces the idea of a
wax tablet in every man’s soul. At the beginning of the conversation, the idea
of the wax tablet is embedded in a deeper discussion on knowledge and false
belief. Knowledge, ideas and all kinds of memory are imprinted into the wax. In
some people, those imprints go deeper than in others. Socrates suggests that the
wax sometimes is pure or soft and bears perfect imprints. Sometimes, the wax is
smutty or hard and the imprints cannot be seen very good. Socrates adds that the
size of the block might vary individually from person to person, in the same way
as the quality of the wax and the depth of the imprint differ from person to person.
In Socrates’ times wax tablets had been in use for generations and were a
well-known tool in those days. The tablets were simple small wooden boards,
coated with wax that were used to take notes. Contrary to tablets made of clay,
wax tablets could be planished and reused again. It is very likely that quality,
depth and amount of wax differed between the tablets. Therefore, it is not so far
fetched that in Socrates’ days tablets served as a perfect metaphor for early scholarly thoughts about human memory. Socrates’ usage of a wax tablet can be seen
as the archetype of the writing metaphor of human memory. Although the tablet
was later replaced with advanced techniques throughout the centuries, expressions such as “imprinting into memory”, “to make an impression” or the term of a
“trace” of memory are still found in todays common speech. The tablet launched a
long tradition of metaphors throughout the centuries that always reflected contemporary inventions. Over the centuries, the tablet was replaced with scrolls made
of papyrus or parchment. Scrolls were replaced with codizes or books. In the
Middle Ages, books held a highly prestigious status. “In an age where personal
life was precarious and uncertain and it was the exception to live to experience the
birth of one’s grandchildren, the book embraced the experience of scores of generations.” (Draaisma, 2000:32). Books preserved information over long periods
of time. Current events could easily be made accessible for coming generations.
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With regard to the sacred texts that first were written down, one can easily understand that books were manufactured to last for eternity. However, contrary to our
modern times, books were not regarded as external memories replacing the human
faculty of remembering. As Draaisma (2000:33) continues, the contemporary approach is to say “ [. . . ] "I must remember this until I can write it down", [while]
our medieval ancestors thought "I must write it down so that I can remember it
better" [. . . ]”. Books, containing the knowledge of the world, were synonymous
for a common or cultural memory. As a consequence of this development, human
memory was descibed in terms of books and later the book as a metaphor was
replaced by the much bigger idea of memory as an entire library.
The library as a storage place for countless parchments or books containing
information leads to a second major metaphor of the human memory: the closed
space. This concept traces back to the same source as the writing metaphor. In
his conversation with Theaetetus, Socrates questions the slave boy about the difference of ‘having’ knowledge and ‘possessing’ knowledge. In this later part of
the dialog, Socrates compares the human mind with an aviary.
(1)

Earlier we constructed a kind of block of wax in our minds; now let’s
equip each mind with an aviary for all sorts of birds, some in exclusive
flocks, some in small groups, and some flying alone, here, there and everywhere among all the rest. (Plato Theaetetus, engl. transl., 1987; cited
in: Draaisma, 2000:27)

Socrates states that having knowledge is like having a bird flying somewhere in
an aviary. Possessing memory, on the other hand, can be compared with actually
holding the bird in ones hands. Just as the writing metaphor was started with the
ancient idea of a tablet of wax which was updated over the centuries, so did the
aviary launch the idea of memory as an enclosed space. This picture, too, was
reused and updated over the centuries.
It is also this picture of memory as a enclosed space that led to the invention
of mnemonics in ancient Greek. Probably the first report of the memory palace (or
‘method of loci’) is concerned with Simonides of Ceos (ca. 557-467 B.C.) (Yates,
1966). After having recited a poem at a wealthy man’s banquet, Simonides left
the hall. Shortly after he had stepped outside, the roof collapsed and all guests
were killed. Beneath the ruined hall, the corpses were crushed beyond recognition. However, Simonides remembered the scenery and the places were each guest
had been seated. Thus, he was able to identify the dead. It is told that this incident
launched the awareness that a good memory is enabled through orderly arrangement of things to remember. The incident marks the invention of mnemonics
which is used until today. Cicero mentions this episode in his De oratore. There
he also refers back to the well-known metaphor of memory – the tablet of wax.
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He inferred that persons desiring to train this faculty (of memory) must
select places and form mental images of the things they wish to remember
and store those images in the places , so that the order of the places will
preserve the order of the things, and the images of the things will denote
the things themselves, and we shall employ the places and images respectively as a wax-tablet and the letters written on it. (Cicero, De oratore, II,
351-4; cited in Yates, 1966:2)

The idea of an enclosed space developed until it became the image of a storehouse of memory. This term was used as early as Augustine (ca. 354-430 AD).
Just as Socrates and others had done before, Augustine chose his metaphors from
the things and places that surrounded him. Over the centuries, “[. . . ] the imaginary space of memory became a reflection of the outside world.” (Draaisma,
2000:30). Human memory was compared to buildings, caves or store houses.
Philosophers and scientists in the centuries to come developed analogies of memory that mirrored the respective time. However, upcoming metaphors always built
on the two basic metaphors: the writing metaphor and the idea of memory as an
enclosed space. Memory was described as a book, a sieve, a library, a workbench
or a storehouse. The analogies focus on different features of the human memory system. The wax tablet illustrates the notion of traces that are imprinted with
growing experience, the sieve focuses on the aspect of forgetting of information.
The workbench suggests that memory not only stores, but also serves as a platform to process information and the analogy of a network illustrates that there are
various kinds of memories that are interconnected with each other. All metaphors
of memory have in common that they shaped common language. We search our
memories for information that has been lost. We explain that events have etched
in our memory, information has become out of sight, the trace is imprinted in our
memory it is stored, lost or recollected. One of the most endurable metaphors is
probably the analogy of the storehouse. The metaphor has been used and modified since the Middle Ages and still survives in the current computer metaphor.
Processes of encoding, storage and retrieval – originally introduced in the context
of computer-based information processing – are attributed to human memory.

2.1.2 Experimental Explorations
Scholarly studies of memory and cognition date back to the ancient Greek. However, scientific explorations of the human mind only exist since the late 1800s.
It was the introduction of empirical methods that launched the modern psychological approach to human memory. Ebbinghaus (1908), one of the pioneers of
empirical research on human memory, wrote: “Die Psychologie hat eine lange
Vergangenheit, aber nur eine kurze Geschichte” (‘Psychology has a long past,
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but only a short history’). It is commonplace to cite his monograph Über das
Gedächtnis’ (Ebbinghaus, 1885; translation published as “Memory: A Contribution to Experimental Psychology”, 1913) as the beginning of modern psychology.
In his book1 , he presents experimental findings of the processes of learning and
forgetting. Being a pioneer in empirical research, Ebbinghaus could not rely on
previous work of other laboratories, on well-tried statistical tests or time-tested
experimental methods and stimulus sets. In order to investigate human memory
experimentally, Ebbinghaus had to create everything that was necessary for his research from scratch. In “[. . . ] a really heroic series of daily observations of more
than two years duration, [Ebbinghaus] examined the powers of retention and reproduction. He learned lists of meaningless syllables by heart, and tested his recollection of them from day to day” (James, 1890; cited in: Andrade, 2008:413).
Those studies resulted in the most frequently cited finding of Ebbinghauses career:
the FORGETTING CURVE2 .
After an original learning phase
(OL), Ebbinghaus went into phases of
new learning (NL) after fixed retention
periods which increased permanently
(19 min., 1 hour, 8.8 hours, 24 hours,
48 hours, 6 days and 31 days). After learning the list in the OL phase, it
took him significantly less time to relearn the list in a first NL phase. The
resulting forgetting curve reveals how
Figure 2.1: Forgetting Curve
much time it needs to relearn previously given information. Haberlandt
(1999:19 ff.) lists other phenomena of human memory performance that Ebbinghaus investigated. He tested list length effects and investigated the number of trials
it takes to repeat lists of unrelated syllables without errors. He found out that the
limitation of immediate recall was seven items. Additionally, he realized that it
was just as complex to memorize short lists of syllables, numbers or words and,
thus, he introduced the concept of chunks. According to Haberlandt (1999) he
anticipated the well-known hypothesis of a limited capacity of 7 ± 2 chunks (cf.
Miller, 1956). Ebbinghaus also tested unrelated nonsense items, he “required 10
times longer to learn a list of 80 non-sense syllables than an equally long poem by
Byron [. . . ]” (Haberlandt, 1999:20) and assigned this effect to semantics, syntax
and rhyme that obviously had facilitating effects on memory performance.
1 for

an online resource of the book, see: ‘Classics in the History of Psychology’;
(http://psychclassics.yorku.ca/Ebbinghaus/index.htm)
2 image source for Fig.2.1: http://www.stanford.edu/group/SHR/4-2/text/interviewvonf.html
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Ebbinghaus exclusively investigated the nature of memory and forgetting in
normal individuals. Although he knew of the findings of contemporaries such
as Wernicke and Broca, Ebbinghaus failed to connect those phenomena to memory. This was left to another contemporary of Ebbinghaus: Theodule Ribot. He
investigated memory impairments in clinical case studies and described them in
phenomenological terms. Just as Ebbinghaus, Alfred Binet tried to understand the
functional relations between ‘learning’ and ‘remembering’. Sir Frederic Bartlett
was disconnected of Ebbinghauses’ research in list learning. He was interested in
the influence of cultural attitudes and conventions on remembering. He avoided
lists of nonsense syllables and run experiments with a wide range of stimuli, such
as drawings or stories. Sigmund Freud did not engage in empirical research. However, he developed an influential theory that incorporated important considerations about the nature of human memory. Furthermore, Ivan Pavlov and Edward
Thorndike were theorists in the field of animal learning. They suggested that it
was best to investigate the nature of memory in simpler organisms. They assumed
that findings from experimental research on animal learning would shed light on
the more complex nature of the human mind. Those Behaviorist theories dominated experimental psychology for a long period of time until it came to a sudden
end, due to some important inventions and developments. Behaviorist dominance
lost ground to what has become known as the cognitive sciences.

2.2 Models of Human Memory
The creation of memory models in 1960s and 1970s is a result of radical developments in a series of scientific fields which nowadays is known as the cognitive
revolution. Miller states that the resulting cognitive sciences ‘ [. . . ] is a child of the
1950s, the product of a time when psychology, anthropology and linguistics were
redefining themselves and computer science and neuroscience as disciplines were
coming into existence.’ (Miller, 2003:141) Behaviorism, the dominant theory in
psychology to this date, was overcome and ideas of Noam Chomsky, Jerry Bruner,
Frederic Bartlett and Jean Piaget, among others, coined scientific research. While
experimental psychology in the USA redefined itself and rediscovered the mind,
other important developments such as cybernetics (Norbert Wiener), artificial intelligence (Marvin Minsky and John McCarthy) and computer simulations (Alan
Newell and Herb Simon) occurred. In his personal account, Miller sets the date
of the origin of ‘cognitive science as 11 September, 1956, the second day of a
symposium organized by the “Special Interest Group in Information Theory” at
the Massachusetts Institute of Technology’ (Miller, 2003:142). In the wake of
the symposium numerous interdisciplinary collaborations between the fields of
research were initiated and coin the scientific landscape until today.
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2.2.1 A First Two-Store Model (Waugh and Norman, 1965)
Intensified experimental research on memory in the late 1950s gave rise to doubts
about the unitary nature of human memory. Peterson and Peterson (1959) tested
participants’ memory performance over very short periods. Subjects were presented trigrams of random letters (e.g. ‘kcf’) and were asked to recall them afterwards. In order to prevent subvocal rehearsal of the stimuli, a so-called distractor
paradigm was applied to the experiment. Findings reveal that subjects managed
to recall 80% of the trigrams after 3 seconds of delay. However, after 18 seconds of delay less than 10% of the stimuli were recalled accurately. This findings
differed hugely from earlier findings by Ebbinghaus (Ebbinghaus, 1908, cited in:
Haberlandt, 1999). Ebbinghaus reported correct recalls of 50% of the items after
one hour and 25% after one week. The immense divergence between experimental results over a very short term and the performance predicted by Ebbinghaus’
forgetting curve launched speculations about the architecture of human memory.
It was suggested that short-term memory and long-term memory might be separate units. Although the human memory system had always assumed to be a single
unit, different concepts of memory have been discriminated as early as the late 19th
century. In 1890, William James had already divided between a subconscious and
a conscious part of memory – labeled primary memory and secondary memory.
The discrimination of conscious and subconscious memories can also be found in
the work of Sigmund Freud. In his theory, Freud suggested that sometimes painful
memories are banished from consciousness. The transfer of unwanted mementos
towards a suppressed and subconscious state sometimes generates somatic symptoms. Freud introduced the metaphor of human memory as an iceberg. The subconsciousness equals the immense part of an iceberg that is veiled by water, the
conscious part resembles the small tip of the iceberg.
The two-store framework (Waugh and Norman, 1965) was probably the first
formal model of human memory to introduce a non-unitary architecture. It consists of two separate memory units. Following the historical regards of James, the
units were labeled as PRIMARY MEMORY and SECONDARY MEMORY. Primary
memory is supposed to be a fragile unit with a very limited capacity. Building on
previous findings (cf. Miller, 1956), the two-store model suggests that memory
traces decay rapidly from primary memory due to interference effects. However,
subvocal rehearsal enables to transfer information over to the secondary memory unit. Memory performance over long periods is not affected by rapid decay.
Contrary to primary memory, capacity of the secondary memory component is
supposed to be unlimited. This first non-unitary model of the human memory
system was followed by the influential MODAL MODEL (Atkinson and Shiffrin,
1968).
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2.2.2 The Standard Theory (Atkinson and Shiffrin, 1968)
The modal model or STANDARD THEORY was “[. . . ] the culmination of a decade’s
work on sensory register, on the short-term store, and on its relation to long-term
memory” (Haberlandt, 1999:132). The model consists of three distinct memory
subcomponents: (i) a sensory memory, (ii) a short-term store and (iii) a long-term
memory.

.
Figure 2.2: Standard Theory or Modal Model (Atkinson & Shiffrin, 1968).

With regard to the computer metaphor, the three components might be compared to the computer’s (i) input buffer, (ii) its central processor and (iii) the
library of programs and data that are stored and available for use. The model
was more complex than its early predecessors. Next to a primary or short-term
store (STS) and a secondary or long-term store (LTS), the model also took into
account the processing step of information perception. This included research
on visual sensory memory (Sperling, 1960)) and the respective acoustic sensory
memory (Crowder and Morton, 1969). Although the framework was very influential in memory research, it was criticized for two reasons. The first major point
of criticism is concerned with its learning assumptions. Transformation of information into LTS depends on the period of time it is kept in STS. Craik and
Lockhart (1972) criticize multicomponent models as too simplistic and suggest a
memory framework based on levels of processing. It is rather depth of semantic
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and cognitive processing than a prolonged amount of time that increases learning performance. A second major point is related to the role of STS in the entire
model. If the STS is the important component for LTS-learning, than deficits in
STS should greatly affect LTM, too. Shallice and Warrington (1970) present results from clinical studies with a patient (K.F.) who suffered from impaired STS.
However, experiments testing LTM performance resulted in normal findings. The
hypotheses of the modal model assuming that information is passed to LTM via
STS are challenged by these findings. The simplistic architecture of the modal
model (Atkinson and Shiffrin, 1968) suggests all subcomponents to be unitary
memory stores. Later, memory theories suggest finer grained segmentations for
all three subcomponents. The modal model is illustrated in Figure 2.2.
The core of the model is a SHORT- TERM STORE (STS). The short-term store
bases on previous concepts of immediate or primary memory. The STS serves as
a kind of working memory that not only stores information over the short term,
but rather serves as a platform for storing and processing information. It is framed
by sensory registers that supply with incoming stimuli from the environment and
by long-term memory that enables unlimited storage of information.
A memory trace comes into existence, when environmental stimuli are detected by specialized sensory registers and are stored for a very brief period. SEN SORY MEMORY is the ability to keep environmental impressions in mind after the
original stimulus has ceased. The overwhelming amount of new information that
streams in every second suggests that sensory memory has a very large capacity
for unprocessed information. This immense capacity can only be responsible for
the very moment. It is likely that all physiological senses have their corresponding sensory memory store. Early studies (Sperling, 1960) show that unprocessed
information is only kept active for the initial 200 − 500 milliseconds after an item
is perceived. After this period, large amounts of information are lost from sensory
memory. Experimental findings (e.g. Sperling, 1960) suggest that following this
brief time period, filtered information is transfered to short-term memory. Sensory
memories for visual and for auditory information are probably the best explored
ones in scientific research. In visual memory, reports of the phenomenon of the
‘persistence of vision’ date back to the middle of the 18th century. J.A.Segner, a
well-known German scientist during his time “[. . . ] attached a glowing ember to
a rotating wheel. When the wheel was rotated rapidly, a complete circle could be
seen, because the trace left at the beginning of the circle was still glowing brightly
by the time the ember returned to its starting point” (Baddeley, 1999:11). A contemporary example of this phenomenon can be found in movie going experiences.
A projected film is not a continuous stream of moving pictures. It is rather a series of 24 static pictures per second that are projected intermittently and with brief
parts of darkness in between. The brain has to store information of one frame
over that short period of intervening dark space until the next frame shows up.
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The auditory counterpart to a visual sensory memory (or iconic memory) is the
so-called echoic memory. It is comparable to iconic memory in that a brief mental
echo seems to exist for a few seconds after an auditory stimulus has been heard
(for detailed information about sensory memory, cf. Ashcraft, 1995).
In the history of memory research, many names were used for what can be seen
as the core component of the modal model (Atkinson and Shiffrin, 1968). Primary memory, immediate memory, short term-store or S HORT- TERM MEMORY.
The name WORKING MEMORY emphasizes both tasks of this memory component
– storage and processing. In cognitive science, there is a broad agreement that
working memory is indispensable for all kinds of cognitive tasks. Baddeley illustrates the need for a working memory with a simple arithmetic problem: “Suppose
I ask you to multiply 23 by 7 in your head” (Baddeley, 1999:15). Baddeley shows
that even for this simple task a list of subtasks has to be accomplished. Storing,
processing or recalling complex numbers or single figures sums up to a complex
cognitive task that asks for a lot of storage and processing over a short period of
time. As Baddeley points out, when the problem is solved, there is no need to
store all intermediate steps anymore. All processes will be banished from the active working memory the moment the task is fulfilled. Mental arithmetics is just
one of numerous cognitive tasks. Storage and manipulation of information is just
as well needed in all other mental tasks as, for example, language processing. In
section 2.2.3, features of the working memory system will be discussed in more
detail on the influential model of Baddeley and Hitch (1974).
The most permanent part of human memory is the LONG - TERM MEMORY
(LTM). This is probably the memory component that comes closest to scholarly
considerations of memory (cf. the wax tablet or the storehouse metaphor). Contrary to the components introduced above, long-term memory is supposed to be
equipped with an unlimited capacity. Its main task is to store information over
periods ranging from more than a few seconds up to an entire lifespan. This
discriminates LTM from the two other components of human memory in which
storage of information rather serves as an associated feature for superior tasks.
Being the ‘storehouse of memories’, long-term memory covers the entire knowledge in ones life, or, as Cicero puts it: “Memory is the treasury and guardian
of all things”. Intensive investigations have led to some systematic order in the
otherwise vague concept of human memory. Tulving, refering to an early concept of SEMANTIC MEMORY states that a “[. . . ] useful concept in science frequently is one whose definition not only makes very clear what it includes, but
also what it excludes” (Tulving, 1972:384). He established a two-part classification of long-term memory and discriminated between SEMANTIC MEMORY and
EPISODIC MEMORY . Semantic memory refers to knowledge about the meaning
of words, the properties of objects and general concepts about the world. Thus,
Semantic knowledge is the knowledge of facts that is shared with other people.
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Episodic memory “is a more or less faithful record of a person’s experiences.
Thus, every ’item’ in episodic memory represents information stored about the
experienced occurrence of an episode or event.” (Tulving, 1972:387). Contrary
to semantic memory, information allocated to episodic memory does refer to autobiographical facts and personally experienced events. Tulving’s categorization
covers memories about facts of all kinds. Memory is more than just a storehouse
filled with facts both autobiographical and generally shared ones. Human memory also contains knowledge about riding a bike or swimming, about reading and
writing. This memory for skills is also part of long-term memory. An elaborate
account about the stored knowledge of skills in particular or the complex architecture of the entire long-term memory in general would by far exceed the limits of
this chapter. For detailed information about the nature of long-term memory and
current developments in research see introducing literature, for example Ashcraft
(1995) or Haberlandt (1999). For a extensive anthology of influential papers on
the topic of human memory see also Andrade (2008).

2.2.3 The Multi Component Model
In the early multi-store models of human memory (Waugh and Norman, 1965;
Atkinson and Shiffrin, 1968), short-term memory was thought to be a unitary
component. Intensified research in the late 60s and early 70s suggested that shortterm memory had to consist of various specialized subparts. Baddeley and Hitch
(1974) introduced their influential multi-component working memory model that
has been refined over the years (cf. Baddeley, 2000; for an overview cf. Baddeley, 2003, 2007). The working memory model – serving as a platform for both
storage and processing of information – consists of three subcomponents. (i) THE
CENTRAL EXECUTIVE is supposed to be the core component which controls all
activities within the system. The central executive is aided by two specialized subcomponents: (ii) THE PHONOLOGICAL LOOP and the (iii) THE VISUO - SPATIAL
SKETCH PAD .

.
Figure 2.3: The Multicomponent Model (Baddeley & Hitch, 1974).

The Phonological Loop. The first of the two slave-systems of the model bases
on assumptions that working memory relies largely on some form of acoustic or
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speech code (cf. Waugh and Norman, 1965; Atkinson and Shiffrin, 1968). Baddeley and Hitch (1974) report a range of effects that support the assumption of
phonological coding, including the PHONOLOGICAL SIMILARITY EFFECT, the
WORD LENGTH EFFECT and the IRRELEVANT SPEECH EFFECT. The phonological loop is considered to consist of two independent subsystems: a PHONOLOG ICAL STORE and a REHEARSAL BUFFER. The store is supposed to hold acoustic
information, while the buffer serves to refresh items in the store that otherwise are
subject to decay.
Early noteworthy findings are reported from studies of immediate recall of
unrelated items in visual presentation in the mid-60s. Conrad (1964) run experiments testing visually presented lists of arbitrarily grouped and unrelated letters.
It turned out that immediate recall of phonological similar letters (‘BCPTV’ or
‘FMNSX’; cf. Conrad, 1964:77) was more error-prone than for phonological dissimilar lists of consonants. Subsequent work revealed that not only processing
lists of unrelated consonants is affected by phonological similarity of the items.
(Baddeley, 1966) showed that words that sounded alike (‘map can cap man map’)
were also more likely to be confused than words in control lists (‘pen day cow bar
rig’) (cf. Baddeley, 1966; quoted in Baddeley, 1986:50). Baddeley (1986) states
that the assumption of a subordinate system within the working memory model
that encodes verbal material in a phonological code is backed by other phenomena
than the phonological similarity effect, too.
A second phenomenon supporting the hypothesis of phonological encoding
was first reported in Baddeley et al. (1975). They examined immediate recall on
lists of different-sized, unrelated words. The findings suggest a causal link between length of words and memory span size. Monosyllabic words (e.g ‘some,
harm, hate’) resulted in increased memory spans compared to polysyllabic words
(e.g. ‘association, considerable, individual’; examples from Baddeley, 1986:51).
A follow-up study with short and long names of countries (e.g. ‘Malta, Burma,
Chile’ versus ‘Czechoslovakia, Switzerland, Afghanistan’; cf. Baddeley, 1986:50)
was able to repeat this word length effect. Under the assumption that memory
traces are kept active in the working memory system via subvocal repetition, it is a
logical consequence that longer words decrease memory span as it takes longer to
say them under the breath. Both phenomena are supported by experimental findings in studies applying so-called ARTICULATORY SUPPRESSION (AS). In AS,
participants are required to repeat irrelevant words (e.g ‘the’) while being presented visual stimuli. Repetitive speech is supposed to prevent subvocal rehearsal
of the experimental material. Therefore, the transformation of visually presented
information into the phonological code is blocked. As a consequence of this, both
the ‘phonological similarity effect’ and the ‘word length effect’, do not occur.
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This also holds for a third phenomenon which is reported in Salamé and Baddeley (1982). They run a series of five experiments and showed that immediate
recall on visually presented unrelated list items decreased when irrelevant spoken
material was presented simultaneously. They suggest that the effect is independent of any semantic attribute of the auditory presented irrelevant speech. Their
first experiment showed that meaningless syllables affected immediate memory as
strong as meaningful words. Their findings of an IRRELEVANT SPEECH EFFECT
supported previous findings about disruptive effects on immediate memory of visually presented stimuli. For example, Colle and Welsh (1976) showed that processing lists of visually presented items was adversely affected by simultaneously
presented irrelevant speech in a language not familiar to the participants (Colle
and Welsh, 1976; cited in Salamé and Baddeley, 1982). Their experiments also
yielded the result that articulatory suppression ended the disruptive effect of irrelevant speech effect. As for the previous phenomena, the ‘phonological similarity
effect’ and the ‘word length effect’, this again argues in favor of the hypothesis of
an encoding of verbal material into a phonological code.

The Visuo-Spatial Sketch Pad. The second slave system of the model is supposed to fulfill the same tasks for visual and spatial information as the phonological loop does for acoustic information. Just as hypotheses suggest an acoustic
code underlying verbal information, there are assumptions that a visual code underlies storage of visual and spatial information. One alternative is to assume that
such information is stored and generated from a more abstract code. Early findings
support the view of a direct storage of visual and spatial information. Baddeley
(1999) reports an experiment that asked participants to fold a three-dimensional
cube out of two-dimensional ‘unfolded’ shapes consisting of small squares. Participants had to do so in order to judge if two arrowheads on different sides meet
at the ridge of the cube. Results show that the amount of folds necessary to physically create the cube were systematically related to reaction times in the (mentally
accomplished) folding experiment (for details about the experiment and visualization of the shapes, see: Baddeley, 1999:59ff.). Baddeley (2007) reports clinical
studies with two groups of unilaterally brain-damaged patients. All patients accomplished experiments which required immediate reproduction of items. Stimuli
were either presented auditory (words or digits) or visually (objects in a ‘CorsiBlock-Tapping-Test’). The tests were accomplished to assess either verbal or visual memory spans. Results reveal that patients could be grouped with regard to
their performances. One group of subjects shows decreased performance on the
verbal memory tests, while spatial working seems to be unaffected in comparison
to normal subjects. In the second group the reverse pattern can be found: verbal
working memory seems to be unaffected while performance on the visuo-spatial
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test is impaired. This backs the hypothesis of two separate subsystems for either
verbal or visuo-spatial working memory. Decades of extensive research on visual
working memory exceed the present hypothesis. For the current state of research
of the visuo-spatial sketch pad, see for example Baddeley (2007).
The Central Executive. As the name already suggests, the central executive
serves as a control system for the entire multicomponent framework. The executive is thought to hand particular tasks to the two slave-systems. Baddeley draws
the analogy to a “[. . . ] business executive who, if he or she is to avoid becoming overloaded, must delegate the more routine aspects of the job to subordinates,
leaving him or herself free to give full attention to novel problems and dilemmas
[. . . ]” (Baddeley, 1999:49).
In the years since its initial introduction to the working memory literature, the
phonological loop model has been criticized often as being too simplistic. In order
to meet criticism, Baddeley (2003) specified the role of the central executive solely
as the supervising control system of the model. The newly introduced fourth
subsystem, the T HE E PISODIC BUFFER, is said to be entirely concerned with
storing information rather than with attentional control. For detailed information
on the episodic buffer and the multi component model, see Baddeley (2003, 2007).
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If we can understand the processes and mechanisms that underlie
sentence comprehension, we will have taken one step forward in
understanding how people can master the use of language.
M. J. Pickering, 1999

3
The Human Sentence
Processing Mechanism

Understanding our own native language comes very natural to us. Every day we
are confronted with language – we watch the news, enjoy movies, read books or
converse with others. In almost all of those cases, we are perfectly capable of
understanding what was said or written. This is very astonishing considering the
complexity of language. Although language is a very challenging cognitive task
we scarcely fail to cope with it. The current chapter is concerned with one aspect
of language comprehension – sentence processing. This is, as Crocker (1999:191)
puts it ‘[. . . ] a task which all people can do well: quickly, efficiently, effortlessly
and accurately.’ The chapter deals with the the human parser mechanism – or
H UMAN S ENTENCE P ROCESSING M ECHANISM (HSPM) that assigns a syntactic structure to incoming sentence strings. The task of the HSPM is to integrate
each new incoming word into the syntactic analysis that has been created so far.
Henceforth, the syntactic analysis that has been assigned to incoming information
at a certain point in time will be called C URRENT PARTIAL P HRASE M ARKER or
CPPM. The core question is: how does the HSPM master the process of integration of a new word into the CPPM?
23
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3.1 The Incremental Parser
The nature of the HSPM and its properties have been dealt with in various theories.
There is a wide range of ideas of how the HSPM works. However, there is also
general agreement that the HSPM is an INCREMENTAL PARSER (e.g. MarslenWilson, 1973; Tanenhaus et al., 1995; Pickering and Traxler, 2000). The HSPM
is said to operate in an incremental way when all subprocesses of integrating a
new word w into the CPPM (lexical access, assignment of a syntactic structure
and semantic interpretation) are started as soon as the word w is perceived.
In order to test the impact of visual information on language processing, Tanenhaus et al. (1995) recorded
eye movements while participants followed auditory instructions that concerned objects presented on a computer screen. Participants were shown
some objects, as can be seen in Figure 3.1. Simultaneously they were instructed acoustically with commands
such as: “Put the apple on the towel in
the box.”. Eye-movements in Tanen- Figure 3.1: Eye-movements reveal increhaus et al. (1995) suggest that subjects mental nature of cognitive processes (Tanenstarted to process the incoming infor- haus et al., 1995)
mation immediately. Shortly after an
incoming word specified an action or a target object, eye-movements followed
the instructions. Figure 3.1 shows eye-movements for the sentence given above.
Eye-movements follow the instructions immediately while the instruction is perceived. Thus, findings suggest that immediate reactions of auditory input refer to
an immediate parsing process of incoming information.
Altmann and Kamide (1999) did related eye-tracking studies to investigate
the impact of semantic information in sentence processing. Just as Tanenhaus
et al. (1995), they presented visual objects on a computer screen. Amongst other
objects, subjects saw illustrations of a boy and a cake (which was the only edible object on screen). Participants listened to sentences that were related to
the displayed scene. They either heard sentences such as the boy will move the
cake or the boy will eat the cake. Altmann and Kamide (1999) report that eyemovements could be monitored simultaneously to the auditory stimuli. However,
when the verb move was presented, subjects’ eye-movements towards the target
object started significantly later than when the verb eat was perceived. Thus, findings of Altmann and Kamide (1999) support hypotheses of an incremental parser.
Furthermore, the results suggest that information of the verb facilitates sentence
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processing. As the cake was the only edible object on the screen, semantic information of the verb helped to sharpen expectations of the forthcoming noun.
Therefore, the saccade towards the object ‘cake’ started earlier.
Pickering and Traxler (2000) report studies accomplished with local ambiguous sentences that also support incremental assumptions. Pickering and Traxler
(1998; cited in Pickering and Traxler, 2000:240 ff.) tested subjects in an eyetracking study on locally ambiguous sentences as in (1). Except for the first verb
(1a. edited; 1b. sailed), both sentences are alike. Note also that the first phrase of
the sentence closes after the first verb (again, edited or sailed).
(1)

a.
b.

As the woman edited the magazine about fishing amused all
the reporters.
As the woman sailed the magazine about fishing amused all
the reporters.

A second phrase is launched with the magazine being an argument of the verb
amused. For reasons to be explained later in this chapter (see: section 3.3), the
parser tends to integrate the NP the magazine with the preceding verb. While
semantically this is plausible in (1-a), the immediate mis analysis of (1-b) is semantically implausible. Results show that subjects made more regressions from
the magazine in (1-b) than in (1-a). This plausibility effect strongly argues in favor
of an immediate integration of a new word w into the CPPM.

3.2 Investigating the Human Parser
Two linguistic phenomena made major contributions in investigating the HSPM.
First, it has been shown that INCREASED INTERVENING PROCESSING LOAD between related items sometimes increases processing complexity.
(2)

a.
b.

The reporter disliked the editor.
The reporter [ who the senator attacked ] disliked the editor.

It has been shown that (2-a) is easier to process than (2-b) (both taken from Gibson, 2000:96). (2-b) depicts an unambiguous sentence structure with a centerembedded relative clause. It has been reported in the literature for a long time that
lengthy dependencies as in (2-b) are often hard to process (e.g. Chomsky, 1957,
1965; Yngve, 1960). Accounts of a resource-based working memory system suggest that usage of computational resources in embedded structures rises and, thus,
increases processing complexity. Those findings are challenged by findings of a
facilitated sentence processing related to increased intervening processing load.
Both accounts will be discussed in chapter 4.
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The second phenomenon that helped to investigate the nature of the human
parsing mechanism is SYNTACTIC AMBIGUITY RESOLUTION. Syntactic ambiguities and the workings of the human parser to resolve ambiguous analyses will be
explained below.

3.3 Syntactic Ambiguity Resolution
The second phenomenon that helped to shape models of the HSPM are syntactic
ambiguities. Ambiguities can can be found on all levels of natural languages. The
following examples illustrate only a few cases of linguistic ambiguities that have
to be mastered in language processing. The well-known example in (3) is taken
from a Black Sabbath song. It illustrates perfectly that auditory input might often
be misheard and becomes subject to (in this case fatal) misinterpretation.
Just as acoustic input can be misheard, visual input (e.g. a sloppy handwriting)
can yield ambiguities, too. Furthermore, the lexicon contains various homonymous words with identical pronunciation, but different meaning. In (4), Bank
can be either a bench ((4-a): “Peter went to the bench and sat down’) or a credit
institute ((4-b): ‘Peter went to the credit institute to withdraw money.’).
(3)

(In)famous misheard lyrics from ‘Paranoid’:1
misheard lyrics: I tell you to end your life.
original lyrics: I tell you to enjoy life.

(4)

Peter ging zur Bank . . .
a. . . . und setzte sich hin.
b. . . . und hob Geld ab.

(5)

Steven told Stanley that he had won the prize.

As (5) shows, sometimes the integration between a pronoun and its appropriate
antecedent is ambiguous. It is not clear which of the two persons, Steven or Stanley, is addressed as he and has therefore won a prize. This shows that another
important linguistic ambiguity can occur on the syntactic level. Syntactic ambiguities are on hand, when more than one structure can be assigned to an incoming
string of words. This phenomenon is both subject for psycholinguistic research
and a common feature used in everyday life. “[J]okes and puns explicitly rely on
the contrast between two interpretations of an ambiguous word or phrase” (Just
and Carpenter, 1980:350; see also: Schultz & Horibe, 1974, cited therein).
1 The

song Paranoid can be found on the album ‘Paranoid’ by Black Sabbath, GB 1970; cf.
http://www.amiright.com/misheard/; for more popular mishearings see also:
Hacke, A. (2004): Der weiße Neger Wumbaba: Kleines Handbuch des Verhörens.
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Groucho Marx in ‘Animal Crackers’ (USA 1930):2
One morning I shot an elephant in my pajamas.
How he got in my pajamas, I don’t know.

(6) shows the famous monologue of Groucho Marx as Captain Spaulding in ‘Animal Crackers’. Initially, the syntactic ambiguity is not obvious. Knowledge about
the world suggests that it was Spaulding who was still dressed in his pajamas,
when he shot an elephant. However, when the second sentence unexpectedly reveals that it was the elephant who was wearing the pajama, the recipient is puzzled for a moment. The scene marks one of the best-known lines from a Marx
Brother’s movie and shows that disambiguating a syntactic ambiguity towards the
non-preferred (and totally unexpected) reading is a wonderful stylistic element
in comedy. Thus, SYNTACTIC AMBIGUITY RESOLUTION delivers very valuable
data for the exploration of the human sentences parser. A syntactic ambiguity
occurs when more than one syntactic structure can be assigned to an input string.
The literature classifies instances of syntactic ambiguities in (i) GLOBAL AMBI GUITIES and (ii) and LOCAL AMBIGUITIES . A sentence is said to be globally
ambiguous, if more than one structure can be assigned to the entire sentence. The
unambiguous interpretation of the string remains unclear for the entire sentence.
A German example is given in (7) (cf. Bader, unpublished manuscript). The sentence consists of a transitive verb that asks for two arguments. Both noun phrases
consist of proper names only. The missing specification for case of both NPs leads
to global ambiguity. Both NPs, Maria and Max, can be either in the nominative
or in the accusative case. This enables a subject-object (henceforth: SO) or an
object-subject reading (henceforth: OS). In globally ambiguous sentences, disambiguation does not take place within the sentence itself. The intended reading
of (7) is only revealed by additional information supplied by a further context.
(7)

Maria liebt Max.
Maria loves Max
‘Maria loves Max.’ or ‘Max loves Maria.’

Locally ambiguous sentences only bear an ambiguous reading up to a certain point
within the sentence. At this point, integration of disambiguating information of
a word w dismisses one possible syntactic structure in favor of another one. In
(8), the globally ambiguous sentence in (7) has been modified with additional
information. The second NP consists of a determiner marked for case and a proper
name. At the beginning, (8) is ambiguous for case. Maria can be either the subject
or the object of the phrase. Disambiguation takes place, when the second NP has
to be integrated into the CPPM. Accusative case is on hand, when den (‘theacc’)
2 see:

http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0020640/
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occurs; nominative is on hand, when der (‘thenom’) launches the NP. At this point,
(8-a) disambiguates either towards a SO-reading, as den Max is in the accusative
case, or towards a OS-reading in (8-b), as der Max is marked for nominative case.
(8)

a.

Maria liebt (accden Max).
‘Maria loves Max.’

b.

Maria liebt (nomder Max).
‘Max loves Maria.’

Applying either of the two classes of ambiguities (cf. (7) and (8)) in experimental
research adds valuable findings in investigating the HSPM. However, processing
globally ambiguous sentences cannot satisfactorily be monitored in online experiments. Online data cannot unveil which of the two possible structures is applied to
the incoming string. Reliable answers concerning ambiguity resolution of global
ambiguous sentences have to be collected in offline tests. Locally ambiguous sentences are well-suited for online studies. The point of disambiguation takes place
within the sentence and provides valuable data. The well-known sentence in (9)
(taken from Bever, 1970) illustrates a phenomenon which has become known as
the GARDEN - PATH EFFECT.
(9)

The horse raced past the barn fell.

Experimental findings show that (9) is processed without problems until the disambiguating word fell occurs. It seems that in the preferred initial analysis raced
is assigned the role of the main verb. The three words following raced are still
compatible with this analysis. However, when the HSPM is confronted with the
task of integrating fell into the initial CPPM, the process of sentence parsing fails.
With the appearance of fell, it turns out that the initial analysis of the sentence
structure was wrong. The word raced cannot be the verb of a main clause. Instead, raced has to be analyzed as a past-participle of a reduced relative clause.
At the point of fell, the parser has to detect the previous mis analysis and instantly
assign a new fitting structure to the current sentence string. The initial misparsing
proverbially lead the parser “down the garden path”. Therefore, sentences as (9)
are known as GARDEN - PATH SENTENCES. They are defined as locally ambiguous
sentences that are disambiguated towards the non-preferred reading. At the point
of disambiguation, the HSPM has to deal with detection and recovery from the
initial mis analysis. These processes go along with increased processing difficulties. As Bader and Bayer (2006:24ff.) explain, the literature reports a wide range
of garden-path effects of various degrees. Experimental findings show that the
example above yields strong garden-path effects, while other garden-paths hardly
affect sentence processing at all. For extensive work on varying degrees of garden-
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path strength, see Meng (1998). The garden-path effect has brought up some interesting questions: why is one of the possible syntactic structures of a locally
ambiguous sentence preferred over other interpretations? How does the HSPM
decide which analysis will be computed when an ambiguous word appears?

Three Kinds of Processing Models. When the HSPM encounters that a new
incoming word w allows more than one structural analysis, there are different
processing strategies to adhere to. First, the parser immediately chooses one of
the possible structures and builds the CPPM following this analysis. Second,
the parser considers and computes all possible syntactical structures until disambiguating information appears and resolves the ambiguity. Third, the parser applies a wait-and-see strategy and delays the analysis of the incoming string until
the ambiguity is resolved by new information. In the following, all three strategies
will be explained in more detail.
A parser following the first strategy is known as a SERIAL PARSER. A serial parser works in an incremental way and immediately integrates every new
word w into the CPPM. It treats all incoming sentence strings, unambiguous and
ambiguous ones, alike. Thus, when encountering an ambiguity, a serial parser
instantly chooses one of the possible analyses and computes it till disambiguating information appears. At the point of disambiguation two scenarios can occur.
First, the initial analysis turns out to be correct. The resolving information disambiguates the sentence towards the structure that has already been preselected
by the HSPM. In this case sentence processing continues smoothly. This initial
analysis of an incoming string has become known as FIRST- PASS PARSING. As
the serial parser proceeds to parse local ambiguities immediately and with only a
single CPPM, one might state that there is no difference in first-pass parsing of
ambiguous and unambiguous sentences. The only difference between both events
is the choice that has to be made when an ambiguity is encountered, compared
to the unambiguous sentence string. When an ambiguity is resolved towards an
alternative, unpreferred reading, additional processes have to be accomplish by
the serial parser. The events of recovery and reanalysis have become known as
SECOND - PASS PARSING . The terms first-pass parsing and second-pass parsing
will explicated after the other two major parsing models have been discussed.
A PARALLEL PARSER is supposed to be incremental in nature, just as a serial
parsing mechanism. It integrates every incoming new word immediately into the
CPPM. However, when encountering a syntactic ambiguity, the parallel parsers
differs from the procedural method of a serial parsing mechanism. A parallel
parser immediately computes all possible alternative structures that fit the input
up to this point. The parser keeps up all parallel parse trees until the appearance of a disambiguating word resolves ambiguity towards one interpretation.
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All other structures are immediately discarded at the point of disambiguation.
Mitchell (1994) differentiates between ‘unbiased parallel models’ and ‘weighted
parallel models’. Unbiased models treat all alternative structures alike. Parallel
analyses are not qualified in some hierarchical ranking, but are coequal to each
other. Assumptions of coequal analyses conflict with findings of increased processing complexities in garden-path sentences. If all analyses were computed
and treated alike in parallel models, no disambiguation towards an unpreferred
reading was possible. Weighted models might provide an explanation to effects
of increased processing complexities. Weighted models also compute parallel
analyses for ambiguous sentence strings. In these models, parallelism is ranked
with regard to some given information. In influential parallel parser models those
ranking mechanisms are often incorporated as a result of assumptions of resource
limitations (cf. the ‘Dependency Locality Theory’; Gibson, 2000; for additional
details to Gibson’s theory see chapter 4). Contrary to resource-free parser models,
resource driven models succumb to certain economical constraints. The models
are assumed to rank analyses according to some predicted likelihood of appearance. Implausible structures often have to be discarded before disambiguation
takes place. Thus, incorporating processes of ranking and pruning enables parallel processing models to explain findings of garden-path effects.
A MINIMAL COMMITMENT PARSER strongly differs from the other parser
models. When encountering an ambiguous word, the parser neither immediately
commits to a single analysis, nor does it follow all possible readings. Just as
a parallel parser, a minimal commitment parser differs between ambiguous and
unambiguous sentence strings. Unambiguous sentences are parsed incrementally
and fully specified. For ambiguous sentences, the parser does not fully commit to
a specific reading. Sturt and Crocker (1998) state that the human parser objects to
dissolve an already built structure if possible. It seems to be less burdening to add
information to a CPPM than to breakup an already computed analysis. As a result
of this, the ‘monotonicity hypothesis’ assumes that, starting with the point of ambiguity, CPPMs are computed unspecified for some aspects until disambiguating
information appears. Committing to general and unspecific readings can, in the
most extreme situation, result in a complete delay of processing. At the point of
disambiguation, missing grammatical information will be added to the previously
built structure. Adding these information is supposed to be easy for the parser
and should not increase processing complexity. In order to be able to explain
complexity phenomena, those models suggests that sentence parsing consists of
various levels of commitment. The HSPM is supposed to make “[. . . ] an immediate, but relatively weak, commitment, which can be relatively easily broken at the
point of disambiguation [. . . ] as well as a firmer, but more delayed, commitment,
which causes the processing trouble [. . . ]” (Sturt and Crocker, 1998:303).
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3.3.1 First-Pass Parsing
As already mentioned above, first-pass parsing processes in serial models are assumed to be identical for ambiguous and unambiguous sentences. At this point of
processing, the initial integration of any new word w is accomplished. If a word
ambiguates an incoming sentence string, the HSPM has to choose one structure
over alternative analyses. The CPPM adheres to this analysis until new information resolves the ambiguity. A basic question is: which of the possible interpretations is preferred and why it is chosen over possible alternatives? An influential
serial model is the GARDEN - PATH THEORY. The name deduces from the possibility that there ‘[. . . ] is no guarantee that the analysis which was chosen will
turn out to be correct. And therefore the parser will often be led down the gardenpath.’ (Frazier and Rayner, 1982:178). The model contains two basic parsing
strategies in case of ambiguous sentence strings: LATE CLOSURE and MINIMAL
ATTACHMENT (Frazier and Rayner, 1982).
(10)

Late Closure:
When possible, attach incoming lexical items into the clause or phrase
currently being processed (i.e., the lowest possible nonterminal node dominating the last item analyzed).

(11)

Minimal Attachment:
Attach incoming material into the phrase marker being constructed using
the fewest nodes consistent with the well-formedness rules of the language.

Kimball (1973) already formulated seven influential principles of language parsing. Recent models managed to refine and reduce the number of principles. For
example, Kimball’s second principle ‘(Right Association): Terminal symbols optimally associate to the lowest nonterminal node’ (Kimball, 1973:24) already displays the core assumption of ‘Late Closure’. Since Kimball, updates of the principles have been integrated in various theories, for example Gorrell (1995).
(12)

Simplicity:
No vacuous structure building.

For an overview of further theories see also Bader and Bayer (2006) and literature
cited therein.
Frazier and Rayner (1982) tested the predictions of both parsing strategies,
Late Closure and Minimal Attachment. Assumptions made in (10) were tested by
means of long and short early closure and late closure sentences, as in (13).
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Early Closure
Long: Before the king rides his beautiful white horse is always groomed.
Short: Before the king rides his white horse is always groomed.
Late Closure
Long: Before the king rides his beautiful white horse it’s always groomed.
Short: Before the king rides his white horse it’s always groomed.

In (13) the NPs his beautiful white horse and the shorter his white horse can be
integrated with both verbs, rides and groomed. The parsing principle Late Closure
demands to integrate incoming words into the phrases currently processed. Predictions for the sentences in (13) are clear-cut. The NP his (beautiful) white horse
is supposed to be integrated as the object argument with the verb rides. This is the
case in late closure sentences in (13). As they do adhere to the principle suggested
in (10), processing those sentences is assumed to be accomplished problem-free.
This holds for both long and short sentences. However, early closure sentences
do not adhere to the demands made in (10). The initial phrase is closed early and
the NP his (beautiful) white horse is integrated as the subject argument of a new
phrase, preceding the sentence-final verb groomed. Following the principle Late
Closure, sentence complexity is supposed to increase. This especially holds for
long early closure sentences.
Assumptions made in the parsing principle in (11) were tested by means of
long and short minimal and non-minimal attachment sentences, as in (14).
(14)

Minimal Attachment
Long: I wonder if Tom heard the latest gossip about the new neighbors.
Short: I wonder if Tom heard the gossip.
Non-Minimal Attachment
Long: Tom heard the latest gossip about the new neighbors wasn’t true.
Short: Tom heard the gossip wasn’t true.

The phrase marker for non-minimal attachment sentences requires more nodes as
the syntactic tree for minimal attachment sentences. For non-minimal sentences,
the phrase marker contains an additional IP node commanded by the topmost VP
node. However, the necessity for an additional node is only revealed late in the
sentence when the word wasn’t has to be integrated into the CPPM. The parsing principle in (11) suggests that the simplest structure possible is generated.
This simple structure is met in the minimal attachment sentences in (14). Nonminimal attachment sentences are uneconomical an require reparsing. The predictions are very clear-cut: non-minimal attachment sentences are supposed to
increase in processing complexity when the parser encounters wasn’t. Just as in
the experiment in (13), Frazier and Rayner (1982) predict that length additionally
affects sentence processing adversely. However, minimal attachment sentences
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are not affected negatively and are not supposed to show an increase in complexity. The garden-path theory predicts that for both early closure and non-minimal
attachment sentences reading times at the point of disambiguation will arise. Frazier and Rayner (1982) report findings that support the assumptions made in both
parsing principles Minimal Attachment and Late Closure.
With regard to parsing mechanism, findings reported in Frazier and Rayner
(1982) support the assumptions of a serial parser. Predictions for both parallel and
minimal commitment parsing hypotheses differ from the results on hand. Parallel parsers do predict an increase in reading times for ambiguous sentences for
all conditions in both the Minimal Attachment and the Late Closure experiments.
In case of ambiguities, parallel parsers compute all possible syntactic structures.
This additionally burdens working memory capacity and is supposed to increase
processing complexity. This was supposed to increase reading times and fixation
rates on the respective ambiguous areas. Minimal commitment parsing assumptions predict increased processing effort in the disambiguating areas, but not in
the preceding ambiguous regions.
However, findings in Frazier and Rayner (1982) support assumptions of serial parsing hypotheses. The serial parser predicts that in first pass parsing, one
syntactic structure is assigned to an incoming ambiguous string. The garden-path
theory suggests that assignment adheres to the two principles introduced above.
Differences in reading times are predicted to show up in the disambiguating area.
If material following the ambiguity fits the initial structure, no increase in processing complexity will arise. If an ambiguity is resolved towards an unpredicted
reading, complexity is supposed to arise. Findings show that reading times and
fixation duration in the ambiguous area and its preceding regions do not increase.
Frazier and Rayner (1982) take the data as support for a serial parser mechanism.

3.3.2 Second-Pass Parsing
First-pass parsing processes are the same for both ambiguous and unambiguous
sentence strings. However, if analyses assigned to the incoming structure in the
initial parsing step do not fit the incoming information, correction routines have
to be accomplished. The question is: how does the HSPM conduct to accomplish
these processes?
The HSPM has two possibilities to cope with misanalysed sentences. First
possibility: the current parse tree is entirely or at least partly discarded after the
resolving information has revealed the mis analysis. A second step analysis then
assigns a new CPPM to the sentence string. This first strategy is termed REPARS ING . Second possibility: the error made in the first-pass parsing step is tracked
down. When the source of error is found, the initial CPPM is corrected. This
second parsing strategy is termed REPAIR (cf. Bader and Bayer, 2006:39).
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For both strategies a follow-up question arises: how does the HSPM locate the
area where the ambiguity was launched?
Frazier and Rayner (1982) introduce three hypotheses how the HSPM might
approach the problem of an initial mis analysis. First, in detecting an unpredicted
disambiguation, the parser returns to the very beginning of the sentence string and
reparses the entire sentence a second time. As the initial analysis turned out to be
wrong, the HSPM is supposed to search for an alternative analysis. This routine
has become known as the FORWARD REANALYSIS HYPOTHESIS. An opposing
approach is suggested in the BACKWARD REANALYSIS HYPOTHESIS initially introduced in Kaplan (1972). In this alternative second-pass parsing routine, the
parser starts both search and correction processes at the point disambiguation. The
HSPM begins at the point of mismatch between the initially assigned CPPM and
the incoming sentence string and works its way back in the string. A third alternative is known as the SELECTIVE REANALYSIS HYPOTHESIS (see also: Winograd,
1972; cited in Frazier and Rayner, 1982). In this hypothesis, the HSPM is independent of any chronological search, both forwards or backwards through the
information string. It rather uses available information about the progress of the
first-pass parsing process to narrow down the start of the ambiguity at which the
wrong analysis was launched.

Some form of temporary storage is also necessary for a wide
range of tasks such as mental arithmetic, reasoning, and problem
solving, and it is surely not accidental that virtually all attempts
to simulate complex human behavior by a computer have ended
up requiring some type of working memory [. . . ]
A. Baddeley, 1999

4

Sentence Processing
and Working Memory

In his book Essentials of Human Memory, Alan Baddeley (1999) points out that
we need some form of temporary storage for every single cognitive task we have
to accomplish. Just as mental arithmetic or problem solving, sentence processing is a cognitive task which requires some kind of working memory, too. As
already outlined, the multicomponent model (e.g. Baddeley and Hitch, 1974;
Baddeley, 2007) suggests that working memory serves as a platform for both temporary storage and processing of information. Following Gibson (1998, 2000)
(among others see also: Just and Carpenter, 1992; MacDonald et al., 1994), it will
be assumed that working memory processes are driven by some kind of limited
computational or activation resources. Sometimes parsing processes overburden
the limited resource capacity which finally results in processing failures. Gibson
(1998:2) states that “[. . . ] an important part of understanding how humans process
language involves understanding the relationship between the sentence processing
mechanism and the available computational resources.”
Two linguistic phenomena made important contributions in understanding the
nature of the human parsing mechanism and the role of a limited working memory system. The first phenomenon (‘syntactic ambiguity resolution’) has already
been introduced in chapter 3. It has been shown that syntactic ambiguity resolution often affects sentence processing adversely. The second phenomenon is the
task of coping with an INCREASED PROCESSING LOAD. Yngve (1960), Chomsky and Miller (1963) and Miller and Chomsky (1963) were probably the first to
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discuss that an increased processing load often affects sentence processing negatively. Consider an example taken from Gibson (1998:3; ‘#’, indicates increased
processing complexity; notation is also taken from Gibson, 1998).
(1)

a.

[The intern [who the nurse supervised] had bothered the administrator
[who lost the medical reports]].
b. # [The administrator [who the intern [who the nurse supervised] had
bothered] lost the medical reports].

In (1-a), the two relative clauses who the nurse supervised and who lost the medical reports are directly embedded within the matrix clause. (1-b) contains a
multiply-embedded structure with two center-embedded relative clauses. Here,
the second relative clause who the nurse supervised is embedded within the first
one. Findings suggest that those doubly nested structures are harder to process.
Chomsky and Miller (1963) claim that the sentence The girl the man the boy
saw kissed left ‘[. . . ] is complex because the perceptual strategy of assigning a
N (noun) to the following V (verb) is interrupted’ (cited after Kimball, 1973:18).
Thus, problems in understanding sentences (e.g. the example above) seem to arise
from the tasks of memorizing unattached entities while simultaneously integrating
them into the currently created parse tree. Chomsky also proposes that restrained
processability of sentences containing a “nesting of a long and complex element”
is the underlying reason of a “decay of memory” (Chomsky, 1965:13ff.). The current chapter, introduces the LOCALITY hypotheses in section 4.1. Locality-based
accounts claim that processing complexity increases with an increase in distance
between related items. A central topic in psycholinguistic research is the question: what limits capacity of working memory resources? Section 4.1 will briefly
introduce some locality accounts that explain increased processing complexity.
Section 4.1.1 introduces the influential D EPENDENCY L OCALITY T HEORY (Gibson, 2000). The framework creates a binary distinction between entities that consume computational resources and a second group of entities that are supposed
to be processed cost-free. An important feature of Gibson’s theory is the concept
of LOCALITY or distance that determines processing complexity. The higher the
costs that arise in the interim between dependents, the higher is the sentence’s
processing complexity. Locality-based hypotheses are challenged by findings that
show that prolonged distances between related items do not necessarily result in
adverse processing effects. Sometimes an increase in the distance between an item
and its dependent even seems to facilitate sentence processing. Hypotheses of
ANTI - LOCALITY will be introduced in section 4.2. There, two influential models
of anti-locality will be discussed. Section 4.2.1 presents the ANTICIPATION HYPOTHESIS (Konieczny, 2000) and in 4.2.2 the SURPRISAL MODEL ( Levy, 2008)
will be introduced. The chapter concludes with a discussion in section 4.3.
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4.1 Locality Effects in Sentence Processing
It has been shown that multiply embedded clauses increase processing load which
results in adverse effects in sentence processing performance. Psycholinguistic
research also focused on other well-known phenomena that increase processing
load and hamper sentence parsing. One other phenomenon is the increased sentence complexity of object-extracted RCs compared with subject-extracted RCs
as in (2) (taken from Gibson, 1998:2).
(2)

a.
b.

[S The reporter [S who t [S t attacked the senator ]] admitted the error ].
[S The reporter [S who t [S the senator attacked t ]] admitted the error ].

In (2-a), the relative pronoun is extracted from the subject position of the relative
clause. In (2-b), the relative pronoun is extracted from the object position of
the RC. Findings reveal that an extraction from the object position (OS-relative
clause) is more error prone than from the subject position (SO-relative clause)
Influential parsing accounts offer a variety of explanations for this phenomenon.
The locality-based model in Gibson (2000) proposes that changes in processing
complexity are due to a varying number of new discourse referents that are located
in the interim between related items. Following this account, (2-a) is easier to process than (2-b), as less referents have to be processed in between the verb and its
dependent. The resource-based framework of Gibson (2000) will be explained in
detail in section 4.1.1.
Accounts of similarity-based interference (e.g. Lewis, 1996; Gordon et al.,
2001) suggest that confusability of similar items affects sentence processing negatively. Object-extracted relative clauses require the parser to maintain traces of
two distinct representations over a short period of time. As the nouns reporter and
senator are quite similar, interference does result in higher processing errors. Gordon et al. (2001) report that mixing definite NPs with pronouns or proper names
reduces similarity-based interference and thus results in better processing performance. Accounts of perspective-shifting (e.g. MacWhinney and Pléh, 1988; cited
in Traxler et al., 2002) suggest that additional processing complexity arises when
perspective has to be shifted, as in object-extracted relative clause. According to
MacWhinney and Pleh (1988), speakers and listeners ‘. . . prefer to take the viewpoint of active agents, rather than passive recipients. . . ” (cited in Traxler et al.,
2002:83). In (2-b), the subject of the matrix clause is not identical with the subject
of the relative clause. The need to shift perspectives and the fact that more than
one entity serves as subject within the sentence is assumed to increase complexity.
Thus, object-extracted clauses are supposed to be more complex to process than
subject-extracted clauses. In (2-a), subject of the matrix clause and subject of the
RC are identical. This is less costly. Traxler et al. (2002) states that the active
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filler hypothesis (e.g. Frazier and Clifton, 1989; Clifton and Frazier, 1989) explains increased processing complexity in object-extracted clauses with a wrong
initial analysis of incoming material. Following this account, the human parser
is eager to fill the gap in clause-initial position of the RC immediately with the
subject of the previously processed matrix subject. This analysis would fit the
incoming string in (2-a), but fail in the object-extracted relative clause in (2-b).
This syntax-based account is able to explain a general preference of the HSPM
towards subject-extracted relative clauses.
Two influential locality-based models offer computational accounts in order
to evaluate sentence complexities. First, Hawkins’ hypothesis of early immediate
constituents (Hawkins, 1990) suggests that competence grammar of the worlds
languages is shaped by parsing preferences. Hawkins states that the human parser
prefers short constituents to be in a leftward position, whereas long or heavy constituents are preferred to be located at a rightward position. The earlier all immediate constituents can be constructed, the easier is the parsing process. Thus, long
distances result in higher parsing complexities. The framework defines distance in
terms of the number of intervening words. The less words there are until the final
immediate constituent can be constructed, the less complex is the parsing process.
Second, the DEPENDENCY LOCALITY THEORY (Gibson, 2000) offers an account to compute sentence complexity at any point in the sentence. This framework will be explained in more detail in the following section.

4.1.1 Dependency Locality Theory (DLT)
Gibson (1998) introduced an influential resource-driven model for sentence processing. The SYNTACTIC PREDICTION LOCALITY THEORY (SPLT) assumes a
limited pool of activation resources that supply all parsing processes. The SPLT
introduces two main processing cost components: an INTEGRATION COST component and a MEMORY COST component. Integration costs arise when heads (hX)
of new incoming information have to be structurally integrated into the current
parse tree. Memory costs arise as a function of the number of syntactic categories
that are still necessary in order to form a grammatical sentence with the currently
incoming input string. A central keyword of the SPLT is LOCALITY. The processing costs that occur when two elements are structurally integrated depend on
the distance between the related items. Items that are related to each other are, for
example, a head and its dependent. First, the bigger the distance between an incoming new word w and its related dependent (e.g. a verb and its argument) is, the
higher are the integration costs of w. Second, the longer a predicted category has
to be stored temporarily until it finally is satisfied by incoming new information,
the higher are its respective memory costs.
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Dependency Locality Theory (DLT)(Gibson, 2000) has a predecessor in the
SPLT. The DLT is based on the same two core assumptions as the previous model.
First, it is also a resource-driven model with two cost components, INTEGRATION
COSTS and STORAGE COSTS. The DLT assumes a limited pool of activation resources that supply all parsing related processes. Both cost components draw
off this single pool of activation resources. Comparable resource models can be
found in various theories of language processing (e.g. Just and Carpenter, 1992;
Lewis, 1996). Second, the amount of computational resources needed for both,
integration of a word w and storage, is also determined by LOCALITY. According to the DLT, increasing the distance between w and its related dependent can
result in an increase of usage of resources. Increased usage of limited computational resources results in increased processing complexities. A central point
of the framework is that not all incoming words consume resources. The DLT
states that only referents which are new to the discourse consume computational
resources. The notion of discourse referents will be explained in the following
section.
4.1.1.1 Excursus: The Notion of Referents
According to Kadmon (2001:27), “[. . . ] a DISCOURSE REFERENT is an entity
which, once introduced by an indefinite NP, can serve as an antecedent for anaphora;
at the same time”. Kamp (1984) (as cited in Kadmon, 2001) defines that only
indefinite NPs can introduce new referents to the discourse. It is assumed that
indefinites do not have any corresponding referent in the current discourse. Thus,
when an indefinite NP has to be integrated into the current phrase marker, a new
referent has to be established to the discourse. This is also suggested to be true for
proper name NPs. Both, proper names and indefinite NPs are supposed to have no
related referent in the current discourse. However, this is not true for definite NPs.
Following the DISCOURSE REPRESENTATION THEORY (DRT) (cf. Kamp, 1984;
as cited in Kadmon, 2001), definite NPs refer to entities that already have been
introduced to the discourse. The DRT suggests that the nature of definite NPs is
equal to pronouns in that they refer to ‘old’ entities.
Examples are shown in (3): In (i), the proper names Bill and Susan and the
noun money introduce new referents to the discourse. Once introduced, those
discourse referents can serve as antecedents. In (ii), the pronouns She and it refer
to the previously introduced referents. They do not introduce any new referents
themselves.
(3)

(i) Bill wanted to lend Susan1 some money2.
(ii) She1 was hard up and really needed it2.
(Garrod and Sanford, 1994:676)
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It has been suggested that not only entities introduced by NPs can be refered to
with pronouns. Similar phenomena also have been found for tenses and respective
pronouns.
(4)

(i) Peter read “Ulysses” and Mary does not believe it.
(ii) Peter laughed at Mary. But she really deserved it.

Examples are shown in (4): In (i) the verb read introduces the event ‘reading’ as
a new referent to the discourse. The pronoun it in sentence-final position refers to
this event. In (ii), the first sentence introduces a list of new referents: two referents
with the proper names Peter and Mary and an event with the verb laughed. The
two pronouns in the second sentence (she and it) refer to the previously introduced
referents. She refers to the anteceding noun (Mary) and it to the anteceding verb
(laughed). Thus, discourse representation theory treats events (e.g. reading or
laughing) “as semantic values of a designated class of discourse referents.” (citation taken from The Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy1. The events introduced
by the two verbs in (4) are interpreted as having the status of indefinite entities and
are also assumed to introduce new discourse referents.
The DLT framework picks up considerations made about the role events. Gibson (2000:103) defines a discourse referent as “[. . . ] an entity that has a spatiotemporal location so that it can later be referred to with an anaphoric expression, such as a pronoun for NPs or tense on a verb for events [. . . ]”. As introduced
above, the DLT does not suggest that all discourse referents consume resources.
The model establishes a binary distinction between ‘old’ and ‘new’ referents. It
claims that only new discourse referents consume computational resources in a
substantial way. This consideration rests on the assumption that new discourse
referents (hence: NDR) are less accessible than old ones.
The notion of accessibility and the related degree of processing complexity
has been investigated in a range of studies. Garrod and Sanford (1982, 1994)
show that processing an item depends on the discourses’ focus of attention on that
item. Garrod and Sanford (1994) report studies with pronoun-antecedent relationships. Their results suggest that sentences are processed more reliable, when the
antecedent was in the focus of attention. Garrod and Sanford (1994) assume that
antecedents that are currently in the focus of attention are easier to access than
unfocused ones. The less accessible a referent is, the harder is its processing (for
an overview cf. Table 4.1; taken from Garrod and Sanford, 1994:679). In a resource driven framework as the DLT (Gibson, 2000), this results in the following
equation: the less accessible a referent is, the more resources have to be spent to
1 Geurts,

Bart and Beaver, David I., "Discourse Representation Theory", The Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy (Fall 2011 Edition), Edward N. Zalta (ed.); URL =
http://plato.stanford.edu/archives/fall2011/entries/discourse-representation-theory/
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Table 4.1: The Referential Hierarchy (Garrod & Sanford, 1994)
Form

Position

Contextual
presupposition

Referential
role

Antecedent
identification

Pronoun
he, it
Demonstrative NP
this man

High

High

Low

Medium

Medium

Definite NP
the man
Definite NP + modifier
the man in the hat
Proper name
John

"

"

Referential
maintenance
Referential
maintenance
and establishment
"

"

"

"

"

Low

Low

Referential
maintenance

High

Highish
"

raise its activation level in order to be processed. Pronouns refer to already established entities in the discourse and, according to consideration of Garrod and
Sanford (1994), they are currently in the focus of attention. Thus, pronouns have
to be supplied with little computational resources. Referents that are already established in the discourse, but that are not in the current focus of attention are
often referred to with proper names or definite NPs. According to Garrod and
Sanford (1994), those referents have to be supplied with more resources than focused entities. Referents that are completely new to the current discourse ask for
the highest amount of resources. Introducing a new referent to the discourse is
supposed to be more costly than switching the focus of attention to already established entities. Thus, new discourse referents are supposed to ask for the highest
amount of computational resources.
Warren and Gibson (1999) examined considerations about various degrees of
accessibility and run a questionnaire study. Participants had to rate the complexity
of multiply-embedded sentences. The experiment consisted of embedded relative
clause constructions as in the examples below:
(5)

The reporter [ who the senator [ who the professor met ] attacked ] disliked
the editor.

(6)

The reporter [ who the senator [ who John met ] attacked ] disliked the
editor.

(7)

The reporter [ who the senator [ who I met ] attacked ] disliked the editor.

All sentences consist of a matrix clause with two embedded relative clauses.
A relative clause (who . . . met) is embedded in another RC (who the senator
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. . . attacked), which itself is embedded in the matrix clause (The senator . . . disliked
the editor). The most center-embedded RCs contain three different word categories in subject position. The most center-embedded clauses either contained
(i) a definite NP (cf. (5): the professor), (ii) a proper name (cf. (6): John) or
it contained (iii) a first- or second person pronoun (cf. (7): I). Findings from
Warren and Gibson (1999) show that sentences containing first- or second person
pronouns (I or you) were judged less complex than the two alternatives. As the
syntactic structure is the same in all three examples, this result is not predicted by
former theories of incomplete syntactic dependencies (amongst others, cf. Yngve,
1960, Chomsky and Miller, 1963 and literature cited in Gibson, 2000:98). Gibson (2000) (discussing results of Warren and Gibson, 1999) does not report any
significant difference between sentences with a proper name and a definite NP
as the most center-embedded subject. All sentences were presented in isolation
and without any additional context. Thus, no referents could explicitly have been
established previously. This does not hold for the first- and second person pronouns I and you. For the most basic communicative situation, we have to accept
a producer of an expression and at least one recipient. Therefore, antecedents to
the pronouns I and you are always already given in any discourse. The findings
by Warren and Gibson (1999) seem to support that it is easier to access referents
which are already established in the discourse and which are in the focus of attention (first- or second person pronouns), compared to already established referents
that are currently not in the focus of attention (definite NPs) or referents that are
completely new to the discourse (proper names). In a resource-driven model as
the DLT, the degree of complexity (or accessibility) to an item depends on the activation level of an item. An entity that is introduced to the discourse has already
been supplied with a certain amount of computational resources. Entities that are
new to the discourse lack this level of computational resources. Thus, they have
to be supplied with more resources in order to pass a certain minimum threshold
and, thus, to be part of an active working memory. The same logic works for entities that are in the focus of attention. Those entities need to be less supplied with
resources than entities that, too, already have been introduced to the discourse, but
are not in the focus of attention.
In a nutshell: the more computational resources already have been spent on
an item, the easier is its accessibility. The easier the accessibility of an item,
the easier is its processability. This logic naturally concludes in a fine-grained
gradation of accessibility/ processability of discourse referents. As Warren and
Gibson (1999) already have shown: new referents are more costly than old ones.
There is also a hierarchy of access within the class of ‘old’ referents.
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4.1.1.2 Integration Costs
Sentence comprehension involves a whole range of processes. Amongst others,
every new incoming word w has to be integrated into the current parse tree both on
a syntactic and a semantic level. Structural integration involves matching syntactic categories of maximal projections with expectations predicted by the current
partial parse tree. Syntactical integration also comprises head-dependent relationships such as the linking of verbs with their arguments or linking pronouns with
their respective antecedents. Integration on a semantic or discourse level involves
assignment of thematic roles to maximal projections. This adds information to the
discourse structure. Gibson (2000) assumes that integration of new information
requires a certain amount of computational resources. The amount of resources
needed depends on the distance between the heads of related projections that have
to be integrated with each other. This assumption bases on the logic that integrating a new projection XP (headed by h2) with a previous projection headed by h1
can only be accomplished when grammatical information of h1 is an activated part
of the working memory. Information is assumed to be an active part of working
memory, if its resource activation level crosses a certain minimal threshold. As resource capacity is limited, the DLT assumes that h1’s activation level is subject to
decay in order to release computational resources for new information. Thus, the
ease of reaccessing h1 depends on its activation level which in turn depends on the
amount of resources consumed in the interim between h1 and its related projection
headed by h2. As every incoming word w has to be integrated into the CPPM, every
word w is a possible consumer of activation. However, Gibson (2000) states that
only new discourse referents are supposed to consume computational resources.
With reference to previous work (e.g. Warren and Gibson (1999)), Gibson
(2000) points out that there is a fine-grained hierarchy of accessibility. However,
to simplify the DLT’s assumptions, Gibson (2000) establishes a simple and binary
distinction between ‘new discourse referents’ and ‘old discourse referents’. With
regard to the DRT, the DLT suggests that discourse referents are: (i) events introduced by verbs; (ii) entities introduced by noun phrases. The model defines new
discourse referents as either entities introduced with NPs or as events introduced
with verbs, that can both be referred to with anaphoric expressions. Thus, the DLT
only considers pronouns as old referents and subsumes all other NPs, independent
of their definiteness, under the label ‘new discourse referents’.
New referents have still to be established in the discourse. Thus, processing
the head h of a new discourse referent is supposed to consume a certain amount of
computational resources. Words, not being the head h of an entities that introduce
new discourse referents (e.g. adverbials not introducing any referent) are supposed
to consume zero energy units. The same is true for referents that are already
established, which are also suggested to consume zero energy units, see (8):
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(8)

Simplified Discourse Processing Cost:
1 energy unit (EU) is consumed if h2 is the head of a new discourse referent; 0 EUs otherwise. (Gibson, 2000:104)

The costs for structural integration are assumed to increase by distance. The bigger the distance between the head h1 of a referent and the head h2 of a related
referent is, the more complex is the integration of h2. Distance, as already said,
is defined as the number of new discourse referents that are located between the
two related referents headed by h1 and h2. The logic for this assumption is that in
order to integrate h2 into the current parse tree, information that has been introduced to the discourse with an earlier referent (headed by h1), has to be retrieved
from memory. In the DLT, this means that h1 has to be reactivated above a minimum threshold in order to be identified as part of the active working memory.
A reactivation of h1 is necessary as the previous state of activation for h1 has declined to a certain degree at the point of time when h2 is processed. As the pool
of activation resources is limited, it is a logical consequence that at some point
the system runs out of spare resources. In order to be able to provide upcoming
new elements with activation resources, activation has to be drawn off of already
processed information. Gibson (2000) assumes a decay of activation energy over
time. According to the DLT, activation levels simply fade away over a very short
period. The computational resources set free are available again for new referents.
Thus, with every single head hX in the interim between two related entities, previously activated information is threatened to fall under the minimum threshold.
Therefore, with an increase in distance, the ease of integrating h1 which is related
to a previously activated hX increases.
(9)

DLT structural integration cost:
The structural integration cost associated with connecting the syntactic
structure for a newly input head h2 to a projection of a head h1 that is
part of the current structure for the input is dependent on the complexity
of the computations that took place between h1 and h2. For simplicity, it
is assumed that 1 EU is consumed for each new discourse referent in the
intervening region. (Gibson, 2000:105)

The assumptions of the DLT are supported by experimental findings from a range
of various linguistic phenomena. Consider, for instance, multiple center embedding as in (10). According to Gibson (2000) the difference in processing complexity between the structure of a singly nested RC in (10-a) and a doubly nested RC
in (10-b) are not due to incomplete dependencies as assumed in earlier hypotheses
(cf. findings of Warren and Gibson, 1999 in the examples (5) - (7) above; for related hypotheses, see literature cited in Gibson, 2000:98). Gibson (2000) suggests
that the difference in processing complexity results from increased integration
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costs in multi center-embedded structures. Both sentences (taken from Gibson,
2000:105) consist of a matrix clause with an embedded RC (who the senator attacked). In the doubly nested (10-b), another RC (who John met) is embedded
within the first RC.
(10)

a.
b.

The reporter [ who the senator attacked ] disliked the editor.
The reporter [ who the senator [ who John met ] attacked ] disliked
the editor.

Table 4.2 shows integration costs of the sentences in (10). For the sake of a better
overview, integrations costs are broken down into (simplified) discourse processing costs (DPC), syntactic integration costs (SIC) and total integration costs (TIC).
DPC (introduced in (8)) assigns 1 energy unit (1 EU) for every head h1 of a new
discourse referent. SIC (introduced in (9)) assigns 1 EU to each new discourse
referent in the interim between two heads (hX and hY) of two related entities. TIC
is the total of both, the simplified discourse processing costs and the syntactic
integration costs. Table 4.2 shows that integration costs in (10) peak at the verbs
attacked and disliked. Integration costs are less high for the single nested structure
in (10-a) than for the double nested structure in (10-b). This is true for both verbs.
In (10-a), total integration costs (TIC) for attacked are 3 EUs. Introducing a
new discourse referent (DPC) with the event attacked costs 1 EU. Structural integration (SIC) costs 2 EU and adds up as follows: integrating the senator in the
subject position of attacked is cost-free, as no referent intervenes between the two
items (0 EU); integrating the empty category in the object position of attacked
with the previous pronoun who crosses two new discourse referents (attacked and
senator) and therefore costs 2 EU. Integrating the verb disliked into the CPPM
also costs 3 EUs. Construction of the new referent (DPC) costs 1 EU. Integrating the verb with its argument reporter in subject position crosses two referents
attacked and senator and costs 2 EU. As the editor is adjacent to disliked, its
integration is cost-free (0 EU).
In (10-b) integration of attacked adds up to a total (TIC) of 7 EUs. Introducing a new referent (DPC) to the discourse with the event attacked costs 1 EU.
Structural integration (SIC) of the verb attacked with its arguments senator and
reporter consumes a total (TIC) of 7 EUs. Integration of attacked with senator
crosses met and John and costs 2 EUs. Integration of the empty category in the object position of attacked with the previous pronoun who crosses four new referents
(attacked, met, John and senator) and therefore costs 4 EUs.
TIC for disliked are 5 EUs. Constructing a new referent (DPC) with introducing the event costs 1 EU. Integrating the verb with its argument reporter in subject
position crosses four referents (attacked, met, John and senator) and costs 4 EUs.
Again, the noun editor is adjacent to disliked and its integration is cost-free.
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Table 4.2: Integration Costs for Singly- versus Doubly-Nested Relative Clauses

Single Nested RC
The
0
0
0

DPC
SIC
TIC
Double Nested RC
The reporter
DPC 0 1
SIC 0 0
TIC 0 1

who
0
0
0

reporter
1
0
1

the
0
0
0

who
0
0
0

senator
1
0
1

who
0
0
0

the
0
0
0

senator
1
0
1

John
1
0
1

met
1
1+0
2

attacked
1
0+2
3

disliked
1
2+0
3

the
0
0
0

editor
1
0
1

attacked
1
2+4
7

disliked
1
4+0
5

the
0
0
0

editor
1
0
1

DPC = discourse processing cost; SIC = syntactic integration cost; TIC = total integration cost

To summarize: The example in (10-b) contains two center-embedded RCs,
whereas the (10-a) only contains a single center-embedded RC. Previous models
of nesting complexity (for an overview of models see Gibson, 2000:98) suggested
that processing complexity increases with the number of incomplete syntactic dependencies. Following these models, the higher processing load of (10-b) is attributed to more incomplete syntactic dependencies. However, such accounts fail
to capture the finding that despite the structural similarity, (11) (repeats the example in (7)) is easier to process than (10-b). However, the DLT is capable of
explaining this phenomenon with a higher amount of new discourse referents in
(10-b). The pronoun in (11) refers to an entity that has already been established
in the discourse. Therefore, crossing the pronoun I in (11) is cost-free. Crossing
the new referent John in (10-b) is not cost-free.
(11)

The reporter [ who the senator [ who I met ] attacked ] disliked the editor.

DLT’s predictions are capable to capture more linguistic phenomena than just sentences with multi embedded RCs. One phenomenon which is very well known in
the sentence parsing literature is the greater complexity of object-extracted relative clauses compared to subject-extracted ones (cf. Stromswold et al., 1996; Just
et al., 1996)
In Table 4.3, the maximal TIC of the subject-extracted sentence occurs at the
verb disliked. It takes 3 EUs to integrate the verb in the current parse tree. The
sentence begins with the introduction of the first NP the reporter. Being a new
referent to the discourse, establishing NP1 the reporter is associated with the cost
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Table 4.3: Integration Costs for Subject- versus Object Extracted Relative Clauses

Subject-Extracted RC
The reporter
DPC 0
1
SIC 0
0
TIC 0
1

who
0
0
0

attacked
1
0+0
1

Object-Extracted RC
The reporter
DPC 0
1
SIC 0
0
TIC 0
1

who
0
0
0

the
0
0
0

the
0
0
0

senator
1
0
1

senator
1
0
1

disliked
1
2+0
3

the
0
0
0

editor
1
0
1

attacked
1
0+2
3

disliked
1
2+0
3

the
0
0
0

editor
1
0
1

DPC = discourse processing cost; SIC = syntactic integration cost; TIC = total integration cost

of 1 EU. The pronoun who of the subject-extracted relative clause is co-indexed
with this first NP. This is cost-free as no new referent intervenes between the two
related items. The verb attacked consumes 1 EU for introducing a new event to the
discourse (DPC). No new discourse referent intervenes between attacked and its
subject the reporter, thus no additional syntactic integration costs incur. The same
is true for introducing the second argument of attacked, the NP the senator. The
senator is estimated with 1 EU for introducing a new referent entity (DPC). No
additional syntactic integration costs occur as no new referents intervene between
this noun and its related verb. The highest amount of integration costs arises at
the verb disliked. First, it costs 1 EU (DPC) to establish the event. Second, two
new discourse referents (attacked and senator) intervene between the verb and its
sentence initial argument reporter. This costs 2 EUs (SIC). Finally, the editor in
sentence-final position introduces a new referent. This costs 1 EU (DPC).
In the object-extracted sentence, the maximal total integration costs (TIC)
arise at the verbs attacked and disliked. The verb attacked is associated with
costs of 3 EUs. First, the event referent for the verb has to be introduced (1 EU;
DPC). Second, the empty category in the object position of attacked has to be
co-indexed with the pronoun who. As two referents are located in the intervening
distance (senator and attacked), 2 EUs have to be paid for this integration. The
verb disliked also sums up to total costs of 3 EUs. First, the verb introduces a new
referent event (1 EU; DPC). Second, two referents (attacked and senator) have to
be crossed in order to integrate the verb with its argument in subject-position (reporter), too. Integrating editor in the object position is cost-free. Thus, syntactic
integration costs (SIC) of disliked are 2EUs.
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The examples above show that the DLT’s integration cost component is capable to explain major processing phenomena, such as increased complexity of
multiple embeddings or the well known preference of subject-extracted relative
clauses over object-extracted relative clauses. The examples given in Gibson
(2000) cover considerations and experimental findings from English. However,
the integration cost component receives additional experimental support from a
wide range of languages, such as Dutch, Finnish German, Spanish or Japanese
(for a list of cross-linguistic experimental support cf. Gibson (1998, 2000).
4.1.1.3 Storage Costs
The integration cost component of the DLT represents a retrieval-based parsing
hypothesis. Retrieval-based models assume that processing a newly incoming
word w entails the processor to recover previously processed information in order
to be able to successfully integrate w into the current parse tree. The crucial factors
that influence performance are: (i) the distance between the related item that has
already been processed and the newly incoming word w; and (ii) the accuracy of fit
between the cue of the retrieval site and the new word w. Various retrieval-based
models have been introduced to the literature (cf. Gibson, 1998, 2000; Gordon
et al., 2001; Van Dyke and Lewis, 2003 and Vasishth and Lewis, 2006). There has
been reported much evidence for increased integration costs (cf. Gibson, 1998).
However, an alternative to the assumptions of an increase in processing complexity with prolonged distance has been given with expectation-driven processing
hypotheses. The argument is that the HSPM is partially top-down in nature and
thus predicts upcoming syntactic categories. Predicting forthcoming categories
is assumed to incur processing costs as well. Hypotheses of costs related to storing predictions of upcoming constituents and related transformation processes in a
temporary memory are as early as Yngve (1960) (for a list of storage cost hypotheses, cf. Chen et al., 2005:145). Gibson (1998, 2000) unite both assumptions. The
SPLT and its successor, the DLT, both state that sentence processing is driven by
retrieval-based as well as expectation-based mechanisms. The second component
of the DLT, the storage costs, represents the expectation-based cost component of
the model.
Following the assumption that a language is processed incrementally and that
every new word w is immediately integrated into CPPM, then information of the
partially processed input has to be memorized while new material is still integrated. Information within sentences (and over sentence boundaries) strongly
depends on related information. Thus, the availability of already processed information is indispensable in order to be able to process an incoming sentence.
Just as integration of a head hX into the CPPM is supposed to cause processing
costs, so is the process of storing information. The storage cost component is sup-
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posed to work in an predictive, top-down fashion. Information that has already
been processed supplies information of necessarily upcoming items. An example:
Following basic assumptions of syntactic theories, the most basic syntactic structure forming a grammatical phrase are two heads: a noun as the subject and a verb
as the predicate of the phrase. Thus, the integration of a head hX of an NP as a new
discourse referent predicts (at least) an upcoming verb.
The heads of all upcoming items, that are predicted at the word w in the sentence, represent the storage costs at this point in time. The DLT postulates storage
costs of 1 memory unit (MU) for each syntactic head that is still needed to complete the current parse tree as a grammatical sentence, cf. (12).
(12)

DLT storage cost:
1 memory unit (MU) is associated with each syntactic head required to
complete the current input as a grammatical sentence.
(Gibson, 2000:114)

For an illustration consider again the sentence pair in (10) and the respective
costs for double- or single-nested structures in Table 4.2. The same is true for differences in processing complexity between subject-extracted and object-extracted
sentences, as shown in Table 4.3 (repeated in (13)). Just as there are differences in
integration costs, there are differences in storage costs, too. Subject- and objectextracted sentences sometimes differ with regard to the amount of computational
resources that are necessary as storage costs at a word w.
(13)

a.
b.

The reporter [ who attacked the senator ] disliked the editor.
The reporter [ who the senator attacked ] disliked the editor.

Tables 4.4 and 4.5 show the incurring storage costs for the respective sentences in
(13-a) and (13-b). For the sentence including the subject-extracted relative clause
(13-a), storage costs are as follows: The determiner the is integrated as the first
word of the CPPM. The minimal number of syntactic heads in an English sentence is two: (i) a verb for the event and (ii) a noun for its subject argument (for
details cf. Chomsky, 1995). Therefore, launching the CPPM with a determiner
predicts at least two syntactic heads which sums up to storage costs of 2 memory
units (MU). Storage costs for the head of the first NP are 1 MU, as the NP the reporter only lacks its respective verb in order to form a grammatical sentence. The
pronoun who launches a center-embedded relative clause and, therefore, storage
costs increase to 3 MUs. First, at least two heads are predicted for the RC to be
completed: (i) there is need for a verb for the event and (ii) an empty category position with which the pronoun who can be integrated. Second, the verb of the main
clause is still missing. Two predicted heads in the RC (2 MUs) and the missing
main verb (MV; 1 MU) add up to 3 MUs at this point in time. The word attacked
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Table 4.4: Storage Costs for the Subject-Extracted RC

word (w)
The
reporter
who
attacked
the
senator
disliked
the
editor

Storage costs predicted heads (hX)
2
1
3
2
2
1
1
1
0

noun, MV
MV
RC-verb, empty category, MV
RC-noun, MV
RC-noun, MV
MV
noun
noun
—

fulfills the demand for a relative clause verb and reveals the location of the empty
category. This decreases storage costs. However, the RC-verb is transitive and
asks for a NP in object position. This adds another prediction to the list. Thus,
two upcoming heads are predicted at attacked. The determiner of the NP the senator does neither fulfill nor raise the amount of predicted heads. However, the need
of an upcoming noun is fulfilled with the senator. At this point, the requirements
for the relative clause are fulfilled. The only predicted category missing is the
main verb. The word dislike fulfills this prediction, but launches another one. As
the verb disliked is transitive, it asks for two arguments. The sentence-initial reporter is already integrated with the verb. The noun in the object position still has
to come in order to make the sentence grammatical. This results in 1 MU at the
word disliked. The determiner the does not fulfill this demand. Therefore, storage
costs stay at 1 MU. The demand is only fulfilled with the occurrence of editor in
sentence-final positon. As all demands have been met at this point in the CPPM,
no more computational resources have to be spent. In the subject-extracted RC,
the highest amount of storage costs peak at the pronoun who with the need of 3
memory units.
Storage costs of the sentence including the object-extracted relative clause
(13-b) are shown in Table 4.5. Up to the pronoun who, the words that have to
be integrated and stored into the CPPM are the same as in (13-a). In the subjectextracted sentence, the demand for a verb is fulfilled immediately after the pronoun. However, in (13-b) the NP in subject position of the RC is introduced
immediately after who. At this point costs increase up to 4 MUs. When the determiner the occurs, 4 heads are predicted in order to form a grammatical sentence:
(i) a verb for the main clause that has to be integrated with the sentence-initial
noun the reporter, (ii) an empty category that has to be integrated with the pro-
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Table 4.5: Storage Costs for the Object-Extracted RC

word (w)
The
reporter
who
the
senator
attacked
disliked
the
editor

Storage costs predicted heads (hX)
2
1
3
4
3
2
1
1
0

noun, MV
MV
RC-verb, empty category, MV
RC-noun, RC-verb, empty category, MV
RC-verb, empty category, MV
empty category, MV
noun
noun
–

noun who, (iii) a verb in order to complete the relative clause and (iv) a noun. The
senator satisfies the demand for the noun of the embedded relative clause. Thus,
the costs decrease to 3 MUs. The upcoming verb attacked satisfies the need for
the RC-verb. The word disliked fulfills two predictions: (i) the the empty category
can be located and (ii) the verb of the main-clause is supplied. However, the transitive verb disliked asks for another noun in its object position. Thus, the storage
costs for the main verb rise to 1 MU. The sentence-final NP the editor is identical
to the subject-extracted sentence. The determiner the still predicts an upcoming
noun (1 MU). This demand is finally fulfilled with the word editor.
Comparing Table 4.4 with Table 4.5 reveals that the sentence containing the
object-extracted RC shows a higher need for computational resources. Storage
costs in the subject-extracted RC in 4.4 peak at 3 MUs at the pronoun who. In
comparison, storage costs in the object-extracted RC in 4.5 peak at 4 MUs at
the determiner the of the relative clause subject. These figures met experimental
findings (cf. Just et al., 1996) showing that there are longer reading times in object
extracted RCs compared to subject-extracted relative clause constructions.
In the literature, a range of experimental findings provide evidence for a retrievalbased integration cost component, but only little support has been published for
assumptions of expectation-based costs. Following the expectation-based hypothesis, an increase of usage of computational resources is expected in two cases: (i)
a new expectation has to be memorized in working memory, and (ii) new incoming information does not match the existing expectations. Chen et al. (2005) and
Nakatani and Gibson (2010) recently published findings that support the assumptions of the DLT’s storage cost component.
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Chen et al. (2005) present three self-paced reading experiments that investigated the nature of storage costs in sentence processing. In order to investigate
the nature of the storage cost component, a confounding of expectations and their
respective costs with retrieval-based integration costs has to be avoided. The first
study in Chen et al. (2005) investigates the assumption that predictions of forthcoming verbal heads increase storage costs. Chen et al. (2005) created 40 sets
of sentences that alternated between full verbs and their corresponding nominalisations (e.g., ‘knew’ and ‘knowledge’, ‘suspected’ and ‘suspicion’; taken from
Chen et al., 2005:147). In (14) all sentences contain an embedded clause (. . . the
guard protected the jewels . . . ). The stimulus set in (14) illustrates the logic of the
experiment (cf. Chen et al., 2005:147; italics are mine)
(14)

a.

b.

c.

d.

Zero predicted verbs (Verb1/ Verb2):
The detective suspected that the thief knew that the guard protected
the jewels and so he reported immediately to the museum curator.
One late predicted verb (Verb1/ Noun2):
The detective suspected that the knowledge that the guard protected the jewels came from an insider.
One early predicted verb (Noun1/ Verb2):
The suspicion that the thief knew that the guard protected the jewels worried the museum curator.
Two predicted verbs (Noun1/ Noun2):
The suspicion that the knowledge that the guard protected the jewels came from an insider worried the museum curator.

Two verbs or their respective nominalisations were always located before the embedded clause. Also, two verbs or their respective nominalisations were always
located after the critical region, as shown in (14) above). The total integration
costs of an entire sentence did not differ between the conditions within a sentence
set. This was ensured with the fact that positions of discourse referents (verbs
or nouns) were kept equal within the set. Also, the embedded clause was also
kept constant in all conditions. Thus, with constant integration costs in all sentence conditions, findings of varying processing complexities are supposed to be
related to expectation-based storage costs. Predictions of forthcoming items were
made with early information of the words that occur before the critical region. For
example, the occurrence of an early noun predicts an verb later in the sentence.
However, the occurrence of an initial verb does not result in the prediction of an
indispensable forthcoming entity (e.g. a noun)
If the sentence begins with two verbs (cf. (14-a)), no additional verbs are
predicted after the critical region ‘. . . the guard protected the jewels . . . ’. Thus, no
additional storage costs are assumed to incur. As forthcoming verbs are predicted
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in all other conditions, they are supposed to ask for more computational resources
than the ‘Verb1/ Verb2’ sentence in (14-a). The sentences in (14-b) and (14-c)
expect one additional verb after the embedded clause. Sentence (14-c) predicts an
upcoming verb early in the sentence, whereas (14-b) establishes the need for an
additional verb somewhat later. Expectation-based assumptions predict that the
condition ‘early predicted verb’ is more costly than the condition ‘late predicted
verb’. The DLT claims that storage costs are the same irregardless of how long
they have to be maintained. Thus, Chen et al. (2005) do not predict storage cost
differences for the conditions (14-b) and (14-c). Condition (14-d) contains two
nouns (‘suspicion’,‘knowledge’) before the embedded clause, Thus, the parser
is supposed to predict two forthcoming verbs. This should result in the highest
amount of storage costs of all four conditions.
Overall, the findings in Chen et al. (2005) reveal that reading times in the critical intervening embedded clause increased significantly when more forthcoming
heads were predicted. Therefore, the findings support the expectation-based hypothesis, made by the DLT’s storage cost component. Predictions of upcoming
verbs increased processing complexity. The less predictions had to be memorized
over a short term, the faster were the reading times in the critical region. Results
did not reveal any reading time differences in the critical region between the two
conditions ‘early predicted verb’ and ‘late predicted verb’.
Amongst others, cross-linguistic support for expectation-based cost assumptions comes from studies in Japanese (Babyonyshev and Gibson, 1999). In one experiment, subjects were presented sentences containing double-embedded clauses.
The main clause either contained a sentential complement whose subject was
modified with a relative clause (SC/ RC), or its noun was modified by a RC with
a center-embedded sentential complement (RC/ SC). Babyonyshev and Gibson
(1999) report that it has been shown for English that (15-a) is less error prone than
(15-b) (taken from Babyonyshev and Gibson, 1999:427).
(15)

a.

b.

Sentential Complement, then relative clause (SC/ RC):
The fact [ that the employee [ who the manager hired ] stole office
supplies ] worried the executive.
Relative clause, then sentential complement (RC/ SC):
# The executive [ who the fact [ that the employee stole office supplies ] worried ] hired the manager.

The SPLT framework (Gibson, 1998) explains differences in processing complexity with diverging storage costs. In (15-a), costs peak with a total of 4 MUs at the
word manager, while (15-b) peaks with 8 MUs at office supplies (for a detailed
calculation of storage costs; cf. Babyonyshev and Gibson, 1999:428). Babyonyshev and Gibson (1999) run a series of experiments including a study investigat-
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ing respective ‘SC/ RC’ versus ‘RC/ SC’ constructions for Japanese. Just as for
English, the storage cost component of the SPLT predicts the highest amount of
computational resources for the ‘RC/ SC’ construction. Results showed that the
predicted higher processing complexity of ‘RC/ SC’ constructions was met. Embedding a sentential complement within a relative clause is harder to process than
the reverse case.
Recently, Nakatani and Gibson (2010) run a self-paced experiment on nested
complement clauses in Japanese. Japanese, being a head-final language, the complement clause (CC) is located between the verb and the subject of the sentence.
This Subject-CC-Verb pattern can be used repeatedly to create multiply embedded
structures. Nakatani and Gibson (2010) tested double nested constructions as in
the scheme in (16).
(16)

Double nested structure:
[ NP1 [ NP2 [ NP3 V3 comp ] V2 comp ] V1 ]

Scrambling in Japanese allows to generate CC-Subject-Verb patterns. Combining
default sequences with scrambled patterns allows to generate single- and nonnested sentences in Japanese. Altogether, the experiment consisted of four different sentence constructions. First, there was the double nested structure with the
default pattern (Subject-CC-Verb), as seen above. Those sentences were the most
complex ones. Second, there were the scrambled variants. They consisted of two
single nested ((17-a); (17-b)) and a non-nested construction (17-c). The single
nested variants combined both, the default and the scrambled pattern, while the
non-nested construction contained the scrambled CC-Subject-Verb repeatedly. All
three alternative constructions in (17) were less complex than the double nested
default, but consisted of the exact same propositional content.
(17)

Single nested and non-nested structures:
a. [ NP2 [ NP3 V3 comp ] V2 comp] [ NP1 V1]
b. [ NP1 [ NP3 V3 comp ][ NP2 V2 comp ] V1]
c. [ NP3 V3 comp ][ NP2 V2 comp ][ NP1 V1]

Retrieval-based models (e.g. the integration cost component of the DLT) and
expectation-based models (e.g. the storage cost component of the DLT) make
different predictions according to the amount of processing costs necessary at
every single word w within the sentence.
For the current experiment, the integration cost component predicts that V1
consumes the largest amount of activation resources. At this point, 5 EUs are
necessary to integrate the verb with its argument NP1 in sentence-initial position.
1 EU is needed to construct V1 itself, 4 EUs are required to cross the intermediate
discourse referents V2, V3, NP3 and NP2 in order to integrate with NP1.
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A similar pattern is expected for V2 of the double nested construction. 1 EU
is required for the head of the newly introduced verb itself and 2 additional EUs
are needed to cross the two referents V3 and NP3, adding up to 3 energy units at
this point.
In the single nested construction (17-b) a similar pattern is predicted. The
verb V1 also has to be integrated with the sentence-initial NP1, which adds up
to 5 EUs. Contrary to the double nested non-scrambled construction, integrating
V2 is less costly. According to the integration cost component, high values arise
when V2 in (16) and (17-a) have to be integrated. Peak values show up in (16)
and (17-b) when the sentence-final verb V1 has to be integrated with its argument
in sentence-initial position. In summary one can say, that the integration cost
component predicts an increase in the resource consumption at the verbs. In those
regions, reading times should increase. However, for the regions of the sentenceinitial NPs, no differences are predicted. As no integration takes place at the
beginning of the sentence, reading times should be fast (for a detailed overview of
the particular storage costs, see: Nakatani and Gibson, 2010).
The storage cost component, as an exponent of expectation-based hypotheses,
makes different predictions for individual sentence regions. As a new NP is connected with the expectation of a related verb, storage costs occur with NPs. For
(16), the storage cost component predicts an constant increase in activation energy for the regions NP1, NP2 and NP3. The peak value is reached at NP3 with
3MUs. This amount of storage costs is not equaled in other sentence conditions
in (17). In both single nested constructions, storage costs increase at the start of
the sentence, as two noun phrases (in (17-a): NP2, NP3; in (17-b): NP1, NP3)
predict a corresponding verb each. Both single nested constructions peak with the
occurrence of the second NP. After that point, expectations are going to be fulfilled and costs decrease. In (17-b) another peak value occurs at NP2, as previous
expectations for V1 have not been met, yet. The non-nested variant only expects
maximum storage costs of 1MU at the point of the noun phrases. As these expectations are fulfilled immediately, no further increase in storage costs is predicted.
In summary, the storage cost component predicts an increase of reading times at
the NPs. The most complex construction, the double nested sentences, should
show very high reading times at NP3, whereas the non-nested sentences should
be read very fast. Reading times are supposed to decrease at the verbs (for details
see: Nakatani and Gibson, 2010).
The results from Nakatani and Gibson (2010) support the predictions made
by expectation-based hypotheses. As expected, reading times increased at the
NPs. Although scrambling might increase costs, compared to non-scrambled processing costs, it is nevertheless the double nested default structure that shows the
highest reading times in the area of the three NPs. This is also predicted by the
storage cost component. On the other hand, verb regions were read faster. This
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conflicts with the predictions of retrieval-based hypotheses, as the integration cost
component. Nakatani and Gibson (2010) did not find any effects that long distances between related items do affect sentence processing adversely, as it was
predicted in previous work on locality effects.
In a nutshell, the locality dependency theory (DLT; Gibson, 2000) contains
two main features: (i) the DLT assumes a tie of the increase in processing costs
to the distance (or locality) of related items; and (ii) the DLT assumes two cost
components that jointly determine processing complexity. It has been shown that
integration costs rise with increased distance between related items (such as the
head hX) of an XP and its dependent. The DLT defines ‘distance’ only in terms of
new discourse referents in the interim between related entities. In Gibson (2000),
this retrieval-based cost component is complemented with the expectation-based
storage cost component. Storage costs increase with “each syntactic head required
to complete the current input as a grammatical sentence” (cf. (12); taken from
Gibson, 2000:114).
A second kind of expectation-based processing costs has been introduced in
Hale (2001) and Levy (2008). According to these alternative assumptions, processing costs increase, when the information does not match the parsers predicted
expectations. Models of this alternative expectation-cost hypothesis will be discussed in the next section.

4.2 Anti-Locality Effects in Sentence Processing
Locality-based hypotheses (e.g. Gibson, 1998, 2000) are challenged by models
that predict anticipation of forthcoming items through previously processed information. Levy points out that integrating a new item into the CPPM “[. . . ] has two
effects: on the one hand it places a greater memory load on the comprehender, on
the other hand it can help sharpen comprehenders’ expectations about the upcoming head.” (Levy, 2008:1144). Sometimes, an upcoming entity (e.g. a verb V1 as
the head of a VP) can be predicted by the parser, because its occurrence has been
signaled by previously parsed information (e.g. one or more arguments of the verb
V1 that precede their head). Incremental pre-head integration of arguments suggests that early information has not to be memorized unattached in a buffer store,
until the head arrives. This might facilitate processing of the upcoming head. The
assumptions of facilitating effects of pre-head integration are supported with experimental data (cf. Kamide et al., 2000; cited in Konieczny, 2000). Konieczny
(1996) shows that sentence-final verbs can be anticipated through information
supported by their preceding arguments. This so-called ANTI - LOCALITY effect
argues against the assumptions of a distance-based increase of processing com-
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plexity. Findings show that prolonged distances between related items do not
necessarily result in increased processing complexity. The data rather suggest that
lengthy distances sometimes facilitates parsing processes of upcoming entities.

4.2.1 Anticipation Hypothesis
In order to test locality-based assumptions in sentence processing, Konieczny
(2000) run two experiments. Both experiments, an off-line study using a magnitude estimation task and an on-line self-paced reading experiment, were accomplished with the same material consisting of German verb-final sentences. All
sentences contain relative clauses (RC) which are either adjacent to their related
NP or they are extraposed. Both experiments consist of experimental material as
depicted in (18) and (19) (cf. Konieczny, 2000:632). Example (18) shows a stimulus sample of the main clause including the factors RC position and Distance. The
factor RC position is specified in two ways: (i) either the relative clause is adjacent
to the noun ‘the rose’ (RC1 ) (ii) or it is extraposed (RC2 ). If relative clauses are
extraposed, the factor Distance varies between three levels of distance: in (18-a),
a ‘short’ distance of one word only has to be bridged between the related items; in
(18-b) the ‘middle’ distance consists of 3 to 4 intermediate words and in (18-c),
the ‘long’ distance consists of 5 to 6 words.
(18)

a.
b.
c.

Er hat die Rose (RC1 ) hingelegt (RC2 ), und . . .
He has the rose (RC1 ) laid-down (RC2 ) and
Er hat die Rose (RC1 ) auf den Tisch gelegt (RC2 ), und . . .
He has the rose (RC1 ) on the table laid (RC2 ) and
Er hat die Rose (RC1 ) auf den kleinen runden Tisch gelegt (RC2 )
He has the rose (RC1 ) on the small round table laid (RC2 )

As can be seen in (19), length of relative clauses varies in the amount of words
per clause: (19-a) contains 3 to 5 words; (19-b) contains 6 to 8 words and (19-c)
contains 9 to 11 words.
(19)

a.
b.
c.

. . . , die wunderschön war, . . .
. . . , that beautiful
was, . . .
. . . , die auffällig schön und farbenprächtig war, . . .
. . . , that remarkably beautiful and colorful
was, . . .
. . . , die auffällig schön
gewachsen und besonders
. . . , that remarkably beautifully grown
and very
farbenprächtig war, . . .
colorful
was, . . .
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With regard to the location of relative clauses (‘adjacent’ or ‘extraposed’), Konieczny
(2000:629) states that the material used is “without violations of canonical-wordorder preferences”, but adds that there “might be a small preference for the extraposed” condition.
Locality-based predictions of Gibson (2000) are as follows: for the matrix verb
hingelegt, Gibson (2000) predicts a higher processing complexity in the adjacent
condition (RC1 ) than in the extraposed condition (RC2 ). In order to integrate the
matrix verb (hingelegt) with its argument NP (die Rose) in the adjacent condition,
the parser has to bridge the distance of RC1 . Gibson (2000) ties processing complexity to the amount of new discourse referents in the intervening region between
related items. In Konieczny (2000), the level of complexity depends on the factor
RC length. All relative clauses contain at least the RC verb as an intervening new
discourse referent (cf. war in (19)). According to Konieczny (2000), the experimental material originally was not monitored for new discourse referents. The
amount of new referents therefore varied within conditions. Konieczny (2000) estimates the amount of NDRs and numbers 1.5 NDRs for short RCs and 2.5 NDRs
for long RCs on average. Therefore, according to the integration cost component
of Gibson (2000), it is more complex to integrate the matrix verb in the condition
‘long adjacent RC’ than in condition ‘short adjacent RC’. With regard to extraposed relative clauses (RC2 ), no additional integration costs are predicted for the
matrix verb, as the process of integration is not affected by the late occurrence
of a relative clause. In the condition RC2 in (18-a), the related items (noun and
matrix verb) are adjacent to each other and no intervening information adds integration costs. However, in both (18-b) and (18-c), integrating the verb participle
with its related NP die Rose has to cross an intervening PP containing at least
one additional NDR (cf. (18-b) and (18-c): Tisch). Thus, integrating the verb
participle is adversely affected by the occurrence of a PP. For extraposed relative
clauses (RC2 ), Gibson (2000) also predicts additional integration costs for the relative pronoun die. In order to integrate the relative pronoun with its host NP (cf.
die Rose), the parser has to cross an intermediate region (PP and verb participle).
Just as in the case of different-sized RCs, the intervening region varies in length,
too. Hence, the amount of new discourse referents that have to be processed in the
interim between RC2 and its host varies and determines processing complexity.
In a nutshell, locality-based models assume that integrating the verb participle
should be affected by three factors. First, the position of the RC (adjacent versus
extraposed). Second, if the RC is adjacent (RC1 ), integration is assumed to be
affected by the length of the RC (hence the amount of NDRs). Third, if the verb
participle follows a PP (cf. (18-b) and (18-c)), integration of the verb is predicted
to be harder compared to the conditions lacking a PP (cf. (18-a)). Integrating an
RC pronoun is affected by the distance to its host. This process is only supposed
to be affected if the relative clause is extraposed. Processing complexity increases
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with the amount of intervening NDRs in the interim. In (18-a), only the verb participle (cf. hingelegt intervenes and adds to the integration costs. In (18-b) and
(18-c), the PP contains additional new referents. Thus, the occurrence of a PP
additionally increases integration costs for an extraposed relative clause pronoun.
Experiment 1 in Konieczny (2000) was accomplished as a questionnaire study
using a magnitude estimation task. In psycholinguistic magnitude estimation studies, participants have to rate experimental stimuli with regard to a given reference.
In a first step, subjects are asked to assign a number bigger than zero to the reference sentence. In the ongoing experiment, subjects have to judge grammaticality of all experimental sentences by providing a number (again bigger than zero)
individually to every single sentence. Depending on the grammaticality of the
experimental stimulus sentence, the appointed numbers differ (higher or lower)
from the reference sentence. Findings of the questionnaire study in Konieczny
(2000) contradict with locality-based predictions as made by the integration cost
component of the DLT. First, Konieczny (2000) reports a general preference for
adjacent relative clauses. This violates locality-based assumptions of increased
integration costs for the matrix verb participle. Furthermore, sentences with adjacent RCs were rated more acceptable when the distance in the post-RC region
was longest (cf. Figure 3 in Konieczny, 2000:638). As no intervening region exists between the RC and its host NP in the adjacent condition, this distance is not
supposed to affect integration of the RC. Nevertheless, locality-based assumptions
predict that a short post-RC region would increase sentence acceptability ratings,
as integrating the matrix verb participle depends on the complexity of this region.
According to Gibson (2000), integration of the matrix verb participle with its earlier argument is assumed to be negatively affected by a longer distance. Thus,
the data contradict locality-based predictions, too. On the other hand, when the
RC is extraposed, predictions for the intervening distance are met. Extraposed
RCs gained higher acceptability, when the intervening distance between the RC
and its host NP was short. Longer distances led to a decrease in acceptability
judgments, as predicted by the integration cost component. The factor RC-length
shows a similar pattern. While short adjacent RCs are accepted better than long
ones, the findings for extraposed RCs contradict locality-based predictions. Short
extraposed RCs were judged less acceptable than long ones.
Data of the first experiment in Konieczny (2000) provide findings from an offline questionnaire study. In order to ensure that the findings actually reflect online
sentence processing effects, Konieczny (2000) run a follow-up experiment. This
experiment was accomplished with a self-paced reading task and consisted of the
same material as Experiment 1. All sentences were presented in a word-by-word
fashion in the middle of a computer screen. In order to read each new word of
the sentence, participants had to press a button. Time between two button presses
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was taken as the approximate reading time of a word2 . After having read the
experimental sentences, subjects were asked to answer simple yes-no questions
concerning the preceding sentence. This was done in order to ensure that sentences were read correctly. Experiment 2 in Konieczny (2000) was accomplished
with the exact same material as used in the previous experiment. Thus, localitybased predictions according to Gibson (2000) stay the same. In short, the critical
regions are (i) the matrix verb participle and (ii) the relative clause pronoun. First,
it should take longer to read the matrix verb in the RC1 than in the RC2 version.
Second, reading times for the matrix verb should increase, when the adjacent RC
is longer (hence, when more NDRs intervene between the noun and the verb participle of the matrix clause). Third, parsing the verb participle is supposed to be
adversely affected by the occurrence of an preceding PP. Predictions for the RC
pronoun are as follows: it should be harder to read the pronoun if the distance to
its host NP is increased. This is the case when (i) the RC is extraposed, or (ii)
when the intermediate distance between RC pronoun in extraposed position and
the related host NP not only holds the matrix verb, but is also prolonged by a PP.
However, results of the online reading experiment contradict predictions of
a locality-based increase of processing costs as suggested in the DLT (Gibson,
2000). The matrix verb was read faster when the RC was adjacent to the noun
of the matrix clause. This effect supports assumptions of an expectation-based
processing facilitation. However, Konieczny (2000) reports that this effect was
independent of RC length. With regard to the RC1 region, the results do not meet
locality-based predictions either. Konieczny (2000) states that the longer distance
(including a PP) numerically decreased reading times. However, processing the
PC pronoun showed some locality effect. As predicted in the DLT, it took somewhat longer to read the RC pronoun when the relative clause was extraposed (RC2 )
and NDRs were located in the interim between the pronoun and its host. This mild
locality effect suggests that the parser was unable to benefit from previously processed information. Again, this effect was not engrossed when the intervening
distance was lengthened with a PP.
Findings mainly support expectation-based predictions. However, Konieczny
(2000) also reports findings that meet locality-based assumptions. The discrepancy in the findings may be explained with the nature of the respective entities.
Konieczny (2000) states that “contrary to the verb, the RC and its pronoun cannot
be predicted”. The expectation-based processing advantage of an item that occurs
later in the input string heavily depends on its predictability. The predictability depends on the items necessity in order to from a grammatical sentence. With regard
to the experimental data: the main clause verb is an essential part of any grammatical sentence. Its occurrence is indispensable and its prediction can therefore
2

for details about the self-paced reading task cf. Appendix A.
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heavily benefit from by previously integrated information (e.g. its arguments).
Thus, processing the matrix verb might facilitate from longer distances. Contrary
to that, a relative clause is no indispensable part of any sentence. In fact, modifying a referent is only optional. Therefore, it is impossible for the parser to
predict the occurrence of a forthcoming relative clause or its pronoun. The results
discussed above suggest a differentiation between indispensibel and predictable
(e.g. verbs) versus non-predictable (e.g. relative clauses and their RC pronouns)
entities. A predictable item may benefit from an increased distance between its
location in the incoming string and related facilitating information processed earlier. Non-predictable items are not expected by the HSPM and therefore cannot
benefit from any information processed earlier.
Konieczny and Döring (2003) additionally support the anticipation hypothesis.
They run an eye-tracking experiment in German. They varied the amount of preverbal arguments in modifying case assignments, while controlling for distance
in all sentences. In (20), three arguments (der FreundNOM / dem KundenDAT / das
Auto aus PlastikACC) precede the verb verkaufte. In (21), only two arguments (der
Freund des KundenNOM / das Auto aus PlastikACC) precede the verb. Predictions for
both hypothesis are clear-cut. First, the anticipation hypothesis states that processing the verb benefits from previously parsed information. Thus, the verb preceded
by three complements is supposed to result in faster reading times than the verb
preceded by less complements. The integration cost hypothesis of the DLT argues
that additional new referents increase processing complexity. Thus, predictions
for the locality-based hypothesis contrast predictions of the anticipation hypothesis. Less referents preceding the verb are supposed to result in less costs and thus
in faster reading times for the subordinate verb.
(20)

Die Einsicht, dass der Freund dem Kunden das Auto aus
Plastik
The insight, that the friend the client the car made-from plastic
verkaufte, erheiterte die Anderen.
sold,
amused the others.
‘The insight that the friend sold the car made from plastic to the client
amused the others.’

(21)

Die Einsicht, dass der Freund des Kunden das Auto aus
The insight, that the friend of-the client the car made-from
Plastik verkaufte, erheiterte die Anderen.
plastic sold,
amused the others.
‘The insight that the friend of the client sold the car made from plastic
amused the others.’
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Konieczny and Döring (2003) report a clear advantage of reading times for the
subordinate verb (e.g. verkaufte) for sentences that contained three complements
(cf. (21)). Sentences with only two complements showed longer reading times
at the subordinate verb. This supports expectation-based assumptions and argues
against an increase in complexity due to increased processing costs.

4.2.2 Surprisal Theory
Hale (2001) introduces a expectation-based top-down parser that computes predictions of forthcoming information on a word-by-word basis. The model focuses
on the observation that highly predictable words are easier to comprehend than
less likely continuations of a partial string (cf. examples below, taken from Levy,
2008:1138).
(22)

a.
b.

He mailed the letter without a stamp.
There was nothing wrong with the car.

A well-known method for investigating predictability of forthcoming items is the
CLOZE procedure. The introduction of the cloze technique is assigned to Taylor
(1953). However, Carroll et al. (1959:5ff.) state that the cloze procedure “[. . . ]
was first invented by the German psychologist Ebbinghaus around 1897 [. . . ] His
tests consisted of large quantities of ‘Gulliver’s travels’ (in German translation)
from which syllables had been more or less systematically deleted [. . . ]”. In the
Cloze procedure, subjects are asked to fill gaps of missing words (or syllables)
that are systematically omited from sentences. The predictability of a possible
forthcoming word wn is measured with the probability with which participants fill
the gap with wn.
(23)

He mailed the letter without a . . .

Taken the general assumption of an incremental human parser (cf. Chapter 3; see
also: Altmann and Kamide, 1999 and Kaiser and Trueswell, 2004; cited in Levy,
2008:1129), the probability (P) that the upcoming nth word (Wn) will be wn can
be computed by the parser from the currently processed partial input sequence
consisting of the words w1,w2, .... wn–1 (cf. the Formula in (24); taken from
Hale, 2001:1).
(24)

P(Wn=wn|W1=w1,...Wn–1=wn–1)

Taking into account the information processed earlier in the respective sentence
in (22), the word stamp in (22-a) is highly predictable, while car in (22-b) is less
likely. Hale (2001) describes the incremental nature of the HSPM an ‘eagerness’
of the parser (cf. also Stolcke, 1997, cited in Hale, 2001). This eagerness ensures
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that the probability P of any possible upcoming word Wn is calculated on a wordby-word basis at any state wn of the incoming sentence string. In a resource-driven
parser mechanism it seems to be a costly waste of limited resources to constantly
update expectations of forthcoming words and structures. However, Levy (2008)
assumes that constantly updating expectations does not consume computational
resources at all. Levy (2008) rather suggests that computing probabilities is not a
self-contained process, but an immanent part of the incremental parsing process.
The expectation-based Early parser introduced in Hale (2001) is equivalent
to the model in Levy (2008). Thus, Levy (2008) introduces the unified SUR PRISAL THEORY . The model is an expectation-based sentence processing hypothesis that bases on parallel probabilistic ambiguity resolution. It proposes a
resource-constrained human parser that supplies different amounts of computational resources to alternative interpretations of a current input string. The hypothesis suggests processing difficulties, if predicted structures of an incoming
sentence string are not met and computational resources have been distributed
inefficiently over competing alternatives. Levy (2008) states that not only intrasentential, but also additional sentence-external context (cf. ‘CONTEXT’ in the
formula below) adds to the predictions of upcoming words. The difficulty or
SURPRISAL of a word wi is defined as its negative log–Cloze probability. Thus,
Surprisal of a word wi is calculated as in (25) (taken from Levy, 2008:1130).
(25)

difficulty ∝ – log P (wi| w1. . . i-1, CONTEXT)

The difficulty of predicting a forthcoming word wi is determined by previously
processed information both within and outside of the currently processed sentence. The incremental nature of the human parser suggests that probabilities of
forthcoming words wi are updated with every new incoming word w1. . . i-1. According to Hale (2001), the cognitive load that is entailed on the human parser at a
point wi is the accumulated probability of all possible syntactic structural options
at a point w1. . . i-1 in the sentence. Thus, the definition of cognitive load in an Early
parser answers the question with regard to parallelism within the surprisal model.
As explained in chapter 3, psycholinguistic models differ widely with regard to
the amount of alternative structures that are computed in cases of ambiguities. Serial parsers (e.g. Frazier and Rayner, 1982) are supposed to initially compute a
preferred structure that might lead to processing complexities (e.g.: garden-path
effects) in the case of disambiguation towards an disregarded alternative structure. The mismatch of new incoming information with the CPPM computed so
far has to be corrected in a second-pass parsing step. On the other hand, parallel
processing hypotheses suggest that the HSPM computes alternative structures for
ambiguous sentence strings. The literature discriminates with regard to the degree
of parallelism. Hale (2001) suggests a full parallel human parser that computes all
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possible alternative structures at some point wi. However, Levy suggests a limitation in parallelism. One reason of a restricted parallel parser is the fact that at their
very beginning, incoming sentence strings can possibly end in an infinite number
of analyses. In a limited (or bounded) parallelism, ‘ [. . . ] more than one, but not
all, of possible analyses are maintained in the course of online comprehension.’
(Levy, 2008:1135). This assumption is supported by a range of considerations.
For example, Roark (2001) suggests that only a certain subset of all possible syntactic structures is kept. While the parser focuses on a limited group of highly
ranked structures, lower-ranked alternatives fall under a minimum threshold. A
limited parallelism parser is able to explain occurrences of garden-path effects. If
a lower-ranked alternative turns out to be the correct interpretation, it has to be
reanalyzed in order regain resources to pass the minimum threshold.
The more alternative interpretations compete over the continuation of a partially processed input string, the less likely is the occurrence of a word wi and
thus, the higher is the Surprisal of each possible wi. Probabilities of all possible
derivations of an incoming string (S) always sums up to 1.0 (cf. the calculation
below; taken from Hale, 2001:2).
1.0
0.5
0.5
...

S
→
NP →
NP →
...

NP VP
Det N
NP VP

If less and less alternatives are possible candidates for the currently processed
string, probability ratios are reallocated in favor of the remaining possibilities.
Thus, the probability of a word wi rises. If finally a single word reaches the value
of 1.0 (“when P (wi|w1. . . i-1, CONTEXT) = 1”; Levy, 2008:1130), no other alternative competes with this interpretation. The respective word definitively has to
come. In reverse, a word’s Surprisal is defined as its negative logarithm. Thus,
Surprisal of wi goes towards zero if a word becomes more likely. It increases its
numeric value (“approaches infinity”; Levy, 2008:1130) if the word’s occurrence
becomes more and more unlikely.
In a nutshell, the surprisal model (Levy, 2008) suggests an expectation-based
parser that predicts forthcoming information on the basis of previously processed
information. Levy (2008) defines the occurrence of processing difficulties as the
result of inefficiently distributed computational resources. Thus, if the highest
ranked structural analysis in the bounded parallel model is not compatible with
the continuation of a sentence at some point wi, processing complexities will occur. However, additional information does sharpen the predictions of forthcoming
items. Thus, the surprisal model (Levy, 2008) predicts that processing can become
easier as distances increase.
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Levy (2008) run simulations calculating the Surprisal values of the clause-final
verbs in the stimuli taken from Konieczny (2000). Findings in Konieczny (2000)
revealed clear anti-locality effects for clause-final verbs. If the distance between
the clause-final verb (begleitet) and its related noun (Abgeordneten; cf. (26)
stimuli from the experiment in Konieczny, 2000; taken from Levy, 2008:1145)
was pronlonged with an intervening PP, the verb was processed fast. If the two
related items were adjacent to each other, reading times for the verb increased.
(26)

a.
b.
c.

Er hat den Abgeordneten begleitet, und . . .
He has the delegate
escorted, and . . .
Er hat den Abgeordneten ans Rednerpult begleitet, und . . .
He has the delegate
to-the lectern
escorted, and . . .
Er hat den Abgeordneten an das große Rednerpult begleitet, . . .
escorted, . . .
to the big lectern
He has the delegate

Results of the simulation fit experimental findings of Konieczny (2000) (cf. Table 4.6; in: Levy, 2008:1145). The average reading times that were found for
the clause-final verb in the experiment in Konieczny (2000) clearly contradict
locality-based assumptions as predicted by the integration cost hypothesis of the
DLT. Findings show that an increase in length results in a speed-up in reading
times for the verb. Thus, adjacency of the two related items (No PP; (26-a)) reveals the highest reading times of the verb. Longer distances (Short PP/ (26-b)
and Long PP/ (26-c)) were read significantly faster. As Table 4.6 shows, Surprisal
of the clause-final verbs decrease with an increase in distance. Thus, results computed in the simulation in Levy (2008) correspond to experimental data found in
Konieczny (2000).
The surprisal model in Levy (2008) predicts, that the HSPM will launch expectations as to the progression of the incoming sentence string. Each new incoming word sharpens expectations of the forthcoming structure. Levy (2008)
states that each new constituent type (subject, direct object, etc.) immediately decreases the expectations of another occurrence of the same type. The expectation
of an identical item heavily decreases, as knowledge about language reveals that
two entities of the same type rarely co-occur within the same sentence. Amongst

Table 4.6: Empirical reading time versus surprisal at clause-final verb of (26)

No PP
Short PP
Long PP

Average RT (ms)

Surprisal

DLT prediciton

514
477
463

15.99
15.41
15.35

Faster
Slower
Slower
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other possible forthcoming items, the expectation of an upcoming PP competes
over computational resources. The probability of a possible PP is allocated a certain amount of resources. In (26-b) and (26-c), expectations of a PP are fulfilled
in the progress of the sentence’s processing. Thus, expectations of other forthcoming PPs are discarded. Furthermore, the probabilities of the next incoming
word wi are recalculated and, in order to sum up to 1.0, are reallocated among
the remaining candidates. Levy (2008) argues that the clause-final verbs in (26-b)
and (26-c) decrease their Surprisal and increase their probability (P). In (26-a),
Surprisal of the upcoming verb is not minimized by any intervening information.
There is no facilitating PP in (26-a). According to the surprisal model, processing
of the shorter sentence is more complex. Expectations of the HSPM concerning
both the occurrence and the location of a clause-final verb are narrowed down over
distance. The more information has to be processed, the less possible candidates
are expected in the progress of parsing the sentence.
Table 4.7: Reading time, surprisal, and DLT predictions at final verb for (20) and (21)

Reading time (ms) Surprisal DLT prediciton
Verbal dependent (dative)
Nominal dependent (genitive)

555
793

23.51
23.91

Slower
Faster

The surprisal model also makes some clear-cut predictions about sentence processing for the experiment of Konieczny and Döring (2003), which has been covered above (cf. examples (20) and (21) above). According to Levy (2008), the
parser has been supplied with pre-head information of the verb’s arguments. The
computed Surprisal of the clause-final verb again confirms experimental findings.
Results of the simulation predict that the condition ‘dative’ (20) incurs less processing complexities than the condition ‘genitive’ (21) (cf. Table 4.7 for a detailed
comparison of empirical reading times and predictions of the respective hypothesis). In (20), the parser has been supplied with information about number and
respective case of three complements. The Surprisal of a forthcoming verb is supposed to be lower than in (21), where only two arguments have been processed in
pre-head position. Thus, expectation of forthcoming entities in (20) focuses on a
smaller number of possible upcoming candidates. In (21), the parser still allocates
resources to expectations of a possible third complement NP.
Both experiments explained above (taken from Konieczny, 2000 and Konieczny
and Döring, 2003) meet the predictions of anticipation. Pre-head information facilitates processing of the forthcoming head. Thus, the more entities supply with
information before the head occurs, the easier is the process of parsing an upcoming item. The predictions made by the anticipation hypothesis (Konieczny, 2000;
Konieczny and Döring, 2003) are met by calculations of the surprisal model. Both
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examples show that longer distances in the pre-head region result in smaller Surprisal values. However, Levy (2008) cites a study by Jaeger and colleagues (Jaeger
et al., 2005) investigating reading times in English. The experiment tested reading performance using sentences containing subject-modifying RCs with different
lengths (cf. (27) taken from Levy, 2008:1149)
(27)

The player [ that the coach met (near the gym) (by the river)
(at 8 o’clock) ] bought the house . . .

Contrary to the experiments in Konieczny (2000) and Konieczny and Döring
(2003), the current study was accomplished with material that was lenghtened
in the post-verbal region of the embedded clause. This contrasts with suggestions
of the anticipation hypothesis that predicts facilitating processing effects of information processed in the pre-head regions. However, Levy (2008) reports that
Jaeger et al. (2005) found anti-locality effects for their stimuli. This suggests that
modifications in the post-verbal region also can facilitate from expectations of the
parser, too. The results show that the matrix verb bought was read faster, the
more PPs followed the RC verb met. According to Levy (2008), this result is predicted by neither the locality-based integration cost component of the DLT, nor the
anticipation hypothesis that assumes processing facilitation only due to pre-head
integration. In the material used in Jaeger et al. (2005), there is no direct argument
structure relationship between the PPs in the relative clause and the matrix verb.
Thus, anticipation hypothesis fails to predict a supporting effect of the additional
post-verbal PPs. However, the surprisal model computes smaller Surprisals for
the longer RC (including 2 PPs) than for the shorter RC (containing only 1 PP; cf.
Table 3 in Levy, 2008:1150). According to the surprisal model, an increase in the
post-verbal region of RCs increase the probability of the approaching end of the
embedded clause and a rapid occurrence of the matrix verb. Thus, the expectations made by the surprisal model cover a wider range of findings as made by the
hypothesis in Konieczny (2000).

4.3 General Discussion
The current chapter introduced two opposing theories of working memory performance in sentence processing: (i) locality-based hypotheses versus (ii) expectationbased assumptions.
Locality-based hypotheses have a long history in the psycholinguistic literature (e.g. Yngve, 1960, Chomsky and Miller, 1963 and Miller and Chomsky,
1963). It has been stated that the longer the distance between related items, the
higher the increase in processing complexity. Some early accounts of localitybased assumptions (e.g. Yngve, 1960) credited the amount of incomplete syn-
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tactic dependencies as the underlying source of distance effects. However, more
recent models ascribe distance-effects either to a higher number of words per intervening constituent (e.g. Hawkins, 1990, 2001) or the number of intervening
discourse referents (e.g. Gibson, 1998, 2000). Both the SPLT and the DLT suggest
that only new discourse referents consume from a limited pool of computational
resources. An increase in resource usage affects working memory performance
negatively. Thus, the more new discourse referents are located between two related items, the higher the probability that information integrated earlier into the
CPPM has been drawn off resources and, thus, has fallen under a critical threshold
at a later point in the sentence, when it is needed again.
In contrast, expectation-based hypotheses suggest that an increased distance
between a head and its related argument sometimes speeds up reading time at the
verb. Findings from a self-paced reading study (Konieczny, 2000) support this
hypothesis and challenge locality-based assumptions. The anticipation hypothesis suggests that previously processed information restricts the range of possible
continuations and thereby facilitates parsing of a forthcoming verb.
The expectation-based surprisal model (cf. Hale, 2001; Levy, 2008) makes
use of probabilities of upcoming heads. Hale (2001) attributed a short list of core
principles to the parser. The HSPM’s incremental nature is defined as an eagerness
that takes all information into account as soon as possible. Additionally, processing performance is said to be influenced by the frequency of words and structures.
Thus, the model is capable of computing the probabilities of forthcoming entities
on statistical grounds on a word-by-word basis. As shown, Surprisal values that
were computed by the model met reading times in the data of Konieczny (2000)
and Konieczny and Döring (2003). The studies fit reading time data in German
which show an anti-locality effect. Furthermore, Levy (2008) showed that predictions of the surprisal model also fit findings of anti-locality effects found for
English clauses that tested length manipulations in the post-verbal region. Anticipation fails to predict positive effects on reading times in those cases. Vasishth
and Drenhaus (2011) summarize, that locality seems to have only weak empirical crosslinguistic support. Locality and anti-locality effects have been found
for constructions in English. For German, Konieczny (2000) and Konieczny and
Döring (2003) only report anti-locality effects. However, most recently Vasishth
and Drenhaus (2011) presented experimental findings that showed locality effects
in German, too. Furthermore, this thesis will present a series of seven experiments
that yield locality-effects in German.
Vasishth and Drenhaus (2011) investigated structures as in (28) to (30). They
manipulated the distance between the RC verb (ignoriert) and its related pronoun
den (integrated with the NP (Direktor). Following expectation-based assumptions, processing the clause-final verb should be easier when the head-dependent
distance is increased.
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However, locality-based assumptions make opposing predictions. Increasing
the distance between the related items is supposed to result in a higher processing
load at the verb.
Findings of a self-paced reading experiment Vasishth and Drenhaus, 2011 reveal clear-cut locality effects. When the distance between the clause-final verb
ignoriert and the preceding pronoun is lengthened, reading times are longer. This
meets locality-based predictions (e.g. Gibson, 1998, 2000). However, the results
do not meet predictions of facilitating the processing of forthcoming entities with
an increase in distance.
(28)

Die Mutter von Paula und die Schwester von Sophie gruessten den
The mother of Paula and the sister
of Sophie greeted the
Direktor, den Maria und Franziska ignoriert hatten.
director whom Maria and Franziska ignored had
“The mother of Paula and the sister of Sophie greeted the director whom
Maria and Franziska had ignored.’

(29)

Paula und die Schwester von Sophie gruessten den Direktor, den
Paula and the sister
of Sophie greeted the director whom
Maria und die Mutter von Franziska ignoriert hatten.
Maria and the mother of Franziska ignored had
“Paula and the sister of Sophie greeted the director whom Maria and the
mother of Franziska had ignored.”

(30)

Paula und Sophie gruessten den Direktor, den die Schwester von
Paula and Sophie greeted the director whom the sister
of
Maria und die Mutter von Franziska ignoriert hatten.
Maria and the mother of Franziska ignored had
“Paula and the sister of Sophie greeted the director whom Maria and the
mother of Franziska had ignored.”

Vasishth and Drenhaus (2011) run a follow-up experiment using the same stimluli but an eye-tracking procedure3 . Vasishth and Drenhaus (2011) analyzed firstand second-pass parsing independently. First-pass parsing data showed lower regression rates for longer RCs (30) in comparison to shorter ones. Vasishth and
Drenhaus (2011) conclude, this is consistent with expectation-based predictions
that suggest processing advantages for long dependencies.
3

While self-paced reading (SPR) studies already supply with online reading data, eye tracking
provides information about movement of first- and second pass parsing. Normally, second-pass
parsing data are not reported, but Vasishth and Drenhaus (2011) cite two recent studies (Vasishth
et al., 2008, 2010) that reveal a close relationship between SPR reading times and second-pass
parsing data.
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In second-pass parsing results show clear locality-effects. Vasishth and Drenhaus (2011:16) propose that “both expectation-based facilitation and locality cost
play a role in determining processing cost but that these two factors operate at
different stages of processing”. In first-pass parsing, processing the clause-final
verb benefits from the previously processed noun. Expectations of an upcoming
verb result in an advantage in the conditions with longer RCs. However, when
the verb is integrated into the CPPM, the verb and its related argument have to be
integrated with each other. According to Vasishth and Drenhaus (2011) this step
is subject to locality effects, as grammatical features of the preceding noun have
started to decay. This is especially true for longer dependencies, as in (30).

You must remember this
A kiss is just a kiss,
A sigh is just a sigh.
The fundamental things apply
As time goes by.
‘Casablanca’, 1942

5

As Time Goes By
5.1 Introduction
Chapter 4 introduced the well-known phenomenon that sentences containing long
dependencies of related items often yield increased processing difficulties (e.g.
Chomsky, 1965; Kimball, 1973; Just and Carpenter, 1992; Gibson, 1998, 2000).
So-called locality-based hypotheses suggest that the human sentence parsing mechanism rather prefers local dependencies of related items. For example, Gibson
(2000) argues that increased distances are more costly, because new discourse referents have to be processed in the interim of related items. Thus, shorter distances
are often less costly and are therefore processed better. However, the underlying
mechanism of locality-effects is one of the oldest controversies in memory research. There are two prominent mechanisms that are identified as the potential
sources: (i) TIME - BASED trace decay and (ii) INTERFERENCE - BASED forgetting.
Time-based models argue that memory traces decay over a short passage of
time. Those hypotheses suggest that previously processed information might already have faded away (or fallen under a minimum threshold) at a later point in
the sentence when it is needed again. If all other things stay equal, time-based
models predict that the longer the period of time that passes between encoding
and retrieval of an item, the harder will be this item’s retrieval. At present, a range
of models incorporate the role of time-based trace decay to various degrees (e.g.
Baddeley, 1999, 2007; Gibson, 1998, 2000; Van Dyke and Lewis, 2003; Lewis
and Vasishth, 2005; Levy et al., 2007).
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Interference-based models do not assign any impact to the passage of time on
sentence parsing processes. McGeoch (1932:359) illustrates interference-based
assumptions in his well-known metaphor: “In time iron, when unused, may rust,
but oxidation, not time, is responsible.” This quote nicely visualizes that models
of interference-based forgetting postulate that already processed information interferes with new incoming material (e.g. Nairne, 1990; Neath, 1999). However,
they do not assume that time is an underlying source of forgetting.
Those two opposing hypotheses depict pure characteristics of their particular
mechanism. In current working memory models, it is often the case that both
hypotheses are found in differently weighted combinations. The current chapter
will discuss both kinds of models and present results of a reading experiment in
German with regard to the underlying source of forgetting in working memory.
chapter 5 is organized as follows: First, the two prominent mechanisms are
introduced. Section 5.2.1 illustrates assumptions concerned with time-based trace
decay. Section 5.2.2 introduces the assumptions of interference-based forgetting.
Subsequently, section 5.2.3 explains the core problem that has to be faced when
investigating the nature of forgetting in working memory. The core problem is: it
always takes a certain amount of time to process a sentence. In order to run experiments that investigate both factors in isolation, the co-occurrence of amount
of time and amount of material to be processed has to be dissolved. The section
introduces previous work that already dealt the problem of the collapse of both
factors. Finally, section 5.4 presents Experiment 1 which independently manipulates both factors and investigates their role in working memory performance in
processing German verb-final clauses.

5.2 Forgetting in Working Memory
5.2.1 Time-Based Trace Decay
Models of time-based trace decay (e.g., Brown, 1958; Broadbent, 1957; Peterson
and Peterson, 1959; Conrad, 1960; Crowder, 1976; Baddeley and Hitch, 1974;
Baddeley, 1976, 1986, 2007; Page and Norris, 1998; Burgess and Hitch, 1999; for
a detailed list of decay models, cf. Lewandowsky et al., 2004) assign an important
role to the factor Time.
In the late 1950s, increased experimental investigation in human memory
launched doubts about the unitary nature of the human memory system (cf. chapter 2). Studies on memory performance over short time periods indicated the existence of separate short-term and long-term memory stores. Those findings finally
resulted in the creation of multi-component models (e.g., Waugh and Norman,
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1965; Atkinson and Shiffrin, 1968). Findings from those early studies suggest different kinds of forgetting mechanisms over long and short terms. Brown (1958),
for example, run a series of three experiments to test the hypothesis of trace decay
in immediate memory. The results show that after a short period of time item retrieval was impaired when subvocal rehearsal was prevented. Brown (1958) states
that experimental stimuli differed from the rehearsal-preventing items. Thus, according to Brown (1958), the findings cannot be blamed on interference effects
of a possible similarity between stimulus material and items that were used to
prevent rehearsal. Brown (1958) rather suggests that the rapid forgetting of experimental stimuli has to be tied to the passage of time. Thus, according to Brown
(1958), the findings support assumptions of a rapid time-based trace decay.
In two experiments, Peterson and Peterson (1959) demonstrated that sequences
of consonants were forgotten over a short period of time. The intensity of the
degree of forgetting correlated with the controlled amount of rehearsal of the experimental items. Rehearsal was prevented by counting numbers while the items
to be remembered were consonants. Just as Brown (1958), Peterson and Peterson (1959) opted for time-based trace decay. They argued that the stimulus items
to be memorized clearly differed from the material that was used to prevent rehearsal. Therefore, they concluded that interference-based decrease of memory
performance had to be ruled out as a possible underlying source.
The influential phonological loop model (Baddeley and Hitch, 1974; Baddeley, 2007) also suggests that storage of information is subject to trace decay within
seconds. Subvocal or overt rehearsal of items is suggested to refresh memory
traces. This hypothesis is backed by findings of variations in memory performance in word list retrieval. Baddeley et al. (1975) report that recall of lists of
unrelated words was more error prone when words were long than when words
were short. Following the idea of refreshing traces, it takes longer to refresh a
long word than to refresh a short word. Thus, Baddeley et al. (1975) argue that
in a limited period of time, fewer long words can be refreshed until traces have
faded away than short words. Amongst others, this word-length effect is taken as
support for time-based decay hypotheses.
More recently, Page and Norris (1998) proposed a resource-driven working
memory model that suggests time-based trace decay in short-term serial recall.
The model suggests an exponential activation decay of list items over a short period of time. Thus, the slower a list of items is presented, the worse will be the
performance of recall. This steady loss of resource strength over time is supposed
to explain word length and list length effects.
All findings reported above support hypotheses of a time-based trace decay.
However, all those findings only result from studies with unrelated list items.
Nevertheless, there are also sentence processing models that attribute a decrease
in memory performance to a fading of memory traces over time. In some models,
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trace decay plays an essential role (e.g. Gibson, 1998, 2000, Vosse and Kempen,
2000, Lewis and Vasishth, 2005), while in others, fluctuation of resources is taken
as a possible candidate (e.g. Levy et al., 2007).

5.2.2 Interference-Based Forgetting
Models of interference-based forgetting contrast with time-based models. Whereas
the latter models assume that time-based trace decay is the underlying reason
for forgetting in working memory, so-called interference-based (or ‘event-based’,
cf. Lewandowsky et al., 2004) models do not put any weight on the factor Time
as the crucial and underlying source in short-term forgetting. Interference-based
models (e.g. Melton, 1963; Lewandowsky and Murdock, 1989; Henson, 1998;
Lewandowsky, 1999; Nairne, 1990; Murdock, 1995; Neath, 1999; Farrell and
Lewandowsky, 2002; Lewandowsky et al., 2004; Lewandowsky et al., 2008) admit that forgetting in working memory is observed over time, but time is not the
reason for the phenomenon of forgetting. As already stated above: iron rusts when
it is left outside for a longer period of time, but it is oxidation and not the time per
se which is responsible for the occurrence of rust (cf. McGeoch, 1932). To stay in
the picture provided by McGeoch: it is the amount of material that has to be processed which makes sentence processing harder. The fact that parsing processes
take place in a certain amount of time does not make time a causal source of forgetting. Therefore, interference-based hypotheses suggest that working memory
is affected by interference of cognitive processes. The passage of time is rather
taken as epiphenomenal. Lewandowsky et al. (2004) reports a variety of different interference-based approaches from studies of learning and recalling lists of
unrelated items. For the sake of the current experiment, those approaches will
be treated alike. The current work does not differentiate between the different
approaches, as the common core assumption of all event-based models is: interference of stimulus items and not time causes an increase in sentence complexity.

5.2.3 Coexisting Factors and The Problem of Collapse
As already stated above, the question if memory traces over the short term are
subject to interference-based forgetting or if they are subject to time-based decay
is a long lasting debate in the field of cognitive research. A major reason why
clarifying the roles of time-based trace decay and interference-based forgetting is
so complicated, lies in the very nature of the incoming information: the amount
of time and the amount of processing are confounded. In order to investigate the
underlying source of forgetting in working memory, the two factors have to be disentangled. Previous experimental work on this task can be found in Lewandowsky
et al. (2004) and Saito and Miyake (2004).
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Lewandowsky et al. (2004) accomplished two experiments to test the predictions of time-based hypotheses on working memory performance in serial recall.
In their first experiment, participants were trained to recall short lists of six letters
(‘H, J, M, Q, R, V’) at either 400, 800 or 1,600 milliseconds per letter. Recall was
achieved by typing the respective lists on an average keyboard. The experiment
was divided into two sessions with the second session incorporating ARTICULA TORY SUPPRESSION (AS). Thus, participants were asked to repeatedly speak out
loud the suppressor word “super” in session two, in order to prevent subvocal
rehearsal of the stimulus material. Their second experiment was accomplished
with the same stimulus material. Modifications were only made with regard to the
mode of recall and assessing the time period in between the recall of letters. First,
subjects were asked to recall the lists of items orally instead of typing them. Second, manipulation of retrieval time was achieved by asking the subjects to speak a
suppressor word once, twice or three times in between letter retrievals instead of
guessing the respective time periods.
With regard to the two studies in Lewandowsky et al. (2004), time-based models predict an interaction of retrieval speed with the serial position of the letter
when articulatory suppression is accomplished. This interaction is expected, because rehearsal of memory traces is suppressed, thus, traces are not refreshed and
are therefore suggested to become subject to time-based decay. Those predictions
contrast with the expected results in sessions without AS. If suppression is omitted, memory traces will be rehearsed subvocally. As explained earlier, this process
is, at least partly, supposed to prevent time-based decay. However, interferencebased models do not predict to find the interaction explained above, as no role
whatsoever is assigned to the passage of time. This expectation is independent of
articulatory suppression and holds for both sessions with AS and without AS.
The results of the experiments in Lewandowsky et al. (2004) are clear-cut.
Data failed to meet time-based predictions. Lewandowsky et al. (2004) report that
a significant interaction of retrieval speed and serial position was missing when
AS was incorporated. This can be taken as support for interference-based hypotheses in serial recall. Lewandowsky et al. (2004) suggest that the results argue
against the time-based trace decay.
Saito and Miyake (2004) tested the effect of both, the amount of time and
the amount of processing on working memory performance. They did not perform studies with lists of unrelated items. Saito and Miyake (2004) rather investigated memory performance in sentence processing. Just as in Lewandowsky et al.
(2004), the basic challenge in the experimental design was to disentangle the two
factors. Saito and Miyake (2004) managed to manipulate the two factors independently. They run two separate experiments using modified versions of the reading
span test (cf. Daneman and Carpenter, 1980).
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Short
Final
List

XXXX | XXXX | XXXX
sentence 1

XXX | XXX | XXX
sentence 2

XX | XX | XX
sentence 3

Long
Final
List

XX | XX | XX
sentence 1

XXX | XXX | XXX
sentence 2

XXXX | XXXX | XXXX
sentence 3

Figure 5.1: Scheme of Short- and Long-Final-Lists (Saito & Miyake, 2004)

The READING SPAN TEST originally was created by Daneman and Carpenter
(1980) in order to investigate individual differences in working memory capacities. They suggest an activation-based working memory framework with a single
pool of limited resources. This pool is supposed to run both storage and processing mechanisms. Furthermore, Daneman and Carpenter (1980) assume that there
is a wide range with regard to the quantity of individual memory capacities. They
attribute varying working memory performances of different subjects to individual amounts of activation resources subjects are equipped with. Thus, people with
a higher amount of computational resources are supposed to perform better in
cognitive tasks than people with a smaller stocks of resources. The reading span
test is meant to ascertain the individual amounts of computational resources. It
is suggested to reliably investigate individual spans as it burdens both processing
and storage processes in working memory. In a common reading span experiment,
participants are required to read out loud sets of sentences and to memorize the
last word of each sentence. Immediately after the last sentence has been read, subjects are asked to recall the last words of all sentences in the correct order. While
the test progresses, the number of sentences per set increases constantly. Individual reading spans are defined in terms of the number of sentence-final words
participants are able to recall accurately.
In their third experiment, Saito and Miyake (2004) varied the amount of linguistic material while holding constant the amount of time. To this end, they
created two types of lists containing a short-, a medium- and a long-sized sentence (see Figure 5.1)1 . This resulted in (a) “short-final lists”, which started with
the long and ended with the short sentence and (b) “long-final lists”, which started
1

Figures 5.1 and 5.2: The number of words per sentence is illustrated by the number of Xs.
The passage of time is illustrated by the length of arrows.
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XXXX | XXXX | XXXX
sentence 3

XX | XX | XX | XX | XX | XX
sentence 3

Figure 5.2: Scheme of Short- and Long-Duration-Final Lists (Saito & Miyake, 2004)

with the short and ended with the long sentence. All sentences were partitioned
into three equal-sized segments which were all presented in the same computerpaced presentation rate. Thus, independent of its size, each sentence was presented for the same amount of time. As shown in Figure 5.1, retention times
for sentence-final words were exactly the same for both long-final and short-final
lists. The amount of material between sentence-final words and point of retrieval
varied in between lists. In case of long-final lists, more words were located in the
intervening region between the first sentence-final word and the occurrence of the
sentence-final word at the very end of the list. However, in case of short-final lists,
fewer words had to be processed in the same passage of time.
In their fourth experiment, Saito and Miyake (2004) varied the amount of time
while they kept constant the amount of material. In this study, all sentences were
of equal length, but they were partitioned into either three, four or six segments.
Each segment was displayed for the same amount of time. Thus, “short-durationfinal lists” started with a six-segment sentence and ended with a three-segment
sentence; “long-duration-final lists” started with a three-segment sentence and
ended with a six-segment sentence (cf. Figure 5.2). Therefore, “short-durationfinal lists” had shorter retention durations for sentence-final words of the first and
second sentence than “long-duration-final lists”. However, the amount of intervening material was always the same.
In summary, Saito and Miyake (2004) addressed the issue of time-based decay
versus interference-based forgetting by manipulating the distance between encoding and retrieval of sentence-final words in two different ways. When the amount
of material varied, but the retention time was kept constant, reading span was
affected: an increased amount of intervening material resulted in lower spans.
When retention duration varied, but the amount of material was kept constant,
reading span was not affected significantly. Saito and Miyake (2004) conclude
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that the amount of intervening material is the crucial factor in forgetting over the
short-term. Therefore, forgetting in working is caused by interference and not by
time-based trace decay.
Experiment 1 of this thesis follows the basic idea of Saito and Miyake (2004).
The two crucial factors have been disentangled and manipulated independently.
In order to fit the purposes of the current study, some modifications were made
to the logic of the experiment of Saito and Miyake (2004). First, the nature of
forgetting in sentence processing has been examined more directly and without
the usage of span tests. Instead, the study tested sentence processing in verbfinal clauses in German. Sentences were presented in a non-cumulative wordby-word speeded grammaticality judgment paradigm. Second, the effects of both
factors on memory performance were tested in one single experiment. This allows
direct comparison of data: (i) all data were collected within a single experimental
session; (ii) all data were collected with the same group of participants.

5.3 Feature Checking and Working Memory
Integrating a word w into the CPPM often relies on previously processed information. Therefore it is necessary for the cognitive system to have access to grammatical features that have been processed earlier. As stated before, the tasks of storing
and providing grammatical features is accomplished by the working memory system. However, sometimes memorizing and providing early features fails as this
information might already be ‘forgotten’ at later points in the sentence. Reaccessing items that have fallen under some minimum activation threshold is often
difficult. This might result in increased process complexities which can manifest
in high error rates and increased reading times.
(1)

a.

dass die Lehrerin[case = NOM] ein Buch

geschickt hat[case = NOM]

b.

*dass der Lehrerin[case = DAT] ein Buch

geschickt hat[case = NOM]

Experiment 1 tests the dependency of related items in German verb-final clauses.
In this experiment, the word w is a verb in clause-final position that has to be integrated with its preceding arguments. In order to accomplish this task, a range
of grammatical features of the verb (e.g. number for checking subject-verb agreement) have to be related to features of its arguments. Experiment 1 focuses on the
task of case checking in German verb-final sentences, as illustrated in (1).
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The scheme in (1) illustrates the relation of the clause-final verb cluster geschickt
hat (‘has sent’) and its NP-argument die/der Lehrerin (‘the teacherNOM/ DAT; fem’). As
indicated with the arrows, case features of the verb have to be integrated with related case features of the NP. The clause-final verb cluster requires a single agent
argument marked for nominative case. When the parser tries to integrate the verb,
case information of the preceding NP has to be accessed in order to check whether
its case feature matches the requirements. The procedure succeeds in (1-a) (NOMNOM), but fails in (1-b) (DAT-NOM). The above examples in (1), show that case
information is provided by the determiner (die vs. der) of the NP.
In (1), the clause-initial nominative NP matches the verb’s case requirements
whereas the clause-initial dative NP does not. In order to probe the retention of
case information during online language comprehension, the one-to-one relationship between case of the initial NP and grammaticality of the sentence has to be
decoupled. Thus, the experimental material consists of a clause-initial NP in both
the nominative and the dative case that are both grammatical and ungrammatical.
Experiment 1 investigates sentences containing ditransitive verbs that are either in
the active or the passive voice.
(2)

Grammatical sentences
a. Nominative-initial sentences:
. . . dass die LehrerinNOM ein Buch geschickt hatNOM.
that the teacher
a book sent
has
‘. . . that the teacherNOM sent a book.’
b. Dative-initial sentences:
. . . dass der LehrerinDAT ein Buch geschickt wurdeDAT.
that the teacher
a book sent
was
‘. . . that a book was sent to the teacherDAT.’

(3)

Ungrammatical sentences
a. Nominative-initial sentences:
∗ . . . dass die LehrerinNOM ein Buch geschickt wurdeDAT.
b. Dative-initial sentences:
∗ . . . dass der LehrerinDAT ein Buch geschickt hatNOM.

Previous experimental findings (cf. Bader et al., 2000; Meng and Bader, 2000;
Bader and Bayer, 2006) show that nom-initial ungrammatical sentences as in (3-a)
are very often erroneously accepted as grammatical. This is especially the case
when sentences are long.
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5.4 Experiment 1: Decay versus Interference
Experiment 1 focuses on one of the core questions in memory research: is the
underlying source of forgetting in working memory defined (i) as the time that
passes by since the encoding of an item wi, or (ii) as the amount of processing
that has to be accomplished in the interim between encoding wi and its retrieval at
some later point?
To the best of my knowledge, investigating the nature of forgetting has yet
not been accomplished in the realm of case checking procedures in sentence processing. In order to address this issue, Experiment 1 investigated the underlying
source of the loss of case features from working memory in verb-final clauses in
German. The experiment followed the basic ideas of Saito and Miyake (2004),
but applied two major modifications.
First, the two crucial factors, amount of material and amount of time, had to be
teased apart in order to manipulate them independently. Manipulating the amount
of material resulted in two sentence conditions: ‘short’ and ‘long’. Manipulating
the amount of time resulted in two different paces in which the sentences were
presented: a ‘fast’ and a ‘slow’ presentation rate.
Second, investigating both the role of interference and the role of time was
investigated in one single experiment. Thus, crossing the disentangled factors
yields four sentence versions: ‘short–fast’, ‘short–slow’, ‘long–fast’ and ‘longslow’, as shown in the scheme in Figure 5.3:
short
fast

w1

short
slow

w3

w2

w1

long
fast

w1

long
slow

w1

w4

w3

w2

w2

Ai

w2

Aii

Ai

Aiii

Aii

Aiv

Av

Aiii

w4

Avi

Aiv

w3

Av

w4

Avi

w3

Presentation Time

w4

.

Figure 5.3: Total presentation time of all four sentence conditions

The different lengths of the four graphs illustrate the total presentation time
that it takes to present a sentence in the respective condition. The first two upper
bars depict the ‘short’ sentence versions (indicated with ‘w1 to w4 ’). The topmost
bar shows the condition that is presented in the ‘fast’ presentation rate, the bar
below depicts the ‘slow’ presentation rate. The two lower bars represent the long
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sentences. Those conditions additionally contain adverbials of six words embedded in the original short sentences (illustrated with ‘Ai to Avi ’ embedded in the
initial set of the words ‘w1 to w4 ’). As the length of the respective bars indicates,
it takes the fewest amount of time to present the sentence version ‘short-fast’ (topmost bar) and it takes the longest amount of time to present a ‘long-slow’ sentence
(lowermost bar). The two sentence conditions located in the middle (‘short-slow’
and ‘long-fast’) are matched according to their total presentation time. Thus, it
takes exactly as much time to present a short sentence in the slow presentation
rate (‘short-slow’) than to present the long sentence with additional six words in
the fast presentation rate (‘long-fast’).

Predictions. Time-based and interference-based hypotheses make different predictions for Experiment 1.
Time-based models assume that memory traces are subject to decay over time.
All things being equal, the more time passes by, the more complex is the retrieval
of previously processed activation. Thus, ‘slow’ sentences are predicted to be
more complex than the respective ‘fast’ paced sentences. This is supposed to
manifest in increased error rates and possibly in increased judgment times for
‘slow’ sentences, as shown in the scheme in (4):
(4)

Predicted error rates according to time-based models:
‘short-fast’ < ‘short-slow’ = ‘long-fast’ < ‘long-slow’

Interference-based hypotheses clearly contrast with those predictions. Those models suggest that time plays no role. All things being equal, interference-based
assumptions predict that it is the amount of interfering stimulus material that increases processing complexity. Thus, the models predict ‘long’ sentences to be
more error prone than the respective ‘short’ sentences. Parsing performance is
independent of the presentation rate. Predictions of interference-based models are
shown schematically in (5):
(5)

Predicted error rates according to interference-based models:
‘short-fast’ = ‘short-slow’ < ‘long-fast’ = ‘long-slow’

5.4.1 Method
Participants. 48 students at the University of Konstanz participated for course
credit or payment. All participants were native speakers of German and naive with
respect to the purpose of the experiment.
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Table 5.1: Stimulus Set of Experiment 1
Nom-initial:
Ich vermute, dass die ProfessorinNom (Adv) eine freie Stelle angeboten hat (*wurde)
I guess
that the professor
a
free position offered
has (*was)
‘I guess that my professor has offered a free position [. . . ]’
Dat-initial:
Ich vermute, dass der ProfessorinDat (Adv) eine freie Stelle angeboten wurde (*hat)
I guess
that the professor
a
free position offered
was (*has)
‘I guess that a free position was offered to my professor [. . . ]’
Adverbial (Adv):
am vergangenen Montag vor
der Vorlesung
at last
monday before the seminar
‘[. . . ] last monday before the seminar.’

Material. 128 sentences were created for Experiment 1. Each sentence appeared in eight versions in a four factorial design with the factors Status (grammatical versus ungrammatical), Order (nom-initial versus dat-initial), Length (short
versus long) and Presentation (slow versus fast). Table 5.1 shows a set of stimulus
material of Experiment 1.
All sentences consisted of a matrix clause and an embedded clause. The manipulations to the factors Status, Order and Length were confined to the embedded
clause. The ‘long’ sentences contained additional adverbials of six words in number. Adverbials were always located between the first and the second NP of the
embedded clause. The fourth factor, Presentation, was the pace in which the entire
sentence was presented. Sentences were either presented in a ‘slow’ or in a ‘fast’
presentation rate.
Procedure.

Experiment 1 was accomplished with a SPEEDED GRAMMATICAL ITY JUDGMENT task2 . The study was run using the DMDX software developed by
K.I. Forster and J.C. Forster. Participants were presented 128 experimental sentences in two blocks of 64 experimental sentences per block in one single session.
The experimental material was fillered with sentences of two other experiments
and a list of dummy-sentences that were not analyzed. The entire experimental
session covered 256 sentences which were presented to the subjects in two blocks
of 128 sentences each. Half of the stimulus material was grammatical. Each of the
two blocks was presented in either the ‘slow’ or the ‘fast’ presentation rate. The
order of the two blocks alternated between participants. The presentation rates
2

cf. ‘Appendix A’ for more details about all experimental methods applied in this thesis.
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were: 365 msec per word plus additional 35 msec per character for the slow pace
and 223 msec per word plus additional 24 msec per character for the fast pace.
Sentences were presented steadily with only one break per block.
The experiment was started by pressing the space bar. Thereafter, three fixation points appeared on screen for a few milliseconds. Then the first sentence
was presented in a word-by-word fashion in the middle of the screen in the respective presentation rate. Participants had to judge the sentence’s grammaticality
by pushing one of two possible keys on a standard keyboard. Immediately after
the judgment was made, fixation points appeared again followed by the next sentence. After 32 sentences, the experiment paused in order for the subjects to relax.
Participants were able to restart the trial by pressing the space bar. Subjects’ judgments and reaction times were recorded automatically. Each subject received at
least 10 practice items before the experimental sessions started.

5.4.2 Results
Experimental results are shown in Figure 5.4. The analysis of findings was accomplished by applying linear mixed models (LME). Contrary to traditional methods
(e.g. analyses of variance – ANOVAs), LMEs only require a single analysis for
both random factors, subjects and sentences. Additional support for LMEs comes
from recent work (Jaeger, 2008) which states that ANOVAs for categorical data
have been disputable for quite a long time, while LME fit well for binary data.
Results of Experiment 1 and all following experiments of this thesis are always
provided in percent of correct judgments (%) and in milliseconds for reaction
times (msec). However, in order to ease interpretation of findings of Experiment
1, a separate interaction plot is shown in Figure 5.5. The plot provides interactions of all (near-) significant two-way interactions. The plot shows interactions
of judgments and judgment times side by side. Please note that for convenience of
direct comparisons between plots for judgments and plots for judgment times, interaction plots of judgments are given in error rates rather than correct judgments.
Judgments. The statistical analysis revealed significant main effects of Order
(z = -13, p < .001, Estimate = -.93), Status (z = 13.9, p < .001, Estimate = .99)
and Length (z = 6.8, p < .001, Estimate = .48). The main effect of Presentation
failed significance. Furthermore, the main effects have to be qualified with (near-)
significant two-way interactions. All other interactions failed significance.
(i) Order × Status. Grammatical sentences received higher percentages of correct judgments than ungrammatical sentences. This holds for both nom-initial
sentences and dat-initial sentences. However, the factor Status only affected nom-
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Figure 5.4: Upper row: Correct Judgments in %; Below: Reaction Times in msec

initial sentences (correct judgments; grammatical: 88%, ungrammatical: 67%)
(correct judgments of dat-initial sentences; grammatical: 92%, ungrammatical:
88%; z = -5.89, p < .001, Estimate = -.83).
(ii) Order × Length. Length had a clear effect on nom-initial sentences. Short
nom-initial sentences were judged more reliable (correct judgments: 83%) than
long nom-initial sentences (correct judgments: 72%). Judgments for dat-initial
sentences were not affected by the factor Length (correct judgments:; long: 89%,
short: 91%; z = -3.22, p < .001, Estimate = -.43).
(iii) Length × Presentation (marginal). Presentation only had a marginal effect.
Short sentences in the slow presentation rate were judged slightly more reliable
(correct judgments: 88%) than short sentences in the fast presentation rate (correct
judgments: 86%). The pattern is reversed for long sentences. In the fast presen-
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Table 5.2: Fixed Effects of Judgments
(Intercept)
Order
Status
Length
Presentation
Order×Status
Order×Length
Status×Length
Order×Presentation
Status×Presentation
Length×Presentation
Order×Status×Length
Order×Status×Presentation
Order×Length×Presentation
Status×Length×Presentation
Order×Status×Length×Presentation

Estimate

SE

z-value

Pr(> |z|)

-2.02
-.93
.99
.48
-.03
-.87
-.51
.14
-.09
-.22
.24
.24
.11
-.19
-.07
-.37

.10
.07
.07
.07
.07
.14
.14
.14
.14
.14
.14
.29
.29
.29
.29
.57

-20.1
-13.0
13.9
6.8
-0.4
-6.1
-3.6
0.9
-0.6
-1.5
1.7
0.8
0.4
-0.6
-0.2
-0.6

< .001
< .001
< .001
< .001
n.s.
< .001
< .001
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.
.09
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.

***
***
***
***
***
***

.

tation rate, long sentences were judged slightly more reliable (correct judgments:
81%) than long sentences in the slow presentation rate (correct judgments: 80%;
z = 2.0, p = .04, Estimate = .26).
Judgment Times. Experiment 1 shows significant main effects of all factors.
The main effect of Order reveals that on average it took longer to judge nominitial sentences (1029 msec) than to judge dat-initial sentences (909 msec; t =
-8.1, p < .001, Estimate = -99.4). The main effect of Status shows that ungrammatical sentences are judged slower (1083 msec) than grammatical sentences (855
msec; t = 16.8, p < .001, Estimate = 207.2). The main effect of Length reveals
that on average short sentences are judged faster (945 msec) than long sentences
(993 msec; t = 3.1, p =.002, Estimate = 38.1). The main effect of Presentation
shows that sentences read in the fast presentation are judged faster (937 msec)
than sentences in the slow presentation rate (1001 msec; t = 5.4, p = < .001, Estimate = 64.9). The analysis of judgment times introduces an additional factor:
Response. Response separates between judgment times for correct and for incorrect judgments. The effect of Response reveals that participants were faster when
they judged the grammaticality of a sentence correctly (915 msec) than when they
judged incorrectly (1254 msec; t = 9.2, p = < .001, Estimate = 164.9).
Main effects have to be qualified by three (near-) significant interactions. All
other interactions failed significance.
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Table 5.3: Fixed Effects of Reaction Times
Estimate Std.Error t-value HPD.lower HPD.upper Pr(> |t|)
(Intercept)
1025.6
Order
-99.4
Status
207.2
Length
38.1
Presentation
64.9
Response
164.9
Order×Status
-190.7
Order×Length
-8.9
Status×Length
-11.2
Order×Presentation
-39.6
Status×Presentation
25.9
Length×Presentation
51.9
Order×Status×Length
85.2
Order×Status×Presentation
-18.9
Order×Length×Presentation
30.9
Status×Length×Presentation
6.9
Order×Status ×Length×Presentation
-88.4

45.2
12.3
12.3
12.2
12.1
17.9
24.4
24.3
24.3
24.2
24.2
24.2
48.5
48.5
48.5
48.5
96.9

22.7
-8.1
16.8
3.1
5.4
9.2
-7.8
-.4
-.5
-1.6
1.1
2.1
1.8
-.4
.6
.1
-.9

950.4
-122.7
181.7
14.6
41.3
130.5
-239.4
-55.5
-58.3
-87.5
-22.8
3.0
-7.9
-112.2
-67.2
-86.9
-275.1

1102.3
-74.3
230.5
61.8
89.3
201.2
-142.3
39.0
35.9
4.7
72.3
99.2
181.5
73.4
126.5
101.8
101.7

< .001
< .001
< .001
.002
< .001
< .001
< .001
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.
.03
.08
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.

***
***
***
***
***
***
***

.
.

(i) Length × Presentation (marginal). Findings reveal a marginal interaction including the factor Presentation (t = 2.3, p = .03, Estimate = 56.7). Judgment times
of fast sentences were not affected by Length. Judgment times of slow sentences
increased slightly when sentences were long.
(ii) Order × Status. The significant two-way interaction (t = -7.8, p < .001, Estimate = -190.7) reveals that it took longer to judge nom-initial than dat-initial
ungrammatical sentences. Judgment times for grammatical sentences were not
affected by Order. With regard to the correctness of judgments: it took significantly longer to correctly judge nom-initial ungrammatical sentences than to judge
all other conditions. The pattern differs for incorrect judgments: independent of
Status, nom-initial sentences were judged faster than dat-initial sentences, when
judged incorrectly.
(iii) Order × Status × Length (marginal). The significant two-way interaction
Order × Status has to be modified by a marginal three-way interaction (t = 1.8,
p = .08, Estimate = 85.2). For correct judgments, reaction times of nom-initial
sentences were affected negatively by Length, whereas Length had less effect on
correct judgments of dat-initial sentences. For incorrect judgments, reaction times
of nom-initial sentences slightly decreased with length while reaction times for
incorrectly judged dat-initial sentences were hardly affected by Length.
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5.4.3 Discussion
First and foremost, the results of judgments reveal some clear-cut findings for the
two crucial factors. First, Length significantly affects sentence processing. Second, Presentation fails to reveal a significant effect on processing.
Furthermore, interactions show that nom-initial ungrammatical sentences receive higher error rates than dat-initial ungrammatical sentences. Grammatical
sentences were not affected by the factor Order. Additionally, short nom-initial
sentences receive a higher percentage of correct judgments than long nom-initial
sentences. Dat-initial sentences are not affected by Length. Those results support
previous findings that show that nom-initial ungrammatical sentences are often
erroneously accepted as grammatical. For example, Bader and Bayer (2006) run a
series of studies testing verb-final sentences in German. Their data show that nominitial ungrammatical sentences are very hard to process (cf. Bader and Bayer,
2006: 216ff). Furthermore, findings of two experiments on length manipulation
reveal that memory performance in nom-initial ungrammatical sentences clearly
decreases with additional intervening length (cf. Bader and Bayer, 2006: 245ff).
Although the respective three-way interaction fails to turn significant, the pattern
of judgments of Experiment 1 supports those previous findings. The data show
the tendency that nom-initial ungrammatical sentences are judged somewhat less
reliable when they are long (cf. Figure 5.4). The pattern for correct judgments
is also supported by findings for judgment times. The data show that nom-initial
ungrammatical sentences are judged slower than other sentence conditions. Furthermore, judgment times reveal a significant advantage of short sentences which
are judged faster than long sentences.
The main effect of Presentation for correct judgments fails to turn significant.
Findings only yield a marginal two-way interaction that includes Presentation:
short sentences show a small advantage for slow presentation, whereas long sentences reveal a numerical advantage for fast presentation. However, in judgment
times, Presentation yields a significant effect: fast sentences are judged faster than
slow sentences. Those effects are somewhat qualified by a marginal interaction
with Length: slow sentences are judged slower when they are long; fast sentences
are not affected by Length.
In summary, findings of Experiment 1 reveal a clear effect of Length. The
data also indicate that Presentation does not play a major role in forgetting over
the short term. Those findings strongly argue in favor of interference-based assumptions and support the previous findings of Saito and Miyake (2004) and
Lewandowsky et al. (2004).
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5.5 General Discussion
Experiment 1 investigated a long-lasting question in memory research: is the loss
of grammatical features from working memory a function of the amount of material that intervenes between related items or is it a function of the time elapsing between those items? To this end, the crucial factors were disentangled and
manipulated independently in a single experiment that tested case-checking processes in German verb-final clauses. The findings clearly show that the factor
Length affects sentence processing adversely: additional length increases sentence complexity and manifests in higher error rates and slower judgment times.
This significant main effect has to be qualified by interactions with both Order and
Presentation.
The interaction with Order shows that nom-initial sentences are sensitive to
length, whereas dat-initial sentences are not affected by Length. Short nom-initial
sentences receive higher percentages of correct judgments than long nom-initial
sentences. Although the three-way interaction fails to turn significant, a tendency
in judgment times suggests that critical sentence conditions such as nom-initial
ungrammatical sentences are more sensitive and error prone to additional length
than other sentences.
The findings also reveal two marginal interactions with the factor Presentation. First, the data show that slow sentences reveal somewhat higher error rates
when they are long. Second, the data also show that slow sentences are marginally
affected by additional length and reveal slower reaction times, whereas fast sentences do not show any effect of Length. Those data argue against time-based assumptions that state that time is a crucial factor in forgetting over the short term.
Nevertheless, the findings unveil some marginal affects of Presentation. Therefore, the findings argue against strict assumptions of a purely interference-based
mechanism. The data rather suggest that time somehow plays a minor role in forgetting in working memory. Amongst others, Grodner and Gibson (2005) propose
that both mechanisms affect sentence processing and add to processing complexity. Although the current findings suggest that interference is the crucial source
in the decrease of working memory performance, findings do not completely rule
out the possibility that additional time has a certain negative impact on memory
performance, too.
Another important finding is that the data reveal a locality effect. Since Experiment 1 investigated German verb-final clauses, the finding of a clear locality effect on case-checking clearly conflicts with the anti-locality effects found
for verb-final clauses by Konieczny (2000) for German and Vasishth and Lewis
(2006) for Hindi. Experiments in the following chapters focus on potential sources
that are said to result in locality effects. Are there structures that lead to locality
effects, while other intervening entities potentially result in anti-locality effects?
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6

The Role of Referentiality
6.1 Introduction

The previous chapter focused on the well-known debate of interference-based forgetting versus time-based trace decay as the underlying source of forgetting over
the short term. As discussed, findings of Experiment 1 clearly support the assumptions of an interference-based forgetting. The data clearly show that intervening
material affects memory retrieval in sentence processing. Thus, an increase in
length resulted in significant locality effects. However, the discussion also reveals
that there is no support for the assumptions of a pure interference-based forgetting. Marginal effects of the factor Presentation rather suggest that the passage of
time might somehow also affect working memory performance. At least in some
conditions, an increase in time marginally affected the parsing process adversely.
The findings of Experiment 1 not only show that interference has a clear impact on sentence processing. The data also reveal that additional length results in
locality effects rather than to benefit the parsing process. Therefore, the findings
of Experiment 1 strongly support locality-based assumptions. The data suggest
that intervening material is the main source of forgetting in working memory.
Further experimental work in this thesis therefore builds on assumptions made by
the dependency locality theory. Gibson (2000) assumes a resource-driven working
memory system with a stock of limited computational resources. According to the
DLT’s simplified assumptions , only new discourse referents consume adequate
amounts of activation resources that can affect sentence processing adversely.
91
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Elements that do not introduce NDRs are supposed not to consume resources
and, thus, do not increase complexity. However, hypotheses of anti-locality (cf.
Konieczny, 2000; Levy, 2008) claim that distance can facilitate sentence processing. Thus, lengthy dependencies sometimes yield beneficial effects in sentence
processing. The current chapter presents two experiments that test the effects of
long distances between related items on verb-final sentences in German.
Experiment 2 applies verb-final sentences that contain center-embedded relative clauses. Length manipulations were accomplished in the embedded relative clauses only. To test the effects of different linguistic elements, a range of
different-sized relative clauses were located between sentence-final verb clusters
and their related sentence-initial NPs.
Experiment 3 is a follow-up study to Experiment 2. It also applies sentences
with embedded relative clauses. In this study, different-sized RCs are either located intraposed and adjacent to the sentence-initial NP or they are located extraposed after the sentence-final verb cluster.

6.2 Experiment 2: New Discourse Referents I
Experiment 2 employs German verb-final sentences that contain different-sized
center-embedded relative clauses. Length manipulation was accomplished with
both the presence and absence of (i) material that introduces new discourse referents and (ii) material not introducing new referents. Point of origin for this
approach is the core assumption of the dependency locality theory Gibson (2000).
The DLT suggests that only new discourse referents ask for computational energy
units (EUs) and, hence, increase sentence complexity. Furthermore, the simplified cost formula (Gibson, 2000:105; repeated in (1) below) states that linguistic
entities that do not introduce new discourse referents are supposed to be cost free.
Following this simple binary distinction, NDRs do increase sentence complexity.
All other linguistic items do not increase complexity.
Previous findings and considerations will be recapitulated briefly, in order to
illustrate the motivation of the following two experiments: Warren and Gibson
(1999) and related previous work (e.g. Garrod and Sanford, 1982, 1994) showed
that referents already introduced to a discourse are easier to process than referents
that are completely new to the discourse. New discourse referents are supposed
to ask for a high amount of computational resources. However, results of Garrod
and Sanford (1982, 1994) suggest that referents already introduced to the discourse consume a certain amount of resources, too. Their findings imply a more
fine-grained hierarchy for resource consumption. Referents that are currently in
the focus are often referred to with pronouns. However, referents lacking this fo-
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cus are said to be rather addressed with proper names or nouns. In a questionnaire
study, Warren and Gibson (1999) found that sentences containing pronouns received higher acceptance rates than sentences containing proper names. These results seem to back assumptions of a finer-grained hierarchy for already introduced
referents. Focused entities seem to be processed more easily than unfocused ones.
In a resource-driven framework, those results suggest that usage of computational
resources is unlikely to be distributed in a binary fashion. It rather appears that usage of resources varies on a continuous scale. However, Gibson (2000) decided to
reduce those former findings for reasons of simplification and established a binary
distribution formula for resource consumption, as repeated below:
(1)

DLT structural integration cost:
The structural integration cost associated with connecting the syntactic
structure for a newly input head h2 to a projection of a head h1 that is
part of the current structure for the input is dependent on the complexity
of the computations that took place between h1 and h2. For simplicity, it
is assumed that 1 EU is consumed for each new discourse referent in the
intervening region. (Gibson, 2000:105).

The question is: does the simplification of costs actually reflect resource usage
in parsing processes? If this is the case, then the following experiments should
reveal a significant decrease in memory performance only when NDRs are introduced. Sentences that contain intervening material which does not introduce
NDRs should yield the same findings as sentences that do not contain any additional material. However, a simple binary distinction would not be justified, if
the absence of additional length was processed more reliable than the presence of
additional material which does not introduce NDRs. The two main questions are:
• Are NDRs the only source of an increase in sentence complexity, as proposed in the dependency locality theory Gibson (2000)?
• Do elements not introducing NDRs increase sentence complexity, too?
Furthermore, with regard to hypotheses of anti-locality the question is, if intervening material facilitates sentence processing. If this is the case: is the beneficial
effect for sentence processing independent of the nature of the intervening material? Or: do the findings reveal different effects for NDRs versus material not
introducing NDRs?
• Does intervening material facilitate sentence processing?
• if so: do the findings reveal differences with regard to the strength of the
beneficial effect depending on differences in the intervening material as to
the presence or absence of new referents?
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Case Checking as a Test Case. The current experiment used case-checking as
a test case in German verb-final sentences. Case checking had to be accomplished
between a sentence-initial NP1 and a sentence-final verb cluster (verb+aux), as indicated by the arrows in (2). The verb cluster requires its sentence initial argumentNP to bear a certain case. When the parser tries to integrate the verb cluster, case
information of the preceding argument-NP has to be reaccessed in order to check
whether its case feature matches with the requirements of the verb cluster. This is
successful in (2-a), but fails in (2-b).
(2)

a.

dass NP1 [case = X] intervening material verb cluster [case = X]

b.

* dass NP1 [case = X] intervening material verb cluster [case = Z]

The example in (3) illustrates the structure of the experimental stimuli. All sentences consisted of a clause initial NP (die/der Professorin, ‘the professorNOM, DAT’),
an intervening region and a clause final verb cluster (angeboten hat, ‘has offered’).
The intervening region between NP1 and the verb cluster always consisted of a
relative clause (RC) and an three-word adverbial. This adverbial consisted of a
second noun phrase (NP2) which had to be integrated with the verb cluster. (3)
displays a clause final active auxiliary hat (‘has’) which requires NP1 to be marked
for nominative case. This requirement is fulfilled in (3-a), but fails in (3-b).
(3)

Example of Case Checking of Experiment 2:
a. Nominative-initial sentences; grammatical
dass die ProfessorinNOM [RC] eine freie Stelle angeboten hat.
NP1
RC adverbial
verb
aux.
‘that the professorNOM has offered a vacant position.’
b.

Dative-initial sentences; ungrammatical
* dass der ProfessorinDAT [RC] eine freie Stelle angeboten hat.
NP1
RC adverbial
verb
aux.
‘* that the professorDAT has offered a vacant position.’

In order to probe retention of case information, the one-to-one relationship between case of NP1 and grammaticality of the sentence (cf. (3)) had to be decoupled. Stimuli contained a NP1 marked for either the nominative or the dative
case which both either grammatical and ungrammatical. The experiment tested
sentences with ditransitive verbs that are either in the active or the passive voice.
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Manipulation of length was only accomplished at the center-embedded relative clause and in a two factorial way. The factors were (i) NDR (new discourse
referents) and (ii) Adv (adverbials). The factor NDR varied the number of new
discourse referents in the relative clause. The amount of referents was either two
(+NDR) or zero (-NDR) new discourse referents. The factor Adv varied the number of adverbials in the relative clause. There either occurred additional adverbials
of 2 words (+Adv) or no adverbial (-Adv) in the relative clause. Crossing the two
factors (+/-NDR by +/-Adv) results in four relative clause conditions as shown in
Figure 6.1.
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Figure 6.1: Schema of Relative Clauses of Experiment 2.

Condition A does not contain any additional material (-NDR; -Adv). As illustrated in the topmost bar in Figure 6.1, this is the shortest relative clause with
regard to the number of words. The relative clause in condition A consists of only
four words. Condition B contains additional adverbials, but no new discourse
referents (-NDR; +Adv). Condition C contains referents that are new to the discourse, but no additional adverbial is introduced (+NDR; -Adv). The lowermost
bar shows condition D. This sentence condition contains both additional adverbials and additional new discourse referents (+NDR; +Adv).
Figure 6.1 illustrates that conditions B and C are matched with regard to the
number of words they contain (6 words per relative clause in both B and C). However, the conditions differ with respect to the intervening material they consist
of. Following the predictions of Gibson (2000), the two additional words for the
adverbials in condition B are not supposed to increase sentence complexity. However, Gibson (2000) predicts that the additional NDRs in condition C increase
costs and processing complexity.
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Table 6.1: Stimulus Set of Experiment 2

Grammatical Sentences
Ich vermute, dass die ProfessorinNOM [RC] eine freie Stelle ausgeschrieben hat.
I guess
that the professor
[RC] a vacant position announced
has
‘I guess that the professorNOM has announced a vacant postition’
Ich vermute, dass der ProfessorinDAT [RC] eine freie Stelle angeboten wurde.
I guess
that the professor
[RC] a vacant position offered
was
‘I guess that a vacant position was offered to the professorDAT .’
Ungrammatical Sentences
* Ich vermute, dass die ProfessorinNOM [RC] eine freie Stelle angeboten wurde.
I guess
that the professor
[RC] a vacant position offered
was
* Ich vermute, dass der ProfessorinDAT [RC] eine freie Stelle ausgeschrieben hat.
I guess
that the professor
[RC] a vacant position announced
has
Relative Clauses – RC
(A) −NDR; −Adv:

die sehr gut erklärt
who very good explains
‘who explains very well’

(B) −NDR; +Adv:

die immer wieder sehr gut erklärt
who over and over very good explains
‘who on every occasion explains very well’

(C) +NDR; −Adv:

die dem Studenten das Skript ausleiht
who the student the script lends
‘who lends the script to the student’

(D) +NDR; +Adv:

die dem Studenten doch noch das Skript ausleiht
who the student
yet again the script lends
‘who finally lends the script to the student’

6.2.1 Method
Participants. 16 students from the University of Konstanz participated for course
credit or payment. All participants were native speakers of German and naive with
respect to the purpose of the experiment.
Material. 128 sentences were created, each in 16 versions according to the factors Order (nom-initial versus dat-initial), Status (grammatical versus ungrammatical), NDR (+NDR versus -NDR) and Adv (+Adv versus -Adv). Table 6.1 shows
a complete stimulus set of Experiment 2.
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Table 6.1 shows that sentences consisted of a matrix clause with an embedded
CP. Case checking had to be accomplished between the sentence-final verb cluster
and the initial NP1. The four different sized types of relative clauses were always
embedded between the related items die/der Professorin (‘the professorNOM, DAT’)
and the verb-cluster hat/ wurde (‘has/was’). The relative clauses always consisted
of: A = 4 words; B and C = 6 words; D = 8 words.
Procedure. The stimuli were presented visually using a speeded grammaticality
judgment task. Participants were seated in front of a computer screen. Before each
trial began, the words ’Bitte Leertaste drücken’ (please press space bar) appeared.
After pressing the space bar a fixation cross appeared and the sentence was presented in a word-by-word fashion in the middle of the screen. After the last word,
three red question marks were shown. This was the visual stimulus to judge the
sentence’s grammaticality by pressing one of two designated keys on a standard
keyboard. Participants were asked to judge as fast as possible. The task ended
automatically after a period of 2000ms. Reaction times were mostly in a range
between 700ms and 1400ms. Reaction types and reaction times were recorded.
Subjects handedness was taken before the experiment began. All subjects had at
least 10 practice items before the experiment started.
Predictions. There is a wide range of predictions as to the outcome of Experiment 2. First, there is the distinction between locality-based and anti-locality
based hypotheses. Furthermore, the question is if the results meet assumptions of
a simplified binary cost formula or if the findings reveal support for a finer-grained
increase in sentence complexity.
(i) Dependency Locality Theory: Predictions of the DLT for correct judgments
are straight forward. Conditions A and B do not introduce NDRs and are therefore
not supposed to impose additional costs. Although sentences in condition B contain more words than sentences in condition A, both conditions are treated alike.
Both A and B are predicted to be judged more accurately than C and D. In the latter pair of conditions, additional NDRs are introduced and intervene between the
related items. Thus, Gibson (2000) predicts an increase in resource requirements
which manifests in an increase in processing complexity. Just as in the comparison between A and B, conditions C and D reveal a difference in length with regard
to the number of words. However, C and D are also treated alike as the amount of
intervening NDRs is the same in both conditions. Predictions of the dependency
locality theory for judgment accuracy are shown in (4).
(4)

Predictions according to the ‘Dependency Locality Theory’
(A = B) > (C = D)
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(ii) Pure Length: Next to predictions of the DLT, one also has to consider alternative locality-based hypotheses. One alternative to the assumptions made by the
DLT is what I will call ‘Pure Length’. This hypothesis states that the distance
between two related items depends on the number of intervening words. Contrary
to a simple binary distinction as suggested in the DLT, ‘Pure Length’ suggests that
(i) all intervening words consume resources and increase processing complexity
and that (ii) all words ask for the same amount of computational resources. Thus,
sentence complexity is predicted to increase as a function to the sheer number
of intervening words between related items. The more intervening entities that
have to be processed, the more complex is the retrieval of memory traces at some
later point in the sentence. Contrary to a separation between costly and cost-free
items, ‘Pure Length’ ignores any inherent linguistic information. For the current
Experiment 2, ‘Pure Length’ assumes that both factors (NDR and Adv) affect sentence processing in the same degree. Thus, condition A is supposed to receive the
highest percentage of correct judgments. Condition D, consisting of the highest
number of words, is supposed to reveal the highest error rates. Conditions B and C
are matched with regard to the number of words. Thus, ‘Pure Length’ predicts that
B and C reveal identical findings. Predictions for judgment accuracy according to
‘Pure Length’ are as shown in (5).
(5)

Predictions according to ‘Pure Length’
A > (B = C) > D

(iii) ‘Fine-Grained Hierarchy’: Predictions in (i) and (ii) illustrate pure models
of processing costs. The DLT introduces a binary distribution of costs. Thus,
the predictions in (ii) suggest that an item is either costly, or it is cost-free. In
(ii) ‘Pure Length’: all intervening words are treated alike with regard to resource
usage and are said to increase sentence complexity to the same degree. Between
those assumptions lies a wide range of possible alternatives. The ‘Fine-Grained
Hierarchy’ introduces one of those possible alternatives. The predictions made by
the ‘Fine-Grained Hierarchy’ take into account that Gibson (2000) oversimplifies
previous findings of a fine-grained ranking of processing costs (cf. Warren and
Gibson, 1999). The ‘Fine-Grained Hierarchy’ suggests that every linguistic entity consumes a certain amount of computational resources. This does not only
hold for discourse referents (focused, unfocused or new), but is also true for material that does not introduce any referent at all. The underlying presumption is
that adverbials consume computational resources (to a lesser degree), too. Therefore, usage of computational resources is supposed to succumb a fine-grained
gradation. The prediction for the current experiment are as follows: condition A
introduces no additional material and therefore asks for the least amount of resources. Condition B is more costly as integrating adverbials also consumes small
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amounts of resources. Nevertheless, this amount is smaller than integrating two
NDRs. Therefore, condition B is supposed to consume less activation than condition C. Adding up all costly integrations makes condition D the most complex
one. Hence, the highest amount of resources have to be spent sentence processing in condition D. Predictions for judgment accuracy according to ‘Fine-Grained
Hierarchy’ are shown in (6).
(6)

Predictions according to ‘Fine-Grained Hierarchy’
A>B>C>D

(iv) ‘Anti-locality’: Models of anti-locality contrast with all locality-based assumptions. Previous findings (e.g. Konieczny, 2000) suggest that an increased
distance sometimes eases sentence processing. It is suggested that intervening
material can facilitate parsing of upcoming items when they are an indispensable
part of the sentence. Contrary to the DLT, Konieczny (2000) does not specify the
roles of old or new discourse referents. As the role of NDRs is not specified, predictions for the two conditions containing the same numbers of words (B and C)
remain unclear. Either beneficial effects are the same for both conditions, or one
of the two sentence conditions reveals an advantage over the other.
(7)

Predictions according to ‘Anti-locality’
D>C?B>A

Anti-locality assumptions suggest that longer distances may result in better memory performance than short sentences, as the items following the relative clause
are an indispensable part of the clause. Thus, predictability of upcoming items is
supposed to result in facilitated processing of sentence final verbs. An increase
in the distance between the two related items is therefore predicted to result in an
increase of facilitation as illustrated in (7).

6.2.2 Results
The results of Experiment 2 are shown in Table 6.2 (judgments) and Table 6.3
(reaction times). Just as in Experiment 1, analyses of findings have been accomplished with LMEs, as recent work criticizes the appliance of ANOVAs on
categorical data (Jaeger, 2008). Jaeger (2008) states that ANOVAs have been disputable for categorical data for a long time. This even holds for ‘[. . . ] ANOVAs
over arcsine-square-root transformed proportions of categorical outcomes [that
also] can lead to spurious null results and spurious significances’ (Jaeger, 2008:2).
LMEs fit well for binary data (as the ones acquired here with the SGJ paradigm).
Furthermore, LMEs only require a single analysis for subjects and sentences.
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Figure 6.2: Upper Row: Correct Judgments (%), Below: Reaction Times (msec)
(A = -NDR,-Adv; B = -NDR,+Adv; C = +NDR,-Adv; D = +NDR,+Adv)

Judgments. Experiment 2 reveals some clear-cut results. Significant results are
found for the factors NDR and Status. Sentences introducing new discourse referents (+NDR) are processed significantly less reliable (correct judgments: 67%)
than sentences not introducing new referents (-NDR; correct judgments: 76%; z
= 4.81; p < .001; Estimate =.57). Ungrammatical sentences receive a smaller
percentage of correct judgments (correct judgments: 57%) than grammatical sentences (correct judgments: 86%; z = 14.17; p < .001; Estimate = 1.7). The factor
Order only reveals a marginal effect. Nom-initial sentences are judged somewhat
better (correct judgments: 73%) than dat-initial sentences (correct judgments:
70%; z = 1.81; p =.07; Estimate =.21). The factor Adv and all interactions fail
to turn significant.
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Table 6.2: Fixed Effects of Judgments of Experiment 2
(Intercept)
Order
Adv
NDR
Status
Order×Adv
Order×NDR
Adv×NDR
Order×Status
Adv×Status
NDR×Status
Order×Adv×NDR
Order×Adv×Status
Order×NDR×Status
Adv×NDR×Status
Order×Adv×NDR×Status

Estimate

SE

z value

Pr (>|z|)

-1.20
.21
.13
.57
1.70
.21
-.29
.20
.05
-.37
-.33
-.17
.04
.47
-.17
-.57

.20
.12
.12
.12
.11
.24
.24
.24
.24
.24
.24
.47
.47
.47
.47
.95

-5.98
1.81
1.07
4.81
14.17
.87
-1.21
.85
.22
-1.57
-1.41
-.36
.09
1.00
-.35
-.61

< .001
.07
n.s.
< .001
< .001
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.

***
.
***
***

Judgment Times. Experiment 2 reveals main effects for the factors NDR, Status and Response for judgment times. It takes longer to judge sentences introducing new discourse referents (+NDR; 1113 msec) than to judge sentences not introducing new referents (-NDR; 1059 msec; t = 2.03; p < .05; Estimate = 41.28).
Grammatical sentences are judged faster (1007 msec) than ungrammatical sentences (1164 msec; t = 5.41; p < .001 ; Estimate = 115.6). Factor Response: participants are faster in correctly judging grammatical sentences (937 msec) than ungrammatical ones (1215 msec), whereas reaction times for incorrect judgments are
vice versa (incorrect judgments; grammatical: 1427 msec; ungrammatical 1096
msec). On average, subjects react faster when judging correctly (1049 msec) than
when misjudging the sentences grammaticality (1179 msec; t = 5.87; p < .001 ;
Estimate = 146.14). The remaining factors Order and Adv do not receive significance. Those main findings have to be qualified with two interactions.
(i) NDR × Status. The significant two-way interaction shows that grammatical
sentences which do not introduce NDRs are judged significantly faster (960 msec)
than grammatical sentences that introduce NDRs (1055 msec, t = -2.04; p < .05;
Estimate = -82.25). No significant difference is found for ungrammatical sentences.
(ii) NDR × Adv × Status. The marginal three-way interaction indicates that sentences with the specifications ‘grammatical, -Adv, -NDR’ are judged somewhat
faster than the respective sentences that do introduce NDRs (specifications ‘gram-
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Table 6.3: Fixed Effects of Reaction Times of Experiment 2
Estimate
(Intercept)
Order
NDR
Adv
Status
Response
Order×NDR
Order×Adv
NDR×Adv
Order×Status
NDR×Status
Adv×Status
Order×NDR×Adv
Order×NDR×Status
Order×Adv×Status
NDR×Adv×Status
Order×NDR×Adv×Status

SE t-value HPD.lower HPD.upper Pr(>|t|)

1117.38 88.89 12.57
11.05 20.20
.55
41.28 20.29 2.03
10.97 20.18
.54
115.59 21.38 5.41
146.14 24.90 5.87
14.50 40.37
.36
5.02 40.37
.12
-54.77 40.37 -1.36
27.57 40.37
.68
-82.25 40.36 -2.04
-11.14 40.38 -.28
51.72 80.73
.64
-42.95 80.73 -.53
19.62 80.73
.24
137.96 80.73 1.71
3.23 161.48
.02

974.9
-26.9
.1
-27.8
75.1
95.6
-63.3
-71.7
-133.7
-50.4
-161.9
-87.8
-96.5
-193.4
-137.6
-19.1
-322.4

1271.6
51.7
79.3
50.2
158.9
193.4
91.5
85.7
22.8
106.6
-4.7
69.7
213.2
117.6
181.2
296.8
313.2

< .001 ***
n.s.
< .05 *
n.s.
< .001 ***
< .001 ***
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.
< .05 *
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.
.09 .
n.s.

matical, - Adv, +NDR’). No difference occurs for grammatical sentences that introduce adverbials (specifications ‘grammatical, +Adv, +/-NDR) and for ungrammatical sentences.

6.2.3 Discussion
Experiment 2 reveals some well-defined findings. First and foremost, the effects
of the two crucial factors NDR and Adv are very clear-cut: the factor NDR significantly affects processing. The data show that adding new discourse referents
to the intervening region significantly increases sentence complexity. However,
the findings also show that the factor Adv has no significant impact. Material that
does not introduce new referents to the discourse does not decrease memory performance in feature checking in sentence processing. Thus, the findings clearly
support locality-based assumptions as predicted in the DLT.
Furthermore, the data show that grammatical sentences receive significantly
higher percentages of correct judgments than ungrammatical sentences. A marginal
effects of the factor Order reveals that nom-initial sentences were judged somewhat better than dat-initial sentences. Additionally a marginal two-way interaction of Order×Status in judgment times indicates that ungrammatical nom-initial
sentences are judged somewhat faster than ungrammatical dat-initial sentences.
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As to the alternative hypotheses suggested above: predictions made by ‘Pure
Length’ and ‘Fine-Grained Hierarchy’ are not confirmed. Both hypotheses suggest that material not introducing new referents also affects sentence processing
to certain degrees. The findings show that this is not the case. Whereas NDRs do
affect memory performance as suggested, the factor Adv fails to show any significant impact on processing complexity. It seems that new discourse referents introduced by two nouns suffice to increase sentence complexity. However, two words
not introducing new referents fail to reveal any impact. As discussed, this clearly
supports assumptions of the DLT, but it does not fully contradict the predictions
of the ‘Fine-Grained Hierarchy’ hypothesis. As suggested above, ‘Fine-Grained
Hierarchy’ assumes that all items consume resources. Words not introducing new
referents are suggested to consume less computational resources than new referents. The findings cannot fully refuse this assumption as it is still possible that the
two-word adverbials used in Experiment 2 ask for an amount of resources which
is too little to affect error rates measurably.
As for the assumptions of beneficial effects of additional length. Predictions
of anti-locality are falsified by the current findings. Additional new discourse
referents affect sentence processing adversely. Sentences specified for ‘+NDR’
are more error prone than sentences specified for ‘-NDR’. This illustrates a clear
locality effect. The factor Adv does not show any facilitating effects either. Sentences with additional adverbials are judged as good as sentences not containing
adverbials. Assumptions of a possible speed-up effect in judging sentences with
lengthy dependencies cannot be confirmed. Judgment times support locality based
predictions. Additional new discourse referents affect reaction times adversely.
The marginal three-way interaction suggests that somehow additional adverbials
slow down reaction times in certain sentence conditions. This argues against antilocality assumptions, too.
In summary, the results of Experiment 2 perfectly fit the predictions of the dependency locality theory (Gibson, 2000): (i) material introducing new discourse
referents (factor: NDR) significantly affects sentence processing adversely. This
holds for both, correct judgments and reaction times. (ii) material not introducing new referents to the discourse (factor: Adv) does not affect sentence processing. (iii) contrary to anti-locality assumptions, increased distances between
related items decrease working memory performance and do not yield any beneficial effects in sentence processing.
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6.3 Experiment 3: New Discourse Referents II
Findings in Experiment 2 clearly support locality-based hypotheses. The results
back assumptions of the DLT (Gibson, 2000). Those findings suggest that only
new discourse referents adequately challenge working memory capacity in order
to increase sentence complexity verifiably. Adverbials that do not introduce new
discourse referents do not affect sentence processing.
However, it was pointed out that Experiment 2 contains different verbs in the
embedded relative clauses, as shown in Table 6.4. Investigating the role of new
discourse referents on sentence complexity resulted in the necessity of applying
different verb types in the previous study. Conditions C and D always contained
two new referents and therefore needed to apply ditransitive verbs (e.g. ausleiht).
Conditions A and B lacked this necessity and succeeded with intransitive verbs.
The number of possible verbs with both ditransitive and intransitive usage that
qualify for the experiment is limited. This constraint conflicted with the scale
of Experiment 2, which was supposed to contain 128 sentences. In order not to
reuse the same limited stock of verbs too often, and in order to keep material
homogeneous, Experiment 2 always applied two different verbs for the RCs.
The fact that different verbs were employed in the same stimulus set, unfortunately yields a possible confound: processing differences between the conditions
or at least between pairs of conditions (conditions A+B versus conditions C+D)
might not only have occurred due to the introduction of new discourse referents.
The effects might unintentionally also result from the usage of different verbs located in the critical region between the two related items. In order to rule out this
possibility, the current study was run as a follow-up to Experiment 2.
In order to capture the criticism discussed above, Experiment 3 applied the
experimental material of Experiment 2. The original structure was kept as far as
possible. Changes to the material were only accomplished in order to respond
to the point of criticism. Just as the previous study, Experiment 3 consisted of
128 sentences with embedded relative clauses. It also employed case checking
as the test case. Case checking had to be accomplished between a definite, an-

Table 6.4: Example of Relative Clauses of Experiment 2

A
B
C
D

...
...
...
...

die sehr gut erklärt
die immer wieder sehr gut erklärt
die dem Studenten das Skript ausleiht . . .
die dem Studenten doch noch das Skript ausleiht . . .

(-NDR; -Adv)
(-NDR; +Adv)
(+NDR; -Adv)
(+NDR; +Adv)
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imate clause-initial NP and a clause-final verb cluster (cf. examples (8) and (9)
below. They display nom-initial grammatical sentences). Just as in Experiment
2, case of NP1 diejenige/derjenigen Professorin (‘the-one professorNOM, DAT’) and
grammaticality of the sentence were decoupled by alternating the auxiliaries hat
(‘has’) and wurde (‘was’). While the cluster ‘verb + hat’ demands the NP to bear
the nominative case, the cluster ‘verb + wurde’ asks for the dative case.
The design of Experiment 3 was modified with respect to the location of the
relative clauses. In Experiment 2 all RCs were center-embedded between the two
related items. In the current experiment, relative clauses are either intraposed
and adjacent to the clause-initial NP or they are extraposed at the very end of
the sentence. In the intraposed condition in (8), the embedded relative clause
intervenes between the two related items (i) the initial NP diejenige Professorin
(‘the-one professor’) and (ii) the verb cluster ausgeschrieben hat (‘offered has’).
Thus, the intraposed condition in the current experiment picks up the original
sentence structure of Experiment 2.
(8)

dass diejenigeNOM Prof. [RC] eine freie Stelle ausgeschrieben hat.
that that-oneNOM prof. RC a vacant position announced
has
‘(I guess,) that the professor [RC] has announced a vacant position.’

In the extraposed condition in (9), the related items are not separated by intervening material. Here, the relative clause is located directly after the clause-final verb
at the very end of the matrix sentence.
(9)

Eine freie Stelle hat diejenigeNOM Professorin ausgeschrieben, [RC].
A vacant position has that-oneNOM professor announced
RC
‘A vacant position has been announced by the professor, [RC].’

Just as in the previous study, manipulations in length were conducted to the relative clauses only. The main alteration compared to the design of Experiment 2
is the relative clause position. As a consequence, the RC position was added as a
new factor to Experiment 3. In order to keep the design manageable, the number
of relative clause conditions was confined to two specifications. Thus, the conditions ‘-NDR/-Adv’ and ‘+NDR/ +Adv’ (conditions A and D) of Experiment 2
were applied to the current study. In Experiment 3, the clauses were re-labeled
‘short’ (‘-NDR/-Adv’) and ‘long’ (‘+NDR/+Adv’), as shown in (10).
(10)

Examples of Relative Clauses of Experiment 3:
a. ‘Short’ Condition:
die sehr gut erklärt
who very good explains
‘. . . who explains very well’
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b.

‘Long’ Condition:
die dem Studenten doch noch das Skript ausleiht
who the student after all the script lends
‘. . . who after all lend the script to the student’

‘Short’ relative clauses always consist of four words and do not introduce additional new discourse referents. ‘Long’ relative clauses always consist of eight
words and introduce (i) two new discourse referents and (ii) two words for the
adverbial, as shown in the example in (10).

6.3.1 Method
Participants. 32 students from the University of Konstanz participated for course
credit or payment. All participants were native speakers of German and naive with
respect to the purpose of the experiment.
Material. 128 sentences were created, each in 16 conditions according to the
factors Order (nom-initial versus dat-initial), Status (grammatical versus ungrammatical), RC-position (intraposed versus extraposed) and RC-length (short versus
long).
Table 6.5 shows a stimulus set of Experiment 3.
Procedure. Experiment 3 was presented using the same speeded grammaticality
judgment paradigm as Experiment 2.
Predictions. Locality-based predictions that follow the core assumptions of the
dependency locality theory (Gibson, 2000) are clear-cut: As discussed previously,
the DLT assumes that only intervening new discourse referents consume computational resources. Therefore, intervening new discourse referents ensure that
the usage of activation resources rises and that processing complexity increases.
Locality-based predictions for Experiment 3 are as follows:
(i) Intraposed: Sentences with intraposed RCs are supposed to reveal increased processing complexity for both ‘long’ and ‘short’ RCs compared to extraposed sentences. This results from the fact that the intervening regions host
material that introduces NDRs: In the ‘short’ condition, the RC verb introduces
one new referent. In the ‘long’ condition, the RC verb and the two argument-NPs
altogether introduce three new discourse referents. Furthermore, in intraposed
sentences, the temporal adverbial eine freie Stelle (‘a vacant position’) intervenes
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Table 6.5: Stimulus Set of Experiment 3
Intraposed Sentences
Ich vermute, dass diejenigeNOM Professorin [RC] eine freie Stelle ausgeschrieben hat.
I guess
that the-oneNOM professor [RC] a vacant position announced
has
‘I guess that the-one professor [RC] has announced a vacant postition’
Ich vermute, dass derjenigenDAT Professorin [RC] eine freie Stelle angeboten wurde.
I guess
that the-oneDAT
professor [RC] a vacant position offered
was
‘I guess that a vacant position was offered to the-one professor [RC].’
* Ich vermute, dass diejenigeNOM Professorin [RC] eine freie Stelle angeboten wurde.
I guess
that the-oneNOM professor [RC] a vacant position offered
was
* Ich vermute, dass derjenigenDAT Professorin [RC] eine freie Stelle ausgeschrieben hat.
I guess
that the-oneDAT
professor [RC] a vacant position announced
has
Extraposed Sentences
Eine freie Stelle hat
diejenigeNOM Professorin ausgeschrieben, [RC].
A vacant position has the-oneNOM professor announced
[RC]
‘The-one professor [RC] has announced a vacant postition.’
Eine freie Stelle wurde derjenigenDAT Professorin angeboten,
A vacant position was the-oneDAT
professor offered
‘A vacant postition was offered to the-one professor [RC].’
* Eine freie Stelle hat
A vacant position has

derjenigenDAT Professorin ausgeschrieben, [RC].
the-oneDAT
professor announced
[RC]

* Eine freie Stelle wurde diejenigeNOM Professorin angeboten,
A vacant position was the-oneNOM professor offered
Relative Clauses – RC
‘short’ RCs:

‘long’ RCs:

[RC].
[RC]

[RC].
[RC]

die sehr gut erklärt
who very good explains
‘who explains very well’
die dem Studenten doch noch das Skript ausleiht
who the student
after all the script lends
‘who after all lends the script to the student’

in the interim between the related items. This also holds for both the ‘short’ and
the ‘long’ sentence conditions. This is supposed to additionally increase the usage of computational resources. However, ‘long’ RCs introduce more referents
than ‘short’ RCs. Therefore, the DLT predicts ‘long’ RCs to increase sentence
complexity at a higher degree than short ones, as more resources are consumed.
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(ii) Extraposed: The design of extraposed relative clauses eliminates any intervening region between the related items. Therefore, contrary to intraposed sentences, no additional computational resources are supposed to be consumed in the
process of case checking. This is independent of RC length and holds both for
‘short’ and ‘long’ relative clauses. Nevertheless, the DLT does predict a difference in resource usage for ‘short’ versus ‘long’ relative clauses. In the ‘short’
condition, the RC verb only has to be integrated with the RC pronoun. In the
‘long’ condition, the relative pronoun and two additional intervening arguments
have to be integrated with the RC verb. Thus, processing the internal structure of
‘long’ RCs is more complex and asks for more computational resources. This increase in processing complexity is supposed to result in a disadvantage for ‘long’
compared to ‘short’ extraposed sentences. Integration of the RC pronoun with its
antecedent Professorin (‘professor’) is costly as it crosses one NDR introduced
by the matrix verb. The process of case checking is supposed to be cost-free, as
the auxiliary and the NPs are adjacent to each other. Nevertheless, the DLT might
predict additional cost consumption as auxiliary and matrix verb are separated by
the NP Professorin (‘professor’). Nevertheless, as additional NDRs introduced
in the RC are not located in the interim, the DLT predicts that extraposed sentences are less costly than intraposed sentences. This is supposed to manifest in
a higher percentage of correct judgments and possibly in faster reaction times for
extraposed sentences.
In summary the DLT predicts that both ‘short’ and ‘long’ intraposed RCs increase processing complexity. Length is supposed to affect processing of intraposed RCs as the number of intervening NDRs increases. The extraposed clause
condition is supposed to be processed more reliable as no additional costly NDRs
intervene between the related entities. Length might affect the parsing process
adversely, as ‘long’ RCs are more complex than short RCs. However, The impact
of additional length might be less strong, as the additional NDRs of the RC have
to be processed in clause-final position. Thus, the parsing process of the matrix
clause has been finished by then and additional costs caused by additional length
do not impose costs in the intervening region.
As discussed before, predictions of anti-locality hypotheses (cf. Konieczny,
2000, Levy, 2008) strongly contradict with assumptions of the DLT. Those hypotheses assume that predictability of indispensable forthcoming items results
in beneficial effects in sentence processing. The design of Experiment 3 partly
resembles the experimental design in Konieczny (2000) in that RCs either are
(i) intraposed and adjacent to the NP or (ii) they are extraposed. Comparable
to Konieczny (2000), manipulations of length are accomplished to the relative
clauses only. This analogy allows comparisons of current findings of Experiment
3 to results reported from the studies in Konieczny (2000).
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(i) Intraposed: Konieczny (2000) reports a preference for adjacent RCs in both
of his experiments. Those findings support the hypothesis of beneficial effects of
anticipated forthcoming items: additional intervening information increases anticipation of upcoming items and eases sentence processing. For the current Experiment 3, the anticipation hypothesis predicts facilitating effects of intervening
material in intraposed sentences.
(ii) Extraposed: Konieczny (2000) suggests that predictability of indispensable forthcoming items results in facilitation of the parsing process. However,
unpredictable forthcoming items do not yield this effect. Additional length might
lead to locality effects (cf. findings of reduced acceptability scores for extraposed
clauses in Konieczny, 2000:637ff.). Under certain circumstances, extraposed information (e.g. relative clauses, as suggested in Konieczny, 2000:642) might qualify as unpredictable. However, in Experiment 3, it was ensured that extraposed
RCs do not qualify as unpredictable. Thus, possible adverse processing effects
were ruled out by applying diejenigeNOM and derjenigenDAT (‘the-one’NOM, DAT) in the
initial NP. Those NPs need to be qualified more precisely by a relative clause. This
design ensures that RCs are an indispensable part of grammatical sentences and
that their occurrence is expected by the parser. It remains unclear if extraposed
sentences benefit from expectancy of forthcoming material in the same degree, as
intraposed sentences do. For the sake of simplification, it is supposed that both
intraposed and extraposed relative clauses yield the same beneficial effects.
(iii) RC-length: Findings in Konieczny (2000) suggest that an increased distance between related items sometimes yields beneficial effects in sentence processing. This is true when the upcoming material is an indispensable part of the
sentence. In intraposed sentences, the clause-final verb cluster qualifies as indispensable. Thus, the prediction is that intraposed sentences facilitate from intervening length. It is supposed that ‘long’ intraposed RCs are processed better and
reveal faster reaction times than ‘short’ intraposed RCs.
As already discussed, extraposed relative clauses in Konieczny (2000) qualified as ‘not expected’. As predicted, this resulted in decreased acceptability and
increased reading times (cf. findings in Konieczny, 2000:637ff.). However, the
design of Experiment 3 ensures that extraposed RCs are expected by the parser.
The initial NPs diejenige Professorin (‘the-one professor’NOM) have to be qualified
by relative clauses. Thus, no disadvantages are expected for extraposed relative
clauses in Experiment 3.
In summary, the design ensures that both types of clause-final material (i) the
verb-cluster in intraposed sentences and (ii) the relative clause in extraposed sentences are expected by the parser. Thus, no difference in processing performance
are expected. Furthermore, the predictions that ‘long’ RCs yield better memory
performance than ‘short’ RCs holds for both intraposed and extraposed sentences.
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Figure 6.3: Upper Row: Correct Judgments (%), Below: Reaction Times (msec)

Judgments. Experiment 3 reveals some clear-cut main effects for the factors
Status, RC-position and RC-length. Grammatical sentences receive significantly
higher percentages of correct judgments (judgments correct: 85%) than ungrammatical sentences (judgments correct: 76%; z = 8.02; p < .001; Estimate= .71).
Extraposed RCs receive a higher percentage of correct judgments (judgments correct: 85%) than intraposed RCs (judgments correct: 75%; z = -8.45; p < .001;
Estimate= -.75). Length of relative clauses also significantly affects sentence processing. Short RCs are judged more reliable (judgments correct: 82%) than long
RCs introducing new discourse referents (judgments correct: 78%; z = 3.08, p
=.002, Estimate= 0.27). The factor Order fails to turn significant.
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Table 6.6: Fixed Effects of Judgments of Experiment 3
Estimate
(Intercept)
Order
Status
RC-position
RC-length
Order×Status
Order×RC-position
Status×RC-position
Order×RC-length
Status×RC-length
RC-position×RC-length
Order×Status×RC-position
Order×Status×RC-length
Order×RC-position×RC-length
Status×RC-position×RC-length
Order×Status×RC-position×RC-length

-1.69
.13
.71
-.75
.27
.02
.22
.12
-.06
-.04
-.42
1.29
-.07
-.11
-.19
.86

SE
.15
.09
.09
.09
.09
.18
.18
.18
.18
.18
.18
.35
.35
.35
.35
.71

z value

Pr (>|z|)

-11.28
1.52
8.02
-8.45
3.08
.08
1.26
.65
- .33
-.23
-2.35
3.62
-.21
-.31
-.55
1.21

< .001
n.s.
< .001
< .001
.002
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.
.02
< .001
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.

***
***
***
**

*
***

The main effects have to be qualified by the following interactions: the two-way
interaction RC-position × RC-length and the three-way interaction Order × Status × RC-position.
(i) RC-position × RC-length. The interaction (z = -2.35; p =.02; Estimate= -0.42)
reveals that length of RCs does not affect processing when relative clauses are
extraposed (judgments correct: short 86%; long 85%). When RCs are intraposed,
length of RCs does affect processing significantly (judgments correct: short 79%;
long 71%).
(ii) Order × Status × RC-position. The three-way interaction (z = 3.62; p < .001;
Estimate= 1.29) reveals the following findings: extraposed sentences receive a
high percentage of correct judgments in general. Grammatical extraposed sentences receive a very high percentage of correct judgments for both the nom-initial
(correct judgments: 89%) and the dat-initial (correct judgments: 90%) conditions.
The same is true for ungrammatical, extraposed, nom-initial sentences (correct
judgments: 85%). Ungrammatical, extraposed, dat-initial sentences are judged
less reliable (correct judgments: 77%). The pattern for grammatical intraposed
sentences differs from grammatical extraposed ones. Other than the extraposed
sentences, dat-initial intraposed ones are judged less reliable. Nom-initial sentences receive higher percentages of correct judgments (correct judgments: 83%)
than dat-initial ones (correct judgments: 78%). The pattern for ungrammatical,
intraposed sentences contrasts with the pattern of ungrammatical extraposed sen-
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Table 6.7: Fixed Effects of Reaction Times of Experiment 3
Estimate SE t-valueHPD.lowerHPD.upperPr(>|t|)

(Intercept)
1093.2 60.9 17.96
Order
63.6 15.8 4.02
Status
19.3 16.0 1.21
RC-position
-30.5 16.0 -1.91
NDR
-23.2 15.8 -1.46
Response
124.3 21.6 5.77
Order×Status
60.9 31.6 1.93
Order×RC-position
-100.8 31.6 -3.18
Status×RC-position
-353.1 31.6 -11.16
Order×RC-length
18.2 31.6
.58
Status×RC-length
-49.5 31.6 -1.56
RC-position×RC-length
-109.2 31.7 -3.45
Order×Status×RC-position
-80.7 63.4 -1.27
Order×Status×RC-length
119.6 63.3 1.89
Order×RC-position×RC-length
-61.8 63.3 -.98
Status×RC-position×RC-length
-38.3 63.3 -.61
Order×Status×
RC-position×RC-length
-124.1126.6 -.98

988.06
32.50
-11.74
-60.35
-53.95
81.26
-6.24
-162.75
-412.37
-42.93
-112.10
-170.91
-203.20
-5.56
-179.39
-156.17
-360.51

1194.37 < .001***
94.71 < .001***
49.38
n.s.
2.12
n.s.
7.83
n.s.
166.91 < .001***
119.71
.05 .
-36.87 .002 *
-290.52 < .001***
80.53
n.s.
11.92
n.s.
-45.61 < .001***
46.10
n.s.
240.75
n.s.
70.53
n.s.
90.04
n.s.
129.25

n.s.

tences. While ungrammatical, extraposed sentences are judged more reliable in
the nom-initial condition (correct judgments; nom-initial: 85%, dat-initial: 77%),
intraposed are judged vice versa: dat-initial, ungrammatical, intraposed sentences
received 73% correct judgments, while nom-initial, ungrammatical, intraposed
sentences receive the highest error rates with only 67% correct judgments.
Reaction Times. Experiment 3 reveals two significant main effects for reaction
times: Order and Response. Nom-initial sentences were judged faster (1023 msec)
than dat-initial sentences (1088 msec; t = 4.02; p < .001 ; Estimate = 63.6). The
additional factor Response reveals that correct judgments were given faster (1022
msec) than false judgments (1193 msec; t = 5.77; p < .001 ; Estimate = 124.3). All
other factors failed to turn significant. However, the findings have to be qualified
by the following two-way interactions: Order × Status, Order × RC-position,
Status × RC-position and RC-position × RC-length.
(i) Order × Status. The two-way interaction (t = 1.93; p < .05; Estimate = 60.9)
reveals that reaction times for grammatical sentences for both Status were equally
fast (nom-initial: 1022 msec; dat-initial: 1058 msec). However, for ungrammatical sentences reaction times differed between the two Status. While reaction times
for ungrammatical nom-initial sentences turn out to be as fast as for grammatical
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nom-initial sentences, reaction times for ungrammatical dat-initial sentences increased. Participants took longer to judge dat-initial ungrammatical sentences
(1119 msec) than nom-initial ungrammatical sentences (1023 msec).
(ii) Order × RC-position. The interaction (t = -3.18; p = .002; Estimate = -100.8)
reveals that both nom-initial and dat-initial extraposed sentence conditions were
judged equally fast (nom-initial: 1025 msec; dat-initial: 1043 msec). However,
reaction times differed for intraposed sentences: dat-initial sentences were judged
significantly slower (1134 msec) than nom-initial ones (1020 msec).
(iii) Status × RC-position. The significant two-way interaction (t = -11.16; p
< .001; Estimate = -353.1) reveals that ungrammatical intraposed sentences were
judged significantly slower (1181 msec) than grammatical intraposed sentences
(973 msec). The pattern for extraposed sentences is vice versa: ungrammatical
sentences were judged faster (961 msec) than grammatical sentences (1107 msec).
(iv) RC-position × RC-length. The interaction (t = -3.45; p < .001; Estimate =
109.2) shows that short relative clauses were judged equally fast in both extraposed (1072 msec) and intraposed (1056 msec) conditions. However, long RCs
were judged significantly faster in the extraposed (995 msec) than in intraposed
sentences (1098 msec). All other interactions were not significant.

6.3.3 Discussion
Experiment 3 yields some clear-cut findings. First, the significant effect of Status
reveals that grammatical sentences receive a higher percentage of correct judgments than ungrammatical sentences. This replicates a wide range of previous
experimental sentences (e.g. Bader and Bayer, 2006).
Second, the two crucial factors RC-position and RC-length yield significant
effects that clearly support locality-based assumptions: (i) the effect of the factor RC-position shows that extraposed sentences are judged significantly more
reliable than intraposed sentences; (ii) the main effect of RC-length reveals that
new discourse referents affect sentence processing adversely. Sentences containing ‘long’ relative clauses are significantly judged less reliable and show higher
error rates than ‘short’ sentences. Those main effects have to be qualified as follows: intraposed long RCs are significantly judged less reliable than intraposed
short RCs. However, length does not affect sentence complexity in extraposed
sentences. This supports assumptions of the DLT and backs analyses of previous
findings of Experiment 2. The locality effects are caused by the number of NDRs
in the intervening region. A lack of effects in the extraposed condition supports
those predictions and suggests that the usage of different verbs did not affect the
data. With regard to possible beneficial effects of increased length: the results
clearly support locality-based predictions, but do not fit anti-locality hypotheses.
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Intraposed RCs increase sentence complexity as predicted by the DLT. This disadvantage in processing increases when intraposed clauses are long. Thus, sentences
containing more intervening discourse referents (intraposed, long) are (i) judged
less reliable and (ii) show longer reaction times. The increase in complexity due to
an increase in length conflicts with predictions of an increase of beneficial effects
in sentence processing with additional length. The same is true for extraposed
sentences. Contrary to assumptions of anti-locality, additional extraposed material does not result in higher percentages of correct judgments or faster reaction
times. It is rather the case that the factor RC-length does not affect extraposed
clauses at all.
Findings of Experiment 3 replicate results of Experiment 2 and, thus, supports
locality-based assumptions. Intervening new discourse referents increase sentence
complexity and make sentence processing harder. Extraposed and non-intervening
material does not have an effect on processing. The current findings suggest that
effects reported in Experiment 2 can be assigned to the respective factor NDR. It
is not the case that locality effects result from the usage of different kinds of verbs,
as no such effects are found for extraposed clauses in the current experiment. The
findings rather support the previous analysis of locality effects due to additional
new discourse referents.

6.4 General Discussion
Experiments 2 and 3 were run in order to test locality- and anti-locality-based
assumptions concerning the nature of intervening material between related items.
Experiment 2 tested the core hypothesis of the DLT: only referents that are new
to the discourse consume computational resources and increase sentence complexity. Other intervening items that do not introduce NDRs are not supposed
to affect sentence processing noticeable. Simultaneously, the study tested basic
assumptions of anti-locality hypotheses (Konieczny, 2000; Levy, 2008): sometimes, increased distances between related items can facilitate sentence processing. While unpredictable items might yield locality effects, predictable and indispensable items profit from previously processed entities.
Findings of Experiment 2 clearly support locality-based assumptions and contrast anti-locality assumptions of a beneficial effect in sentence processing with an
increase in intervening material. The results show that intervening new discourse
referents (+NDR) significantly increase sentence complexity which manifests in
locality effects. Material that does not introduce new referents to the discourse
(+Adv) does not affect sentence processing. The lack of an effect of the factor
Adv contrasts with alternative predictions made in Experiment 2: ‘Pure Length’
and ‘Fine-Grained Hierarchy’.
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‘Pure Length’ only accounts for the pure number of words that intervene between related items. Usage of computational resources is supposed to be equal for
all linguistic items independent of their syntactic or semantic weight. Thus, in the
current experiment the factors NDR and Adv are treated alike. The hypothesis is
that both affect sentence processing in the same degree.
‘Fine-Grained Hierarchy’ bases on previous findings of a fine grained hierarchy of resource usage (Warren and Gibson, 1999). All items are assumed to consume certain amounts of computational resources. Contrary to the assumptions in
‘Pure Length’, this hypothesis suggests a hierarchy of resource usage. It suggests
that less resources are necessary to process adverbials (+Adv) than to process new
discourse referents (+NDR). The lack of an effect of the factor Adv puts both
alternative hypotheses aside. Adverbials do not affect sentence processing at all.
Konieczny (2000) and Levy (2008) suggest that predictable linguistic items
can profit from increased amounts of previously processed material. The clausefinal verb cluster in Experiment 2 qualify as indispensable and expectable items.
Thus, anti-locality assumptions predict an increase in beneficial effects if the intervening material is long. However, neither the presence of material not introducing
new referents (+Adv) nor the the introduction of new referents (+NDR) yields
beneficial effects on sentence processing. The findings show that the factor NDR
affects sentence processing adversely as predicted by the DLT. Furthermore, the
results also show that adverbials not only do not hamper sentence processing, they
also do not yield beneficial effects in sentence processing.
In a nutshell, Experiment 2 shows significant locality effects and backs core
assumptions of the DLT: (i) new discourse referents increase processing complexity which manifests in locality effects. (ii) adverbials neither facilitate nor
complicate sentence processing.
Experiment 3 employed both intraposed and extraposed relative clauses in
German verb-final sentences in order to reply to previous points of criticism. The
findings clearly support analysis of Experiment 2 and back assumptions of the
DLT. Intervening new discourse referents increase sentence complexity. Just as in
Experiment 2, predictions of facilitating effects of long intervening material are
not confirmed by the results. Predictability of clause-final verbs does not result in
an advantage for long intervening material. In fact, long intervening regions affect
sentence processing adversely. Extraposed clauses fit the predictions of the DLT
and do not affect processing at all. Additional length in extraposed sentences does
neither hamper nor facilitate processing.
In summary, Experiments 2 and 3 support assumptions made by the DLT and
contrast anti-locality assumptions.
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7

The Role of Structure
7.1 Introduction

Experimental findings reported in the previous chapter reveal locality effects for
German. Both Experiments 2 and 3 support locality-based assumptions (Gibson,
2000) that predict an increase of processing complexity in sentences with additional intervening new discourse referents. The results do not fit considerations
of an increase in complexity due to intervening material that does not introduce
any NDRs. As discussed in the previous chapter, intervening adverbials not introducing NDRs do not yield locality effects. However, neither additional NDRs nor
additional material not introducing any referents do result in facilitating effects
for the processing of clause-final verbs. Thus, the findings in the Experiments 2
and 3 do not support assumptions of beneficial effects for increased distances as
suggested in anti-locality hypotheses (cf. Konieczny, 2000; Levy, 2008).
The dependency locality theory (Gibson, 2000) only introduces simplified formulas for processing costs. The DLT account processing costs exclusively for
NDRs intervening between related entities. However, the theory does not specify
the role of syntactic structures on sentence complexity. The questions are: do different syntactic constructions all yield increased processing complexities? Or: is
the cognitive system only sensitive to certain structures? In order to investigate
this questions, Experiment 4 and Experiment 5 were run. The experiments investigated German sentences that manipulate intervening distances between related
items with the presence or absence of different syntactic structures.
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7.2 Experiment 4: Structural Differences I
Experiment 4 investigates wh-questions in German that were varied for both the
syntactic function of the wh-phrase and the length of the sentence. The wh-phrase
always adhered to the scheme ‘which + masculine N’ and was unambiguous with
respect to case. The wh-phrase was either the subject or the object of the clause.
The sentences were always transitive and in the perfect tense. Thus, the auxiliary
(‘AUX’) was always located in V2-position and the participle (‘MV’, matrix verb)
in clause-final position, as shown in the following scheme:
[Wh-phrase]

[relative clause]

[AUX]

[TAdv]

[adverbial clause]

[NP]

[MV]

The distance between related items was manipulated in a multiple stepped
way. As can be seen in the scheme above, distance between related entities was
varied with the presence or absence of both a relative clause and an adverbial
clause. For a complete overview of the experimental design, see Table 7.1.
In order to analyze the experimental findings satisfactorily, it was necessary
to receive online data of the parsing processes. Therefore, both Experiment 4 and
Experiment 5 made use of the the self-paced reading paradigm (cf. Just, Carpenter, and Wolley, 1982). This experimental method records individual reading times
on a word-by-word basis and enables to analyze sentence-internal phenomena.

7.2.1 Method
Participants. 80 students from the University of Konstanz participated for course
credit or payment. All participants were native speakers of German and naive with
respect to the purpose of the experiment. One participant had to be excluded from
statistical analysis.
Material. 40 sentences were created in eight versions according to a two-factorial
design (2 x 4) with the factors Order (nom-initial, acc-initial) and Length (Short,
RC, ADV, Long). Table 7.2 shows a sample set of stimuli from Experiment 4.
The distance between the sentence-initial wh-phrase and an NP in penultimate
position contains at least three words, an auxiliary and a two-word prepositional
phrase (for reasons of space, this region is referred to with the abbreviation ‘3W’
in Table 7.1). Additional distance is provided by the factor Length. The factor
Length has four levels. As Table 7.1 shows, sentences in the condition ‘Short’ do
not contain any additional material between the sentence-initial wh-phrase and the
region of NP2. The conditions ‘RC’ and ‘ADV’ both contain additional material
matched according to the number of words and the number of new discourse referents. The condition ‘RC’ contains a relative clause consisting of five words in
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Table 7.1: Schema of a Stimulus Set of Experiment 4
Short:
RC:
ADV:
Long:

[WH-nom]
[WH-nom]
[WH-nom]
[WH-nom]

Short:
RC:
ADV:
Long:

[WH-acc]
[WH-acc]
[WH-acc]
[WH-acc]

[relative clause]
[relative clause]
[relative clause]
[relative clause]

3W
3W
3W
3W
3W
3W
3W
3W

[adverbial clause]
[adverbial clause]

[NP2-acc]
[NP2-acc]
[NP2-acc]
[NP2-acc]

MV
MV
MV
MV

[adverbial clause]
[adverbial clause]

[NP2-nom]
[NP2-nom]
[NP2-nom]
[NP2-nom]

MV
MV
MV
MV

length. The condition ‘ADV’ contains an adverbial clause also consisting of five
words in length. The number of NDRs in both clauses are matched (always two
NDRs per clause). The condition ‘Long’ contains both a relative clause and an
adverbial. Example (1) shows a relative clauses used in the current experiment.
(1)

. . . der neben dem Rektor wohnt . . .
who next-to the principal lives
‘who lives right next to the principal’

The relative clause always modifies the sentence-initial wh-phrase and is always
adjacent to it. Following the assumptions of the DLT, the material was monitored
for new discourse referents. All relative clauses contain two NDRs. One referent
is always introduced by an NP like dem Rektor. A second NDR is always introduced by the RC-verb (wohnt). In order to be able to compare the two different
intervening syntactic structures the number of NDRs is identical in both conditions ‘RC’ and ‘ADV’. As shown in (2), the intervening adverbial also always
consists of five words.
(2)

. . . bevor er die Klasse betrat . . .
before he the class entered
‘before he entered the classroom’

Just as in the ‘RC’ condition, the adverbial clause also introduces two new discourse referents. As in the relative clause in (1), the NDRs are introduced by a
definite NP and a verb; in (2) the NP die Klasse and the verb betrat. The adverbial
is always located between the three-word region ‘auxiliary + temporal adverbial’
(3W) and the region of NP2. Table 7.2 shows a stimulus set of Experiment 4.
The number of words (and of NDRs) varies across conditions due to the different
specifications of the factor Length. ‘Short’ sentences consist of eight words. Both
the relative clause and the adverbial clause add five words each to the sentence.
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Table 7.2: Sample Stimuli for Experiment 4

Nom-initial sentences:
‘Short’ sentences:
Welcher Lehrer
hat am Montag den
Which
teacher
has at
monday the
‘Which teacher has greeted the student on monday?’

Schüler
student

gegrüßt?
greeted

‘RC’ sentences:
Welcher Lehrer, der
neben
dem Rektor wohnt, hat am
which
teacher who
next-to the
dean
lives
has at
den
Schüler gegrüßt?
the
student greeted
‘Which teacher who lives next to the dean has greeted the student on monday?’

Montag
monday

‘ADV’ sentences:
Welcher Lehrer, hat
am Montag bevor er die Klasse
betrat
which
teacher has
at
monday before he the classroom entered
den
Schüler gegrüßt?
the
student greeted
‘Which teacher has greeted the student on monday before he entered the classroom?’
‘Long’ sentences:
Welcher Lehrer, der
neben
dem
Rektor
wohnt, hat
which
teacher who next-to the
dean
lives
has
Montag bevor
er
die
Klasse
betrat
den
Schüler
monday before
he
the
classroom entered the
student
‘Which teacher who lives next to the dean has greeted the student on monday
before he entered the classroom?’

am
at
gegrüßt?
greeted

Acc-initial sentences:
‘Short’ sentences:
Welchen Lehrer
hat am Montag der
Which
teacher
has at
monday the
‘Which teacher was greeted by the student on monday?’

Schüler
student

gegrüßt?
greeted

‘RC’ sentences:
Welchen Lehrer, der
neben
dem Rektor wohnt, hat am Montag
which
teacher who
next-to the
dean
lives
has at
monday
der
Schüler gegrüßt?
the
student greeted
‘Which teacher who lives next to the dean was greeted by the student on monday?’
‘ADV’ sentences:
Welchen Lehrer, hat
am Montag bevor er die Klasse
betrat
which
teacher has
at
monday before he the classroom entered
der
Schüler gegrüßt?
the
student greeted
‘Which teacher was greeted by the student on monday before he entered the classroom?’
‘Long’ sentences:
Welchen Lehrer, der
neben
dem
Rektor
wohnt, hat
which
teacher who next-to the
dean
lives
has
Montag
bevor
er
die
Klasse
betrat
der
Schüler
monday before
he
the
classroom entered the
student
‘Which teacher who lives next to the dean was greeted by the student on monday
before he entered the classroom?’

am
at
gegrüßt?
greeted
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Therefore, conditions ‘RC’ and ‘ADV’ each consist of 13 words. ‘Long’ sentences add up to 18 words: 8 words as in ‘Short’ sentence; plus 5 words for the
relative clause; plus 5 words for the adverbial clause.
Procedure. Experiment 4 was run using a moving-window self-paced reading
procedure (cf. Just, Carpenter, and Wolley, 1982). Participants read sentences in
a word-by-word non-cumulative fashion on a computer screen. In the beginning
of each trial, all words were replaced by underlines. Participants were asked to
press a predetermined key on a standard keyboard in order to uncover each new
word of the sentence. Every single key press uncovered the next word while the
previous word was replaced by underlines again. The time between key presses
was recorded and taken as the estimated reading time of the respective word. After
a sentence has been read, participants were either presented the next sentence in
the same word-by-word procedure, or a simple yes-no-question that related to the
previous sentence appeared on the screen. All questions had to be answered via
two keys J for Ja (‘yes’) or N for Nein (‘no’). Half of the experimental sentences
of Experiment 4 involved a related question. Participants did not receive feedback
as to the correctness of their answers.1
Predictions. Locality-based and expectation-based models make different predictions in terms of measures (here: reading times) as to the outcome of Experiment 4. The DLT suggests that processing complexity increases with an increased
number of NDRs in the interim between related items. Thus, the shorter a distance, the less complex the parsing process. Sentences in the ‘Short’ condition are
predicted to be the least complex sentences as they introduce the lowest number
of NDRs. In return, the condition ‘Long’ is suggested to exhibit the most complex
sentences. ‘Long’ sentences contain both a relative clause and an intervening adverbial. They are supposed to reveal high processing complexities in the regions
of both the relative clause and the adverbial. Additionally, those costly regions
increase integration and storage costs of the clause-final matrix verb.
Table 7.3 illustrates the processing costs for nom-initial sentences. As can be
seen, the processing costs are split into individual cost components. This partly
follows the examples given in chapter 4. Discourse processing costs (DPC) are
the costs for integrating new discourse referents. Syntactic integration costs mark
costs for structural integration of the current item with a previously processed
entity. Those syntactic integration costs increase with an increase in the number of
intervening new discourse referents (cf. (9) in chapter 4). Table 7.3 is completed
with storage costs (StC). This are costs associated with the syntactic heads that
are still required to complete the CPPM as a grammatical sentence (cf. (12) in
1

For details about the self-paced reading task see also Appendix A
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Table 7.3: Processing Costs of ‘RC’- and ‘ADV’-sentences (nom-initial)
‘RC’-sentences:
Welcher Lehrer
DPC 0
1
SIC 0
0
StC 3
2
TC 3
3

der
0
0
3
3

neben
0
0
3
3

dem
0
0
4
4

Rektor
1
0
3
4

wohnt
1
0+1
2
4

hat
0
2
2
4

am
0
0
3
3

Montag
1
0
2
3

‘ADV’-sentences:
Welcher Lehrer hat am Montag bevor er die Klasse betrat
DPC 0
1
0 0 1
0
0 0 1
1
SIC 0
0
0 0 0
0
1 0 0
0+1
StC 3
2
2 3 2
3
3 4 3
2
TC 3
3
2 3 3
3
4 4 4
4
DPC = discourse processing cost; SIC = syntactic integration cost
StC = storage cost; TC = total costs

t

t

den
0
0
2
2

den
0
0
2
2

Schüler
1
0
1
2

Schüler
1
0
1
2

gegrüßt?
1
0+4
0
5

gegrüßt?
1
0+4
0
5

chapter 4). Finally, Total costs (TC) add up all accumulating costs (integration
costs (DPC+SIC) and storage costs (StC)).
The DLT framework predicts an increase in the usage of computational resources depending on the number of NDRs. Thus, the conditions ‘RC’ and ‘ADV’,
containing the same amount of additional NDRs, imply the same level of processing complexity in all but two regions. Table 7.3 shows that patterns of predicted
costs for ‘RC’ and ‘ADV’-sentences are alike. In ‘RC’-sentences, it is assumed
that integrating hat with Lehrer is costly, as it crosses referents. This is assumed
to be cost-free in ‘ADV’-sentences. In ‘ADV’-sentences, it is assumed to be costly
to integrate er with Lehrer, as it crosses one NDR. Table 7.3 also shows, that all
conditions are predicted to ask for the highest amount of resources at the matrix
verb. The costs are supposed to be equally high in ‘RC’- and ‘ADV’-sentences. In
both conditions, introducing the verb costs 1EU (DPC). Integrating the verb with
its related arguments costs 4EUs (SIC). The process of integrating gegrüßt with
the NP den Schüler is cost-free, as the items are adjacent to each other. However,
integrating the verb with the noun Lehrer in sentence-initial position is costly,
as various NDRs (Rektor; wohnt; Montag and Schüler) intervene in the interim.
Costs for the matrix verb are supposed to be higher in ‘RC’ and ‘ADV’, than in
‘Short’-sentences, but smaller than in ‘Long’-sentences. Furthermore, both conditions, ‘RC’ and ‘ADV’, also reveal increased resource usage in the regions RelCl
and RCverb, respectively Adv and AdvV 2 .
In ‘RC’-sentences, the relative clause is supposed to ask for a high amount
of computational resources in the clause-final region dem Rektor wohnt. Both
2 Partition

of sentences into regions and their respective labels are given in Table 7.4
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Table 7.4: Sentential Regions for Statistical Analyses
WH
N1
RelCl
RCverb
AUX
TAdv
Adv
AdvV
NP2
MV

Welcher, Welchen
Lehrer
der neben dem Rektor
wohnt
hat
am Montag
bevor er die Klasse
betrat
den, der Schüler
gegrüßt

which NOM, ACC
teacher
who next-to the principal
lives
has
on monday
before he the class
entered
the student ACC, NOM
greeted

NDRs Rektor and wohnt have to be introduced with costs of 1EU each. The
verb has to be integrated with it dependents, the NP dem Rektor (costs of 0EUs)
and the relative clause pronoun der (costs of 1EU for crossing the NDR Rektor).
Furthermore, increased storage costs add up to high total costs in this region. The
highest amount of storage costs in the relative clause shows up at the word dem
with costs for predicting an RC noun, a RC verb, a trace that has to be integrated
with the initial wh-phrase and the MV.
‘ADV’-sentences reveal a similar pattern of costs. Here, the adverbial clause is
supposed to ask for a high amount of computational resources in the region of the
words die Klasse betrat. Table 7.3 shows that introducing two NDRs (Klasse and
betrat) costs 1EU each. Furthermore, integrating the relative clause verb with its
dependents costs 0EU for the adjacent noun Klasse, whereas 1EU has to be spent
to integrate the relative clause pronoun er as the subject of the relative clause.
Additionally, increased storage costs add up to high total costs in this region. Especially at the determiner die (4MUs) and the noun Klasse (3MUs). In summary,
locality-based assumptions predict similar amounts of resource usage for both
conditions ‘RC’ and ‘ADV’. The patterns of resource costs are alike, independent
of the intervening syntactic structure (relative clause or adverbial clause).
Please note that for reasons of simplification, the dependency hat-gegrüßt is
assumed to be cost-free (cf. Table 7.3). However, if the relation between the
two items would be associated with additional processing costs, total costs of the
clause final matrix verb would increase. Furthermore, the costs for the matrix
clause in ‘ADV’-sentences would increase more than in ‘RC’-sentences, as the
hat-gegrüßt relationship additionally crosses two NDRs in the adverbial clause.
An increase in processing complexity in (i) the region RelCl+ RCverb and
(i) the region Adv+AdvV will yield observable locality effects in the following
regions. Those spillover effects are assumed to manifest in increased reading
times in AUX in ‘RC’-sentences and in NP2 in ‘ADV’-sentences.
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Contrary to nom-initial sentences, there is an indispensable subject NP expected in acc-initial sentences (cf. Table 7.2). This expectation in acc-initial
sentences finally is realized with the occurrence of der Student. Thus, due to
increased storage costs, acc-initial sentences are predicted to show higher total
costs in all sentence regions up to the integration of NP2. This might result in a
disadvantage with regard to reading times for acc-initial sentences.
In summary, the DLT predicts that the regions RelCl+RCverb and Adv+AdvV
are in high demand for computational resources. This demand is supposed to
manifest in increased reading times in those regions. This increase in reading
times is supposed to spillover and affect the following regions. Thus, localitybased assumptions predict higher reading times in AUX due to locality effects
from preceding relative clauses in the conditions ‘RC’ and ‘Long’. The pattern is
the same in the conditions ‘ADV’ and ‘Long’: higher reading times are predicted
in NP2 for sentences that contain additional adverbial clauses. Additionally, in
NP2 agreement checking in the NP2-AUX dependency is supposed to additionally
increase reading times in the NP2 region. In ‘Short’- and ‘RC’-sentences the
region TAdv has to be crossed. In ‘ADV’- and ‘Long’-sentences, not only TAdv,
but also the adverbial clause are located in between. Thus, the DLT predicts a
clear length effect in NP2 with a disadvantage for ‘ADV’- and ‘Long’-sentences.
Total costs of the region MV are mostly due to high syntactic integration costs
(SIC) of MV and the initial wh-phrase. Thus, processing complexity depends on
the number of NDRs in the intervening distance. Reading times for MV are supposed to be the lowest in ‘Short’- and the highest in ‘Long’-sentences. ‘RC’- and
‘ADV’-sentences are supposed to reveal equal reading times in the region MV.
Expectation-based hypotheses (cf. Konieczny, 2000; Levy, 2008) suggest that
previously processed information might facilitate processing of entities that occur later in the input string. As explained in chapter 4, this parsing advantage
depends heavily on the predictability of the respective forthcoming item. If a
word w is indispensable in order to form a grammatical sentence, it is highly predictable and, thus, is likely to benefit from earlier processed information. In order
to correctly report predictions of the surprisal model, it would need statistical information in order to compute Surprisal values on a word-by-word basis. In this
thesis, I will omit computations and will simply assume that the occurrence of previous information does facilitate processing of upcoming entities. For example,
the occurrence of a relative clause is supposed to reduce the possibility of another
relative clause in the same sentence. Furthermore, the regions RelCl+RCverb and
Adv+AdvV become highly predictable with previous information provided in either the relative clause or the adverbial. Both the anticipation hypothesis and the
surprisal framework predict a processing benefit that manifests in decreased reading times for those regions. Just as locality-based assumption predict possible
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spillover effects that result in longer reading times in AUX, respectively NP2, so
might beneficial effects in the regions RelCl+RCverb and Adv+AdvV manifest in
somehow faster reading times in the following regions. Both hypotheses also predict facilitated processing of the matrix verb. As the main verb is essential to form
a grammatical sentence, and as it is located in clause-final position, the HSPM
highly expects the main verb’s occurrence. This should result in faster reading
times towards the end of the sentence. Processing the matrix verb should be easiest in longer conditions as more facilitating information is introduced beforehand. Anti-locality assumptions predict faster reading times for the region MV in
‘Long’-sentences compared to ‘RC’- and ‘ADV’-sentences. Those are assumed to
reveal equal reading times for the main verb. The MV region in ‘Short’-sentences
is supposed to reveal the highest reading times, as less beneficial information is
provided beforehand.
Furthermore, the occurrence of the subject NP der Schüler is highly predicted
in acc-initial sentences. Processing this NP might facilitate from high expectations of the HSPM and result in faster reading times. Contrary to this effect, in
nom-initial sentences a further NP close to the end of the sentence (the object NP
‘den Schüler’) is not indispensable to form a grammatical sentence. Thus, higher
reading times are predicted for NP2 in nom-initial sentences compared to the same
region in acc-initial sentences.

7.2.2 Results
For statistical analyses of Experiment 4, residual reading times were computed.
In a first step, analyses were computed for every single word. In a second step,
single words that did not show any significant effects in mean reading times were
combined to smaller regions. This procedure eases analyses and does result in ten
regions which are shown in Table 7.4. The table shows that the regions differ in the
number of words they contain. The ten regions consist of numbers between only
a single word up to larger four-word segments. Table 7.5 shows residual reading
times for all conditions of the ten regions that have been created in Experiment 4.
Statistical analyses of the individual regions are given below3.
Statistical Analyses of Sentence Regions:
WH (Welcher/ Welchen): No significant effects show up on the sentence-initial
wh-word.
3

For the upcoming discussion, please be aware of the terminology: The condition containing
the relative clause is termed ‘RC’; the condition containing the adverbial clause is termed ‘ADV’.
However, the respective regions (in italics) are termed RelCl, RCverb, Adv and AdvV.
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Table 7.5: Mean Residual Reading Times of Experiment 4
Order

Length WH N1 RelCl RCverb AUX TAdv Adv AdvV NP2 MV

nom-initial
nom-initial
nom-initial
nom-initial

Short
RC
ADV
Long

-7 7
-17 52
5 8
-26 39

0
18
0
-9

0
98
0
29

34
47
19
57

-42
-28
19
7

0
0
-36
-70

0
0
82
29

-29
-11
11
17

222
243
260
235

acc-initial
acc-initial
acc-initial
acc-initial

Short
RC
ADV
Long

-7
-19
-15
6

0
87
0
76

0
96
0
114

25
31
28
60

28
5
51
57

0
0
-43
-37

0
0
76
49

23
14
15
55

297
320
332
386

27
81
24
74

N1 (Lehrer): The results reveal significant main effects of both factors, Order
(F1(1,78) = 10.3; p < .01; F2(1,39) = 9.8, p < .01) and Length (F1(3,234) = 8.3,
p < .001; F2(3,117) = 10.2, p < .001). As introduced earlier, previous studies
have shown that OS-sentences are harder to process than SO-sentences. This phenomenon might already be reflected in the numerical effect of Order in the initial
wh-phrase.
However, up to this region, no length manipulations have been accomplished.
All four sentence conditions are equal with regard to their length at this point in
the sentence. Thus, the material processed so far is not supposed to yield any effects of Length. Nevertheless, findings show that ‘Long’ and ‘RC’ sentences are
significantly read slower than ‘Short’ and ‘ADV’ sentences. This effect is rather
unexpected and will be discussed in section 7.2.3 below.
RelCl (der neben dem Rektor): This region and the upcoming region RCverb
are included in the conditions ‘RC’ and ‘Long’ only. An analysis of the regions
therefore only applies to those conditions.
RelCl reveals a significant effect of the factor Order (F1(1,78) = 13.9, p <
.001; F2(1,39) = 18.9, p < .001). Acc-initial sentences are read significantly
slower than nom-initial sentences.
RCverb (wohnt): This region reveals a significant effect of Order (F1(1,78) = 4.7,
p < .05; F2(1,39) = 10.5, p < .01) and a marginal effect in the subject analysis
of Length (F1(1,78) = 3.9, p =.05; F2(1,39) = 2.2, p =.14). The main effect of
the factor Order shows that in this region, nom-initial sentences are read faster
than acc-initial sentences, whereas the significant effect of Length suggests that
‘Long’-sentences are read somehow faster than ‘RC’-sentences. The main effects
have to be qualified by the interaction Order×Length (F1(1,78) = 7.26, p < .01;
F2(1,39) = 5.9, p < .05). The interaction reveals that nom-initial sentences in the
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‘Long’ condition were read significantly faster than nom-initial sentences in the
‘RC’ condition. Just as the significant effect in the region N1, the current length
effect is rather unexpected, as both conditions ‘RC’ and ‘Long’ do not differ with
regard to the number of words at this point in the sentence.
AUX (hat): Region AUX shows a significant effect of the factor Length (F1(3,234)
= 4.29, p < .01; F2(1,117) = 4.66, p < .01). The conditions ‘Short’ and ‘ADV’
are read significantly faster than ‘Long’-sentences.
TAdv (am Montag): The region TAdv shows significant main effects of both factors Order (F1(1,78) = 15.4, p < .001; F2(1,39) = 21.5, p < .001) and Length
(F1(3,234) = 3.8, p =.01; F2(1,117) = 4.6, p =.005). Nom-initial sentences are
read significantly faster than acc-initial ones. Furthermore, sentences in the conditions ‘Short’ and ‘RC’ are both read faster than the other two conditions ‘ADV’
and ‘Long’. The conditions with less words left to be read (‘Short’ and ‘RC’) are
processed faster in the region TAdv. The conditions ‘ADV’ and ‘Long’ have more
forthcoming material that has to be processed at this point in the sentence. Those
conditions are read slower in the current region.
Adv (bevor er die Klasse): The current region and the upcoming region AdvV do
only occur in the conditions ‘ADV’ and ‘Long’. Analyses of both regions are limited to those conditions, only. No significant effects have been found in this region.
AdvV (betrat): The region AdvV reveals significant effects of the factor Length
(F1(1,78) = 6.8, p =.01; F2(1,39) = 6.3, p < .05). Sentences in the ‘Long’ condition are read significantly faster than sentences in the ‘ADV’ condition.
NP2 (den/ der Schüler): The region NP2 shows significant main effects of the
factors Order (F1(1,78) = 13.2, p < .001; F2(1,39) = 17.7, p < .001) and Length
(F1(3,234) = 3.4, p < .05; F2(1,117) = 3.1, p < .05). Nom-initial sentences are
read faster than acc-initial sentences. The Length effect shows that it takes significantly longer to read ‘Long’-sentences than to read ‘Short’- or ‘RC’-sentences.
MV (gegrüßt): The clause-final main verb region shows a significant main effect
of the factor Order (F1(1,78) = 23.47, p < .001; F2(1,39) = 44.6, p < .001). Nominitial sentences are significantly read faster than acc-initial sentences.
Main effects and interactions other than the ones mentioned above did not
reach significance.
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7.2.3 Discussion
Experiment 4 reveals some interesting results for both factors Order and Length.
The factor Order yields significant effects in six out of ten regions (no effects of
Order are found in the regions WH, AUX, Adv and AdvV). In all sentence regions,
the effects reveal an advantage in the parsing of nom-initial sentences over accinitial sentences. In all regions, where an effect of Order can be found, nom-initial
sentences were read faster than acc-initial sentences.
The factor Length is significant or reaches marginal significance in all sentence regions with the exception of WH, RelCl and Adv. The sentence-initial region WH does not show any significant effect of Length. This is predicted across
hypotheses, as no modification of Length has been accomplished at this point
in time. However, the following region N1 already shows a significant effect of
Length. ‘Long’-sentences are significantly read slower than ‘Short’-sentences.
This is an unexpected locality effect, as all conditions are equal with regard to
the number of words at this point in the sentence. A similar effect shows up in
the region RCverb. Here, the findings show that nom-initial ‘Long’-sentences are
significantly read faster than nom-initial ‘RC’-sentences. Again, this effect is unexpected, as both ‘Long’- and ‘RC’-sentences are still identical up to this point
in the sentence. Those unexpected and implausible effects somehow make interpretation of all other effects questionable. However, it is of interest to analyze the
underlying reasons of those unexpected effects.
The experiment was run using a moving-window self-paced reading procedure. This procedure only unveils content of each sentence on a word-by-word
basis. At the beginning of every new sentence a certain number of underlines is
shown on the screen. The number of underlines equals the number of words in
the sentence. Therefore, the more underlines are shown, the longer is the current sentence. As Experiment 4 tested lengthy distance dependencies, differentsized sentences were replaced with different amounts of underlines. It seems that
the number of underlines, providing certain non-linguistic information about the
length of the sentence, somehow has affected subjects’ sentence processing strategies. Apparently, readers were slowed down by the sheer number of words that
still had to be uncovered and read. An example: In N1, the amount of already processed information is identical in all conditions. Therefore, no effect of Length
is supposed to be found. Nevertheless, sentences that had more words to be processed following N1, were read slower in N1 than sentences that turned out to be
shorter. Needless to mention that those effects are unwanted. Furthermore, those
effects expose a major and striking weak point of the self-paced reading procedure
which has been established in experimental linguistics for awhile.
The following Experiment 5 was run as a modified version of Experiment 4,
in order rule out distracting effects of non-linguistic information.
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Table 7.6: Results of ANOVAs for Experiment 4 (absCutOff 2500)

by participants
WH
Order
Length
Order×Length
N1
Order
Length
Order×Length
RelCl
Order
Length
Order×Length
RCverb
Order
Length
Order×Length
AUX
Order
Length
Order×Length
TAdv
Order
Length
Order×Length
Adv
Order
Length
Order×Length
AdvV
Order
Length
Order×Length
NP2
Order
Length
Order×Length
MV
Order
Length
Order×Length

by sentences

F1

p

F2

p

.08
.55
1.83

.78
.65
.14

.15
.56
1.73

.70
.64
.16

10.27
8.31
.21

.002
< .001
.89

9.80
10.22
.34

.003
< .001
.796

13.90
.87
.16

< .001
.35
.69

18.86
.91
.15

< .001
.35
.7

4.10
2.80
7.21

.046
.098
.009

8.35
1.19
5.20

.006
.283
.021

.18
4.29
.81

.67
.006
.49

.15
4.66
.62

.7
.004
.6

15.36
3.78
.67

< .001
.01
.56

21.51
4.55
.75

< .001
.005
.53

.6
.59
1.35

.44
.44
.25

.77
.4
1.56

.39
.53
.22

.29
6.8
1.46

.59
.01
.23

.28
6.274
1.3

.6
.02
.26

13.24
3.44
1.51

< .001
.017
.21

17.69
3.12
1.54

< .001
.03
.2

23.47
2.16
1.40

< .001
.09
.24

44.58
1.09
1.5

< .001
.36
.22
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7.3 Experiment 5: Structural Differences II
Experiment 5 was run as a follow-up study to the previous experiment ‘Structural
Differences I’. The design of the current experimental material closely follows the
design of Experiment 4. In order to avoid potential artifacts as the ones found in
the previous study, some minor manipulations were accomplished to the current
stimuli.
As discussed in the previous section, it seems that unexpected effects of the
factor Length are due to non-linguistic information that unfortunately has been
provided by the experimental procedure. In order to avoid those unwanted effects,
some minor modifications have been accomplished to the experimental material
in the current study. Experiment 5 applies the same experimental sentences as
Experiment 4. In order to cover unwanted information about the number of words
a sentence contains, additional material was added after the sentence-final matrix
verb to the conditions ‘Short’, ‘RC’ and ‘ADV’. In the end, all sentences were
identical with regard to the number of words they contain. All sentences consist of
the exactly the same number of words that ‘Long’-sentences already consisted of
in the previous study. Thus, all sentences displayed the same number of underlines
on the screen. Table 7.7 illustrates the modification to the original stimuli (all
tags are marked in italics). As can be seen, a ten word tag was added to ‘Short’sentences and five word tags were added to both ‘RC’- and ‘ADV’-sentences. This
was done in order to match the number of words in ‘Long’-sentence .
It is supposed that this modification ensures that participants are unable to
adopt processing strategies that rely on previously given non-linguistic information of the number of words yet to come at any point in the sentence. As will
be discussed below, the results show that this modification successfully helped to
avoid unwanted effects as the ones that were found in Experiment 4.

Table 7.7: Modified Stimuli with Clause-Final Tags (Experiment 5)
‘Short’

Welcher Lehrer hat am Montag den Schüler gegrüßt,
fragte Maria ihre beste Freundin am Nachmittag nach dem Unterricht.

‘RC’

Welcher Lehrer, der neben dem Rektor wohnt, hat am Montag den Schüler gegrüßt,
fragte Maria ihre beste Freundin.

‘ADV’

Welcher Lehrer hat am Montag, bevor er die Klasse betrat, den Schüler gegrüßt,
fragte Maria ihre beste Freundin.

‘Long’

Welcher Lehrer, der neben dem Rektor wohnt,
hat am Montag, bevor er die Klasse betrat, den Schüler gegrüßt.
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7.3.1 Method
Participants. 56 students of the University of Konstanz participated for course
credit or payment. All participants were native speakers of German and naive with
respect to the purpose of the experiment. One participant had to be excluded from
statistical analysis.
Material. 40 sentences were derived from the materials of Experiment 4 by
adding a tag after the matrix verb. Each sentence had 8 versions resulting from
crossing the factors Order (nom-initial; acc-initial) and Length (Short; RC; ADV;
Long). The tag added ten words to ‘Short’ sentences and five words to ‘RC’and ‘ADV’-sentences. ‘Long’-sentences contain both, a relative clause and an
adverbial clause. Therefore, no tag had to be added. An schematic example is
given in Table 7.8.
Predictions. For Experiment 5, the same predictions are made as for Experiment 4. Additional material that was added after the MV region only ensured to
avoid unwanted locality effects. No analysis of reading times of this additional
material was accomplished.
Procedure. Experiment 5 was run with the same word-by-word non-cumulative
moving-window self-paced reading procedure (cf. Just, Carpenter, and Wolley,
1982) as Experiment 4.

7.3.2 Results
Table 7.9 shows residual reading times for all sentence regions. The number of
regions and the respective labels stay as introduced for Experiment 4. Statistical
analyses of the individual regions are given below.

Table 7.8: Schema of a Stimulus Set of Experiment 5
Short:
RC:
ADV:
Long:

[WH-nom]
[WH-nom]
[WH-nom]
[WH-nom]

Short:
RC:
ADV:
Long:

[WH-acc]
[WH-acc]
[WH-acc]
[WH-acc]

[relative clause]
[relative clause]
[relative clause]
[relative clause]

3W
3W
3W
3W
3W
3W
3W
3W

[adverbial clause]
[adverbial clause]

[NP2-acc]
[NP2-acc]
[NP2-acc]
[NP2-acc]

MV
MV
MV
MV

TAG
TAG
TAG
TAG

[adverbial clause]
[adverbial clause]

[NP2-nom]
[NP2-nom]
[NP2-nom]
[NP2-nom]

MV
MV
MV
MV

TAG
TAG
TAG
TAG
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Table 7.9: Mean Residual Reading Times of Experiment 5
Order

Length WH N1 RelCl RCverb AUX TAdv Adv AdvV NP2 MV

nom-initial
nom-initial
nom-initial
nom-initial

Short
RC
ADV
Long

-20
-11
-37
-13

37
27
22
36

0
4
0
18

0
33
0
55

32
69
25
55

-36
-48
-12
-21

0
0
-25
-46

0
0
67
62

-36 124
-28 70
41 53
23 234

acc-initial
acc-initial
acc-initial
acc-initial

Short
RC
ADV
Long

1
-7
-21
-5

71
70
39
43

0
43
0
48

0
51
0
47

44
76
44
50

42
-21
57
-24

0
0
-38
-91

0
0
35
33

-1 149
0 79
44 31
27 270

Statistical Analyses of Sentence Regions:
WH (Welcher/Welchen): No significant effects and no interactions have been found.
N1 (Lehrer): Region N1 reveals a significant effect of Order (F1(1,54) = 4.43, p
< .05; F2(1,39) = 5.54, p < .05). Nom-initial sentences are read faster than accinitial sentences.
RelCl (der neben dem Rektor): This region and the upcoming region RCverb occur in the conditions ‘RC’ and ‘Long’ only. Analyses of the regions thus only
apply to those conditions. No significant effects and no interactions have been
found for RelCl.
RCverb (wohnt): No significant effects and no interactions have been found.
AUX (hat): Region AUX shows a main effect of Length (F1(1,162) = 3.35, p < .05;
F2(1,117) = 4.18, p < .01). Conditions ‘Short’ and ‘ADV’ are read significantly
faster than the conditions ‘RC’ and ‘Long’. The latter two sentence conditions
both contain an embedded relative clause after the region N1. Contrary to that, in
the conditions ‘Short’ and ‘ADV’ the AUX region is immediately adjacent to the
region N1. No other effects have been found.
TAdv (am Montag): The region TAdv exhibits significant main effects of Order
(F1(1,54) = 12.99, p < .001; F2(1,39) = 11.6, p < .01) and Length (F1(1,162) =
3.83, p =.01; F2(1,117) = 4.45, p < .01). The main effects have to be qualified by
the marginal interaction of Order×Length (F1(1,162) = 2.18, p =.09; F2(1,117)
= 2.64, p =.05). The interaction shows that acc-initial sentences are affected by
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the factor Length, whereas length does not affect nom-initial sentences. It takes
somehow more time to read ‘Short’- and ‘ADV’-acc-initial sentences than to read
‘RC’- and ‘Long’-acc-initial sentences. .
Adv (bevor er die Klasse): The current region and the upcoming region AdvV are
only included int the conditions ‘ADV’ and ‘Long’. Analysis of both regions are
therefore limited to those conditions, only. No significant effects and no interactions have been found.
AdvV (betrat). The region Adv reveals a significant effect of Order (F1(1,54) =
3.9, p =.05; F2(1,39) = 4.4, p < .05). Acc-initial sentences are read faster in this
region than nom-initial sentences.
NP2 (den/der Schüler). The region NP2 reveals a significant effect of Length
(F1(1,162) = 4.35, p < .01; F2(1,117) = 6.84, p < .001). Sentences that are not
lengthened with an additional adverbial clause (conditions ‘Short’ and ‘RC’) are
read faster than sentences which contain an adverbial clause (‘ADV’ and ‘Long’).
No other effects have been found.
MV (gegrüßt). The region MV shows a significant main effect of Length (F1(1,162)
= 16.39, p < .001; F2(1,117) = 33.2, p < .001). Sentences in the conditions ‘RC’
and ‘ADV’ are read significantly faster than ‘Short’-sentences which in turn are
read significantly faster than ‘Long’-sentences.
Main effects and interactions other than mentioned above have failed significance.

7.3.3 Discussion
Experiment 5 reveals some interesting findings. First, contrary to the previous
Experiment 4, the current study does not yield unexpected length effects that are
due to unwillingly provided non-linguistic information. The four sentence-initial
regions WH, N1, RelCl and RCverb do not reveal any effects of Length. No manipulation of Length has been accomplished in the regions WH and N1. Thus,
no effect of Length has been expected. As in the previous study, the analyses
for the regions RelCl and RCverb have only been computed for the affected sentence conditions that contain relative clauses (‘RC’ and ‘Long’). As the conditions ‘RC’ and ‘Long’ do not differ with regard to the number of words at this
point in the sentence, no length effect is expected, too. Hence, one can conclude
that corresponding length effects in Experiment 4 were indeed due to the subject’s possibility to estimate the length of a sentence by the number of underlines
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covering forthcoming material. The lack of those otherwise unexpected effects
suggests that the change in the experimental design, the adding of tags to match
all sentence conditions with regard to the number of words, was successful.
The region AUX reveals a significant effect of Length. ‘Short’- and ‘ADV’sentences are read significantly faster than ‘RC’-and ‘Long’-sentences. On the
one hand, this suggests that processing RelCl and RCverb in the relative clause
increased reading times as predicted by locality-based hypotheses and that this effect can still be found on the auxiliary. This analysis rejects expectation-based assumptions that predict a speed-up in reading times which might still be observable
in an advantage in the AUX region. Furthermore, dependencies are less lengthy in
the ‘Short’ and ‘ADV’ conditions and therefore are supposed to be less costly. In
nom-initial sentences the trace of the wh-phrase can be postulated after the region
AUX. Thus, integration costs for the trace and its related dependent in sentenceinitial position have to cross additional NDRs and are therefore more costly in
the ‘RC’ and ‘Long’ sentences than in ‘Short’ and ‘ADV’ sentences. Acc-initial
sentences are predicted to show higher storage costs at this point in the sentence
(AUX). Thus, longer acc-initial sentences are in disadvantage to shorter ones in
AUX, as higher storage costs are due. Assuming that increased integration costs
in longer nom-initial sentences and increased storage costs in longer acc-initial
sentences are equally high, explains the missing interaction of Length with Order.
The region TAdv exhibits a marginal interaction: it takes longer to read accinitial sentences in the ‘Short’ and ‘ADV’ conditions than to read acc-initial sentences in the ‘RC’ and ‘Long’ conditions. However, length does not seem to
affect nom-initial sentences. A possible explanation: Speed up in reading in accinitial sentences after processing the relative clause might be some kind of time
delayed anti-locality effect. After processing a costly (as proposed by localitybased assumptions) and complex input, the parser is eager to finally arrive at the
expected subject NP, which manifests in decreased reading times. This hypothesis
is capable of explaining why only acc-initial sentences in the conditions ‘RC’ and
‘Long’ are affected. Compared to the affected sentences, acc-initial ‘Short’- and
‘ADV’-sentences have not been lengthened beforehand and thus do not benefit
from length in the same degree. Nom-intial sentences do not necessarily predict
another NP towards the end of the sentence, but at least expect the matrix verb.
Expecting only one final missing item might manifest in a speed-up in all conditions.
In the region AdvV, acc-initial sentences are read faster than nom-initial sentences. This might be an expectation-based effect, as a subject NP is highly predicted in acc-initial sentences. However, as in nom-initial sentences the matrix
verb is still missing, this effect somehow contrasts with the analysis of the previous region.
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The region NP2 is read faster in ‘Short’- and ‘RC’-sentences (sentences that
are not lengthened with an adverbial clause) than in ‘ADV’- and ‘Long’-sentences.
Again, this indicates increased processing costs in the regions Adv and AdvV
which manifests in increased reading times that still can be seen in the current
region.
The region MV shows a significant and interesting effect of Length. The
findings reveal that ‘RC’- and ‘ADV’-sentences are read significantly faster than
‘Short’-sentences. They, in turn, are read significantly faster than ‘Long’-sentences.
This is an interesting effect which indicates a possible mixture of locality and antilocality phenomena. Reading times in this region show that conditions that contain additional material facilitate from additional length. Both ‘RC’ and ‘ADV’
reveal similar reading times for the matrix verb. ‘Short’-sentences that have not
been lengthened at all are read significantly slower than ‘ADV’-sentences and
somewhat slower than ‘RC’-sentences. This suggests that processing the main
verb region and integrating it with related entities benefits from additional intervening material as suggested in expectation-based accounts. However, ‘Long’sentences do not meet this analysis. ‘Long’-sentences reveal the highest reading
times in the MV region. They are read significantly slower than all other sentence conditions. This clearly shows locality effects for lengthy dependencies of
the ‘Long’ condition. The findings in the MV region however suggest that parsing processes might benefit from intervening additional material up to a certain
amount. However, if a certain level of costly intervening material is reached, the
cognitive system seems to be overburdened. This leads to locality effects rather
than to beneficial anti-locality effects.
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Table 7.10: Results of ANOVAs for Experiment 5 (absCutOff 2500)

by participants
WH
Order
Length
Order×Length
N1
Order
Length
Order×Length
RelCl
Order
Length
Order×Length
RCverb
Order
Length
Order×Length
AUX
Order
Length
Order×Length
TAdv
Order
Length
Order×Length
Adv
Order
Length
Order×Length
AdvV
Order
Length
Order×Length
NP2
Order
Length
Order×Length
MV
Order
Length
Order×Length

by sentences

F1

p

F2

p

1.37
1.34
.19

.247
.264
.897

1.76
1.57
.10

.19
.20
.96

4.43
.98
.47

< .05
.404
.703

5.54
.59
.41

< .05
.62
.75

2.19
.09
.05

.145
.77
.82

1.90
.37
.08

.18
.55
.79

.07
.29
.70

.79
.59
.41

.06
.37
.91

.81
.55
.35

.78
3.35
.35

.38
< .05
.79

1.11
4.18
.28

.30
< .05
.84

12.99
3.83
2.18

< .001
< .05
.092

11.63
4.46
2.64

< .05
< .05
.05

1.24
2.55
.53

.27
.12
.47

2.03
2.39
.65

.16
.13
.42

3.89
.07
.01

.05
.79
.94

4.40
.10
< .01

< .05
.75
.94

2.38
4.35
.65

.13
< .01
.58

3.25
6.84
.41

.08
< .001
.75

.45
16.39
.69

.50
< .001
.56

.60
33.16
.84

.44
< .001
.48
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7.4 Experiment 6: Structural Differences III
Experiment 6 pursues investigations of memory performance in lengthy dependencies. Again, the issue of forgetting over the short term is addressed by investigating the process of case-checking during the parsing of German wh-root
questions. Contrary to the complex manipulations of length in the previous experiments, manipulations of distance in Experiment 6 are reduced to a single factor
with a binary distinction: ‘short’ versus ‘long’ sentences. All experimental sentences adhered to the following scheme:
Short sentences: [wh-word noun]
Long sentences: [wh-word of-PP]

[verb]
[verb] [PP (incl. 1NDR)]

[NP2]
[NP2]

In the ‘short’ condition, the experimental sentences contain a short wh-phrase
which consists of a wh-word and a noun (eg. Welcher Lehrer, ‘which teacher’).
Furthermore, ‘short’ sentences contain a clause-final NP2 which immediately follows the matrix verb. In the ‘long’ condition, sentences contain a longer sentence initial wh-phrase. Here, the wh-phrase consists of an initial wh-word and
a four word of-PP as in ‘Welcher von den vielen Lehrern’ (‘which of the many
teachers’). Additionally, the distance between the verb in V2 position and the
clause-final NP2 is lengthened by an additional prepositional phrase (PP) that
consists of three words and always introduces one new discourse referent. The
decisions about the sentence’s grammaticality (grammatical or ungrammatical) in
case of unambiguous sentences and disambiguation in case of locally ambiguous
sentences only takes place at the sentence-final noun in the region NP2. While
in ‘short’ sentences, the verb and its related arguments were always adjacent to
each other, related dependents in ‘long’ sentences had to bridge small intervening
distances, as stated in the scheme above.
Apart from the simple binary manipulation of sentence length, additional modifications have been made to the previous studies reported in this thesis. First,
the factor Status not only comprises unambiguous grammatical and ungrammatical sentences, but also ambiguous sentences. Unambiguous sentences are started
with wh-phrases that are unambiguously marked for case. The phrases are masculine, singular and either marked for the nominative case (Welcher Lehrer/ Welcher
von den vielen Lehrern, ‘which teacherNOM’; ‘which of the many teachersNOM’)4
4

To be more precise, Welcher Lehrer is not unambiguously marked for ‘nominative, singular’.
It might also be analyzed as a wh-phrase in ‘genitive, plural’, as in Welcher Lehrer wurde gedacht?
(‘Which teachers was commemorated?’). However, as the ‘genitive, plural’ is clearly less frequent
than the highly frequent ‘nominative, singular’ analysis, it can be ruled out that the wh-phrases are
misanalysed and therefore yield unwanted effects in the experimental findings. Thus, it is assumed
that the Welcher. . . phrases are unambiguously marked for ‘nominative, singular’.
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or the accusative case (Welchen Lehrer/ Welchen von den vielen Lehrern; ‘which
teacherACC’; ‘which of the many teachersACC’). All sentences contain transitive
verbs and, thus, introduce a second NP. In the nom-initial (Welcher. . . ) analysis with a subject-object (SO) reading, the case required for the second NP is
accusative. In the acc-initial analysis (Welchen. . . ) with an object-subject (OS)
reading, the case required for the second NP is nominative. For ungrammatical
sentences, case requirements for the second NP are disobeyed. Ungrammatical
sentences either show the case pattern ‘NOM-NOM’ or ‘ACC-ACC’. Ambiguous sentences contain a feminine wh-phrase that is not unambiguously marked for
case. Welche Lehrerin/ Welche von den vielen Lehrerinnen (‘which teacher’fem,Sg;
‘which of the many teachers’fem,Pl) can either be in the nominative or the accusative
case. Disambiguation only takes place at the second noun phrase which is unambiguously marked for case (der SchülerNOM/ den SchülerACC; ‘the student’NOM/ ACC ).
An additional modification to previous experiments is the experiment’s presentation modality. Experiment 6 investigated sentence processing in the auditory
modality. To this end, Experiment 6 was accomplished in an auditory version of
the speeded grammaticality judgment paradigm. All experimental material was
recorded and processed using the free software PRAAT by Paul Boersma and
David Weenink5 . All auditory material used in this thesis (experimental stimuli
of this study, stimulus material of Experiment 7 and fillers used in all studies) was
recorded with the help of a single female speaker. All sentences were recorded in
a sound proof box in the neurolinguistic laboratory of the University of Konstanz.
Post-recording work covered leveling the sound intensity to an equal level for all
stimuli and creating ungrammatical sentences6 .

7.4.1 Method
Participants. 48 students of the University of Konstanz participated for course
credit or payment. All participants were native speakers of German and naive with
respect to the purpose of the experiment.
Material. 72 sentences were created, each in 12 versions according to the factors Status (ambiguous versus grammatical versus ungrammatical), Length (long
versus short) and Order (nom-initial versus acc-initial). Table 7.11 shows a stimulus set of Experiment 6.
5

For more information on the software PRAAT, please visit the official site on
http://www.fon.hum.uva.nl/praat/
6 Best thanks to the former student assistant Julia Henninger as ‘the voice’ of all auditory
stimuli. Thanks to Prof. Carsten Eulitz for providing the neurolinguistic laboratory and its sound
proof box. Many thanks to Aleksey Bobrov for technical support.
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Table 7.11: Stimulus Set of Experiment 6
Ambiguous Sentences
long; SO: Welche von den vielen LehrerinnenNOM grüßte am letzten Montag den SchülerACC?
which of the many teachersNOM
greeted at last
monday the studentACC
‘Which of the many teachers greeted the student last monday?’
long; OS: Welche von den vielen LehrerinnenACC grüßte am letzten Montag der SchülerNOM?
which of the many teachersACC
greeted at last
monday the studentNOM
‘Which of the many teachers was greeted by the student last monday?’
short SO Welche LehrerinNOM grüßte den SchülerACC?
which teacher
greeted the student
‘Which teacher greeted the student?’
short OS Welche LehrerinACC grüßte der SchülerNOM?
which teacher
greeted the student
‘Which teacher was greeted by the student?’
Grammatical Sentences
long, SO:
Welcher von den vielen LehrernNOM grüßte am letzten Montag den SchülerACC?
long, OS:
Welchen von den vielen LehrernACC grüßte am letzten Montag der SchülerNOM?
short, SO:
Welcher LehrerNOM grüßte den SchülerACC?
short, OS:
Welchen LehrerACC grüßte der SchülerNOM?
Ungrammatical Sentences
long:
* Welcher von den vielen LehrernNOM grüßte am letzten Montag der SchülerNOM?
long:
* Welchen von den vielen LehrernACC grüßte am letzten Montag den SchülerACC?
short:
* Welcher LehrerNOM grüßte der SchülerNOM?
short:
* Welchen LehrerACC grüßte den SchülerACC?

Procedure. Experiment 6 was presented auditory in a speeded grammaticality
judgment task. While seated in front of a screen, participants heard experimental
sentences over headphones. Before the start of each trial the words ’Bitte Leertaste drücken’ (please press space bar) appeared on the screen. After pressing the
space bar, a fixation cross appeared mid-screen and the sentence was presented via
headphones. Simultaneously with the occurrence of the last word of the sentence,
three red question marks replaced the fixation cross on the screen. This visual
stimulus was the signal to judge the sentence’s grammaticality by pressing one of
two predetermined keys on an average keyboard. Participants were asked to judge
as fast as possible as the task ended automatically 2000 msec after the sentence
was finished. Subjects received 10 practice items before the experiment started.
Also, the subject’s handedness was recorded before the experiment began.
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Predictions. In a nutshell, locality-based assumptions predict that ‘short’ sentences are processed better than ‘long’ sentences, while expectation-based antilocality hypotheses predict the opposite.
It has been shown that ungrammatical sentences often result in higher error
rates than grammatical sentences (e.g. Bader and Bayer, 2006). This has already been replicated in the previous Experiments 1, 2 and 3 (chapters 5 and 6)
of this thesis. Furthermore, it has been shown that disambiguation towards the
non-preferred analysis yields increased processing load. This phenomenon has
become known as the ‘Garden-Path’ effect and has been described in chapter 3.
Thus, previous findings suggest that both phenomena of detecting case violations
and of syntactic ambiguity resolution seem to heavily burden the cognitive system. This manifests in higher error rates and longer reading times. Those critical
sentence constructions, syntactic ambiguity resolution towards the non-preferred
analysis and detection of case violations, seem to be more sensitive to additional
costs due to lengthening than less demanding constructions. The current study
only introduces one additional NDR between the verb and the corresponding second noun phrase (NP2). It might be the case that the additional NDR does not
introduce sufficient additional costs in order to affect less sensitive conditions
such as nom-initial ambiguous and grammatical sentences. However, this single
NDR might adversely affect the processing of such critical sentence conditions as
mentioned above.
Thus, locality-based hypotheses predict that length affects sentence processing
adversely. If critical conditions are more sensitive to additional costly length than
other sentence conditions, locality-based assumptions predict that (i) ungrammatical sentences (both nom-initial and acc-initial, with a greater disadvantage of
‘NOM-NOM’ constructions) and, (ii) acc-initial ambiguous sentences (due to the
subject-object preference of the HSPM), are affected more strongly than the remaining sentence conditions.
Anti-locality hypotheses assume that length often has an beneficial effect on
sentence processing if upcoming words are predictable. Experiment 6 always uses
transitive verbs that ask for a second NP. Thus, the predictions of Surprisal state
that long sentences benefit from a longer distance between the verb and its clausefinal argument, compared to short sentences. However, if differences in length
between short and long sentences are too insignificant to affect all sentence conditions than no facilitating effect should occur for additional length. In order to
give reliable predictions in the surprisal framework, statistical computations are
needed. However, independent of statistical support it is suggested that possible beneficial effects for locally ambiguous sentences will be less strong than for
unambiguous sentences, as ambiguous sentences provide a wider range of possible upcoming candidates than unambiguous sentences. Therefore, the statistical
probability for a word w is smaller, the surprisal of w is higher.
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Figure 7.1: Upper Row: Correct Judgments (%), Below: Reaction Times (msec)

7.4.2 Results
Judgments. Experiment 6 reveals significant main effects of all three factors (cf.
results in Figure 7.1 and statistical analyses in Table 7.12). ‘Long’ sentences (correct judgments: 74 %) are judged significantly less reliable than ‘short’ sentences
(correct judgments: 82 %; z = 5.75; p < .001; Estimate =.65). Status has three
specifications: ambiguous, grammatical and ungrammatical. The analyses are
computed for two contrasts: ‘Status-c1’ (ambiguous, grammatical) and ‘Statusc2’ (grammatical, ungrammatical). Ambiguous sentences are judged less reliable
(correct judgments: 82 %) than grammatical sentences (correct judgments: 94 %
%; Status-c1: z = -7.81; p < .001 ; Estimate = -1.22). Grammatical sentences are
judged more reliable than ungrammatical sentences (60 %; Status-c2: z = 16.14;
p < .001 ; Estimate = 2.4). Acc-initial sentences are judged more reliable (correct
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Table 7.12: Fixed Effects of Judgments of Experiment 6
(Intercept)
Length
Status-c1
Status-c2
Order
Length×Status-c1
Length×Status-c2
Length×Order
Status-c1×Order
Status-c2×Order
Length×Status-c1×Order
Length×Status-c2×Order

Estimate

SE

z value

Pr (>|z|)

-1.63
0.65
-1.22
2.40
-0.23
0.49
-0.31
0.29
-0.99
-0.77
-0.19
0.18

.07
.11
.16
.15
.11
.31
.30
.23
.31
.30
.63
.59

-22.55
5.75
-7.81
16.14
-2.02
1.54
-1.03
1.29
-3.17
-2.61
-0.30
0.31

< .001
< .001
< .001
< .001
< .05
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.
< .05
< .05
n.s.
n.s.

***
***
***
***
*

*
*

judgments: 81 %) than nom-initial sentences (correct judgments: 76 %; z = -2.02;
p < .05, Estimate = -.23). The results in Table 7.13 below indicate that main
effects of Order and Status have to be qualified, as both Status-c1 and Status-c2
interact with Order.
(i) Status-c1 × Order. Main findings of the factors Status and Order have to be
qualified with two interactions. The significant interaction Status-c1 × Order (z
= -3.17, p < .05, Estimate = -.99) reveals that acc-initial ambiguous sentences
are judged less reliable than nom-initial ambiguous sentences, while grammatical
sentences are not affected by Order.
(ii) Status-c2 × Order. The second interaction contains contrast 2 of the factor Status: Status-c2 × Order (z = -2.61, p < .05, Estimate = -.77) reveals that
nom-initial ungrammatical sentences are judged less reliable than acc-initial ungrammatical sentences, as shown in Table 7.13.
Table 7.13: Correct Judgments for ‘nom-initial’ and ‘acc-initial’
sentences with regard to the grammatical Status

Status

Order
nom-initial acc-initial
ambiguous
87 %
77 %
grammatical
93 %
94 %
ungrammatical 48 %
72 %
(Figures show correct judgments)
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Table 7.14: Fixed Effects of Reaction Times of Experiment 6
Estimate

SE t-value HPD.lower HPD.upper Pr(>|t|)

(Intercept)
1142.17 25.96
Length
-6.42 7.94
Statusc1
-66.13 9.71
Statusc2
111.71 10.34
Order
-18.37 7.91
Response
56.22 11.15
Length×Statusc1
-9.41 19.27
Length×Statusc2
-41.78 19.32
Length×Order
64.43 15.77
Statusc1×Order
-67.35 19.29
Statusc2×Order
77.01 19.49
Length×Statusc1×Order -116.71 38.55
Length×Statusc2×Order -65.61 38.60

44.0
-0.8
-6.8
10.8
-2.3
5.0
-0.5
-2.2
4.1
-3.5
4.0
-3.0
-1.7

1100.01
-21.77
-85.08
92.45
-33.42
32.93
-46.09
-79.33
33.35
-104.73
37.47
-191.47
-143.09

1186.21
9.22
-47.13
132.88
-2.65
77.36
28.73
-2.50
94.58
-29.26
114.84
-40.87
8.16

< .001
n.s.
< .001
< .001
< .05
< .001
n.s.
< .05
< .001
< .001
< .001
< .05
n.s.

***
***
***
*
***
*
***
***
***
*

Judgment Times. Experiment 6 reveals significant main effects of the factors
Status, Order and Response for judgment times. The main effect of Status indicates that it took longer to judge ambiguous sentences (1126 msec) than to judge
grammatical sentences (1056 msec; Status-c1: t = -6.8; p < .001; Estimate = 66.13). Grammatical sentences are judged faster than ungrammatical sentences
(1183 msec; Status-c2: t = 10.8; p < .001; Estimate = 111.71). The main effect of
Order reveals that acc-initial sentences are judged faster (1109 msec) than nominitial sentences (1134 msec; t = -2.3; p < .001; Estimate = -18.37). The main
effect of Response reveals that on average, subjects reacted faster when judging
correctly (1105 msec) than when misjudging grammaticality of sentences (1187; t
= 5.0; p < .001; Estimate = 56.22). The factor Length does not reveal a significant
main effect. The main effects have to be modified by interactions.
(i) Length × Status-c2. It takes significantly longer to judge short ungrammatical
sentences than long ungrammatical sentences. Grammatical sentences, however,
are not affected by the factor Length (t = -2.2; p < .05; Estimate = - 41.78).
(ii) Length × Order. The interaction (t = 4.1; p < .001; Estimate = 64.43) reveals
that Length affects reaction times of acc-initial sentences. Short acc-initial sentences are judged faster (1094 msec) than long acc-initial sentences (1123 msec).
Nom-initial sentences are not affected (short: 1152 msec; 1116 msec).
(iii) Status × Order. Both Status-c1 and Status-c2 interact with Order. Both
interactions Status-c1 × Order (t = -3.5; p < .001; Estimate = -67.35) and Statusc2 × Order (t = 4.0; p < .001; Estimate = 77.01) show that grammatical acc-initial
sentences are judged faster than grammatical nom-initial sentences.
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(iv) Length × Status-c1 × Order. The significant three-way interaction reveals
that long acc-initial ambiguous sentences are judged somehow slower than short
acc-initial ambiguous sentences. There is no difference in reaction times for accinitial grammatical or nom-initial sentences (t = -3; p < .05; Estimate = -116.71).

7.4.3 Discussion
First, short sentences are judged significantly better than long sentences. Thus,
Length evoked the effect as predicted by Gibson (2000) which clearly reveals a
locality effect in Experiment 6. This contradicts with assumptions of expectationbased hypotheses that predict a beneficial effect for additional length. The results
also provide a significant interaction of Status × Order. The interaction shows that
acc-initial ambiguous sentences reveal higher error rates than nom-initial ambiguous sentences. This interaction replicates previous findings on ambiguity resolution preferences (cf. Bader and Bayer, 2006:89 and literature cited therein) that
are assigned in The Case Assignment Generalization: ‘assign nominative!’ (Bader
and Bayer, 2006:89). Those findings reveal a clear garden-path effect. Furthermore, ungrammatical sentences in Experiment 6 are always created as double-case
violations (‘NOM-NOM’, ‘ACC-ACC’). The experimental data support previous
findings (e.g. Schlesewsky et al., 2003) implicating that ungrammatical double
nominative constructions are incorrectly judged as grammatical more often than
double accusative constructions. Thus, the interaction Status × Order shows that,
both syntactic ambiguity resolution towards the non-preferred analysis and the
detection of case violations, result in higher error rates as already reported in previous studies. However, the results for judgments of Experiment 6 failed to yield
the suggested interactions with Length. Additional length does not seem to significantly affect critical conditions more strongly than all other sentence conditions.
The results for correct judgments (cf. results for correct judgments in Figure 7.1)
show that additional length adversely affects ungrammatical and acc-initial ambiguous sentences numerically. Probably due to a lack of statistical power, those
tendencies fail to turn significant. Nevertheless, those tendencies clearly indicate
that the critical conditions might be more sensitive to additional length than other
sentence conditions. This, however, indicates that the loss of an items’ activation
might result in the need to reaccess previously processed features. Reaccessing
grammatical features seems to be more difficult when more costly distances are
located between related items. Thus, the study reveals the tendency that syntactic ambiguity resolution and detection of case violation are more error-prone over
longer distances.
Although results of judgments fail to provide significant statistical support for
the hypothesis that critical conditions are more sensitive to length, findings in
judgment times reveal some interesting data. The experiment yields significant
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results of the main factors Status (both contrasts: ‘Status-c1’ and ‘Status-c2’),
Order and Response. The factor Length fails significance. This might be due
to different patterns of the various sentence conditions. Numerically, nom-initial
sentences indicate a slight advantage in reaction times for long sentences. The
same pattern can be found in acc-initial ungrammatical sentences. However, accinitial ambiguous and acc-initial grammatical sentences show a disadvantage for
long sentences (cf. results for judgments times in Figure 7.1). Ungrammatical
and acc-initial ambiguous sentences are judged the slowest which might reflect
the additional time it takes to reanalyze the sentence. Those findings support
earlier results of increased reaction times for both, ungrammatical sentences and
garden-path sentences (cf. Bader and Bayer, 2006).
All effects have to be qualified by interactions. Grammatical acc-initial sentences are judged faster than grammatical nom-initial sentences. Furthermore,
judgment times reveal significant two-way interactions with Length. First, the results show that it takes longer to judge short ungrammatical acc-initial sentences
than long ungrammatical acc-initial sentences. This suggests a beneficial effect of
length for detection of case violations. The three-way interaction shows that short
acc-initial ambiguous sentences are judged faster than long acc-initial ambiguous
sentences. This meets assumptions that ambiguous sentences that disambiguate
towards the non-preferred acc-initial analysis are in a disadvantage and are thus
judged slower than ambiguous sentences that disambiguate towards the preferred
reading. Results for judgment times of Experiment 6 reveal mixed findings. It
takes less time to judge sentences where case violations have to be detected when
those sentences are long. This suggests a facilitating effect of length for detection of case violations. This might be the case because ungrammatical sentences
are often not identified and thus judged faster. Second, it takes longer to judge
garden-path sentences when they contain additional costly material.
In summary, results of Experiment 6 show a clear tendency: a higher sensitivity of critical conditions for additional costly length. Here, critical sentence
conditions are defined as the tasks of (i) detection of case violations and (ii) of
syntactic ambiguity resolution. However, the data fail to reveal a significant interaction for this analysis. It seems, that the minimal number of only one intervening
NDR significantly affected processing performance in all sentence conditions, but
does not suffice to result in a significant interaction. However, the data support
locality-based assumptions that an increased distance between related items adversely affects the parsing process. Furthermore, the results contradict assumptions that suggest a beneficial effect with increased length. Findings in judgment
times support previous experimental findings. It takes longer to judge ungrammatical and acc-initial ambiguous sentences. In addition, the findings partially back
the assumption that the parser is sensitive as to the strength of locality effects. It
takes longer to judge garden-path sentences when they are long. However, length
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has a positive effect on ungrammatical sentences. This contradicts locality-based
assumptions and reveals a certain speed-up in judging ungrammatical sentences
as assumed in anti-locality hypotheses. There is a tendency in the results that suggests that, given a certain minimal threshold of costly intervening material, tasks
such as garden-path recovery and the detection of case violations are more likely
to be affected by length. As suggested in locality-based hypotheses: reaccessing
of grammatical features gets more difficult when more costly material intervenes
between the initial activation of information and the later point of its retrieval.
However, the findings in judgment times indicate that some cognitive tasks such
garden-path recovery take longer to be judged and thus are more error-prone with
additional length, while the detection of case violations benefits from a longer
distance of related items.

7.5 General Discussion
Chapter 7 presented three experiments that investigated working memory performance in German wh-constructions. Experiments 4 and 5 tested the effects of
different embedded syntactic structures on sentence processing performance. To
this end, German wh-clauses were manipulated with the presence or absence of (i)
relative clauses and (ii) adverbial clauses. Crossing the presence and absence of
both clause types results in four specifications (Short, RC, ADV, Long) for the factor Length. Crossing Length with the factor Order (nom-initial, acc-initial) yields
an experimental 2×4 design with eight sentence conditions. Both Experiments 4
and 5 were run using the moving-window self-paced reading procedure (cf. Just,
Carpenter, and Wolley, 1982) that allows to analyze participants’ reading times on
a word-by-word basis. After an initial analysis, single words were subsumed into
various regions. Analysis of the experimental results of Experiments 5 revealed
valuable findings.
First, adding either one of the additional clauses results in increased processing
complexity. Findings in the regions following the respective lengthening (either
AUX or NP2), reveal increased reading times compared to sentence conditions that
have not been prolonged with additional material. This spillover effect argues in
favor of locality-based assumptions. Expectation-based hypotheses predict beneficial effects of the additional material. This was supposed to manifest in faster
reading times in the adjacent regions following both the relative clause or the adverbial clause.
Second, the region AdvV shows an effect of Order that reveals faster reading
times for acc-initial sentences compared to nom-initial sentences. In order to form
an acc-initial grammatical sentence, there are still missing (a) a second NP and
(b) the matrix verb. In contrast, in nom-initial sentences only the matrix verb is
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obligatory in order to form a grammatical sentence. Locality-based assumptions
predict that the greater storage costs in acc-initial sentences result in increased
processing complexity. This is assumed to finally manifest in a disadvantage in
reading times compared to the less costly nom-initial sentences. Expectationbased assumptions predict the opposite: the parser is eager to process the missing,
but obligatory entities. As a consequence, additional material results in a speedup in reading times. Thus, the significant effect of Order in the region AdvV
might indicate beneficial effects of the additional adverbial clause in acc-initial
sentences, compared to nom-initial sentences.
Third, the main verb region (MV) reveals some interesting and significant effects of the factor Length. The data show that ‘RC’- and ‘ADV’-sentences are
read significantly faster than ‘Short’-sentences. ‘Short’-sentences are read significantly faster than ‘Long’-sentences. This suggests that the MV region displays
both, locality and anti-locality effects. It seems that processing the matrix verb in
the conditions ‘RC’ and ‘ADV’ profits from the previously processed additional
material. Both conditions show the fastest reading times in this region. In contrast, ‘Short’-sentences are read significantly slower. This fits expectation-based
assumptions that predict a facilitating effect of additional processing effort for
predictable entities. However, ‘Long’-sentences reveal the highest reading times
in the MV region. Here, the matrix verb is significantly read longer than in all
other sentence conditions. This is a clear locality-effect, as predicted in the DLT.
The findings of the region MV suggest that there are probably found both, locality and anti-locality effects in working memory performance. The data indicate
that a certain amount of additional material promotes the parsing process as predicted in expectation-based hypotheses. However, when the level of processing
effort reaches a certain high level, facilitating effects seem to dissolve. At this
point, processing is affected adversely by additional costly distance between related items.
Another important finding in Experiment 5 compared to Experiment 4 is the
absence of length effects in the early regions. In the initial two regions WH and
N1, all sentence conditions are similar with regard to the number of words. Statistical analyses for the two regions RelCl and RCverb were only computed for
sentences including a relative clause. Therefore, those two regions are also similar with regard to the number of words up to this point in the sentence. Thus, in the
first four sentence regions no difference in length exists and, hence, no effects of
Length are predicted. As discussed above, Experiment 4 reveals unexpected locality effects (cf. in the early regions N1 and RCverb). Those effects seem to result
from the chosen experimental design and the usage of the respective experimental procedure. The study tested sentences containing different numbers of words.
As discussed above, the experimental procedure covers all words in a sentence
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and replaces them with individual underlines. Although the self-paced reading
procedure masks the content of the sentence, non-linguistic information is given
about the number and the individual length of upcoming (and of past) words. It
seems that participants used this non-linguistic information to (consciously or unconsciously) develop processing strategies. Those findings give rise to criticism
on the moving-window self-paced reading procedure: if, as the results indicate,
the number of underlines affects participants’ processing strategies then one also
has to challenge previous findings on sentence processing that were collected with
this procedure. This is especially the case in studies that investigated the processing of longer sentences or differences in memory performance between short and
long sentences as in Experiment 4.
The lack of unexpected length effects in Experiment 5 supports the hypothesis that unwillingly provided non-linguistic information is the underlying source
of significant effects of Length in Experiment 4. Adding tags to match all sentence conditions with regard to the number of words turned out to be a successful
strategy.
In Experiment 6, complex manipulations of the factor Length were replaced with
a simple binary distinction between short and long sentences. Additionally, the
study widened the specification of the factor Status and tested ambiguous sentences, too. It was supposed that reducing the amount of intervening costly material to a minimal number of 1 NDR might result in finer-grained findings. It was
suggested that only a small amount of additional processing costs might manifest
in higher error rates or higher judgment times in critical conditions (such as syntactic ambiguity resolution or the detection of case violations). The current results
fit previous findings for those sentence conditions. As discussed, results of Experiment 6 replicate well-known findings on both ambiguity resolution preferences
and processing performance in parsing ungrammatical sentences. The data reveal
a clear garden-path effect for acc-initial ambiguous sentences (again, cf. Bader
and Bayer, 2006:89 and literature cited therein). Ungrammatical nom-inital sentences (exhibiting a double-case violation: NOM-NOM) show higher error rates
compared to ungrammatical acc-initial sentences (cf. Frisch and Schlesewsky,
2001; Schlesewsky et al., 2003). Furthermore, the results show a main effect
of Length that revealed a clear disadvantage of long sentences. This supports
locality-based assumptions as predicted in Gibson (2000). However, the results
fail to yield a significant interaction of additional length with the critical sentence
conditions described above. Both, disambiguation of non-preferred syntactic ambiguities and the detection of case violations, are significantly more sensitive to
additional length than other sentences. However, the results show a tendency towards the expected findings. The data reveal that, numerically, both garden path
sentences and ungrammatical sentences are affected more strongly by additional
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costly length. This pattern is partly supported by findings in reaction times. First,
both acc-initial ambiguous sentences and ungrammatical sentences independent
of Order are judged the slowest. This phenomenon probably reflects the additional time it takes to accomplish reanalysis processes. Moreover, the results show
that short acc-initial ambiguous sentences are judged faster than long acc-initial
ambiguous sentences. This fits the pattern that those sentences are more sensitive to additional costly length which fails to manifest in significant judgments,
but is shown in higher reaction times. However, the results also show that long
ungrammatical sentences are judged faster than short ones. This suggests a facilitating effect of length for detection of case violations and somehow contrasts with
earlier findings of locality effects. The tendency in judgments suggests that tasks
such as garden-path recovery and the detection of case violations are more likely
to be affected by additional costly length. As predicted in locality-based hypotheses: reaccessing of features is hampered with additional length as predicted in the
DLT. This is only partly supported by findings in reaction times: it seems that
some cognitive tasks such as disambiguations towards non-preferred readings are
hampered by more intervening material and, thus, takes longer. However, it seems
that processing ungrammatical sentences does benefit from a longer distance.
In summary, Experiments 5 and 6 reveal strong support for locality-based hypotheses. The findings show that working memory performance decreases when
long distance intervene between related items. This manifests in longer reading
times per word (or region), in higher error rates and increased reaction times.
Furthermore, this is especially the case in critical conditions. However, the data
also show some significant support for anti-locality assumptions. It seems that
sometimes the process of sentence parsing benefits from additional intervening
length. The findings of a co-occurrence of both expectation-based facilitation and
distance-based locality effects supports previous findings and hypotheses (cf. Vasishth and Drenhaus, 2011 and literature cited therein). Vasishth and Drenhaus
(2011) suggest that expectation-based facilitation and locality interact in sentence
processing. They argue that beneficial effects of expectation only manifest in
simple or frequent constructions which only put little burden to the limited working memory capacity (see also: Edward Gibson. “Locality and anti-locality effects in sentence comprehension.” Workshop on processing head-final languages,
2007; cited in Vasishth and Drenhaus, 2011:21). Those reports fit the data presented in this chapter. Results of Experiments 5 reveal beneficial effects for the
medium-sized sentence conditions ‘RC’ and ‘ADV’ compared to short sentences.
However, when sentence length and complexity passed a certain threshold (condition: ‘Long’), locality effects occurred. The reports also fit to the results of the
Experiments 6. The data show that complex conditions, such as ungrammatical
sentences or garden-path sentences are more sensitive to additional length than
other sentence conditions.
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8

Role of Presentation Modality
in Sentence Processing
8.1 Introduction

It has long been mentioned in the literature that there is a superiority effect in
immediate recall for auditory presentation compared to visual presentation (cf.
Baddeley, 1986; Penney, 1989). In cognitive research this phenomenon is known
as the MODALITY EFFECT and has been reported mostly for tasks of learning lists
of unrelated items. It seems that memory traces for auditory obtained information
are more stable and less subject to forgetting than traces of information that has
been presented visually. As already discussed in chapter 2, the working memory
literature names three well-known phenomena that illustrate this proposition: (i)
the phonological similarity effect, (ii) the word length effect and (iii) the irrelevant
speech effect.
Phenomenon (i), the phonological similarity effect: early studies in immediate
recall of unrelated items in visual presentation (e.g. Conrad, 1964) have revealed
that performance in the recall of lists of phonological similar letters (e.g. ‘BCPTV’
or ‘FMNSX’) result in higher error rates than control lists of dissimilar letters. Related work has shown that this phonological similarity effect is not exclusive for
consonants, but also occurs in lists with phonologically similar words (cf. Baddeley, 1966; ‘mat, can, cap, man, map’ is more error prone than ‘pen, day, cow, bar,
rig’). Baddeley (1986) argues that the reason for this phenomenon is the fact that
151
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working memory traces of verbal items are stored in a phonological rather than a
visual code. Thus, the disadvantage of visually presented items is caused by the
additional effort of recoding. Baddeley and Hitch (1974) (see also updated work,
e.g. Baddeley, 1986, 1997, 1999, 2007) created a working memory model that
took those findings into account. The model consists of specialized components
that subordinate to a central system managing the entire framework. Baddeley
and Hitch (1974) label those sub-components: (a) the phonological loop. It stores
and refreshes incoming acoustic information. (b) the visuo-spatial sketch pad.
This is supposed to be responsible for visual and spatial information, just as the
phonological loop is responsible for acoustic information1.
Phenomenon (ii), the word length effect: Findings of Baddeley et al. (1975)
reveal a causal link between length of words and memory span size. Recall of
monosyllabic words (e.g ‘some, harm, hate’) reveals better memory performance
over the short term than for polysyllabic words (e.g. ‘association, considerable,
individual’ cf. Baddeley, 1986:51). Following the assumption that memory traces
are kept active in the working memory system via subvocal rehearsal, it is a logical consequence that long words result in a decreased memory span as the time
of silent rehearsal is longer than for short words. Considerations of Baddeley and
Hitch (1974) are supported by studies suppressing subvocal rehearsal. If subjects
are asked to silently repeat irrelevant words while being confronted with visual
stimuli, both the phonological similarity effect and the word length effect vanish. This is taken as evidence that articulatory suppression prevents a recoding of
visually presented stimuli into the phonological code.
Phenomenon (iii), the irrelevant speech effect: Findings in Salamé and Baddeley (1982) reveal a decrease in memory performance for the immediate recall of
visually presented unrelated items when irrelevant material was presented auditory at the same time. Results show that the effect is independent of the semantic
content of the interfering material. Results show that nonsense syllables have the
same effect on immediate recall than meaningful words. Adverse effects of simultaneously presented auditory material are also reported in Colle and Welsh (1976)
(cited in Salamé and Baddeley, 1982). Their studies show that memory performance for visually presented list items decreased when recordings of unfamiliar
languages were presented at the same time.
All three phenomena show a superiority effect of auditory presentation over visually presented information. In immediate recall of unrelated list items, auditory
memory traces seem to be less error prone than memory traces of visually presented list entities. Findings of an advantage of the auditory presentation modality are taken into account in the multicomponent working memory framework of
1

For details about the multicomponent model of Baddeley and Hitch (1974), cf. chapter 2.
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Baddeley and Hitch (1974). The assumption of an underlying phonological code
and the introduction of separate subcomponents to the working memory system
provide a possible explanation of the phenomena briefly introduced above. Thus,
following core assumptions of Baddeley and Hitch (1974), the underlying mechanisms of the superiority effect of the auditory modality is not supposed to be
exclusive for list learning only.
If considerations about the nature of the auditory superiority effect are correct,
the phenomenon is supposed to occur in sentence processing, too. This raises the
question if complex cognitive tasks, such as processing syntactic structures, are
also sensitive to presentation modality. To address this question, an experiment
on German sentence processing has been created that directly tests for possible
differences of processing performance in both the visual and the auditory presentation modalities.

8.2 Experiment 7: Cross-Modal Presentation
Experiment 7 bases on the design of Experiment 6. This previous study investigated working memory performance in case-checking in German wh-constructions.
The results show a significant effect of Length which reveals a clear localityeffect. Memory performance significantly decreases when case features of previously processed entities have to be reaccessed when separated by a costly intervening new discourse referent. Although the results failed to provide significant
interactions, they show a strong tendency that processing complexity for gardenpath sentences and for ungrammatical sentences is particularly sensitive to additional length. Furthermore, the results for reaction times yield significant findings
that show an increase in reaction times for garden-path sentences. Those findings
suggest that certain structural phenomena are more sensitive to additional costly
length. Thus, reaccessing previously processed case features becomes very hard
as traces are ‘forgotten’ over the short term. Correctly judging double case violations as ungrammatical sentences and processing locally ambiguous sentences
gets harder with increased distance.
Experiment 6 was exclusively carried out in the auditory modality in a modified version of the speeded grammatical judgment procedure. The literature reports a wide range of working memory studies that suggest a superiority effect of
auditory over visual presentation (for an overview cf. Baddeley, 1986). This has
been extensively tested for lists of unrelated items such as letters or words. To the
best of my knowledge no psycholinguistic investigations have been accomplished
as to a possible modality effect in sentence processing.
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Thus, Experiment 7 was run to test possible differences in working memory
performance in sentence processing between the auditory and the visual presentation modality in a single experiment. To this end, experimental stimuli of Experiment 6 were modified to fit the purposes of the current study. The factors Status
and Order were specified as in the previous study. Sentences were either unambiguously marked as grammatical or ungrammatical or they were locally case
ambiguous. Order was specified for either nom-initial or acc-initial with double
case violations for ungrammatical sentences, as in Experiment 6. In order to keep
the design manageable, the factor Length had to be discarded and was replaced by
the factor Modality. Sentence length in Experiment 7 was identical to the specification ‘long’ in Experiment 6 and, thus, sentences for the current experiment
adhere to the following schema:
[Wh-phrase]

[Verb]

[PP (incl. 1NDR)]

[NP2]

Just as in the previous study, experimental stimuli consist of verb-second sentences with either subject-object (SO) or object-subject (OS) order. The verbs
applied to Experiment 7 are always transitive and ask for two arguments. For an
SO reading the argument NPs have to be marked for case in the order ‘nominativebefore-accusative’ or nom-initial. For an OS reading the succession of case has
to be ‘accusative-before-nominative’ or acc-initial. All stimulus sentences are
started with complex wh-phrases and have the verb in V2 position. The verb
and the clause-final NP2 are separated by a PP-construction that consists of three
words and that always introduces 1 NDR. The clause-final NP is unambiguously
marked for either nominative or accusative case. Thus, decisions about the grammatical status for unambiguous sentences and the disambiguation of ambiguous
sentences only takes place at the sentence-final position.
In exchange for the factor Length, Experiment 7 introduces the factor Modality that specifies for either the auditory or the visual presentation modality. In
Experiment 7, all sentences were presented in two distinct block in one session.
Every participant was exposed to the entire set of stimuli, whereas half of the material was presented in the visual and the other half of the material in the auditory
presentation modality. Both modalities were tested using the respective speeded
grammaticality judgment paradigm. The experimental method had been adapted
to the either of the two modalities (SGJ auditory; SGJ visually). Order of presentation modalities were alternated between subjects. Half of the participants started
with the auditory part, the other half started with the visual part.
Previous studies with unrelated list items have shown that auditory presentation results in a higher recall accuracy than the visual presentation modality.
Questions of Experiment 7 are: is the beneficial effect of auditory over visual presentation exclusive to the recall accuracy of unrelated letters, words or numbers?
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Table 8.1: Stimulus Set of Experiment 7
Ambiguous Sentences
SO Welche von den vielen LehrerinnenNOM grüßte am letzten Montag denACC Schüler ?
which of the many teachersNOM
greeted at last
monday theACC student
‘Which of the many teachers greeted the student last monday?’
OS Welche von den vielen LehrerinnenACC grüßte am letzten Montag derNOM Schüler ?
which of the many teachersACC
greeted at last
monday theNOM student
‘Which of the many teachers was greeted by the student last monday?’
Grammatical Sentences
SO Welcher von den vielen LehrernNOM grüßte am letzten Montag denACC Schüler?
which of the many teachersNOM greeted at last
monday theACC student
‘Which of the many teachers greeted the student last monday?’
OS Welchen von den vielen LehrernACC grüßte am letzten Montag derNOM Schüler?
which of the many teachersACC greeted at last
monday theNOM student
‘Which of the many teachers was greeted by the student last monday?’
Ungrammatical Sentences
* Welcher von den vielen LehrernNOM grüßte am letzten Montag derNOM Schüler?
which
of the many teachersNOM greeted at last
monday theNOM student
* Welchen von den vielen LehrernACC grüßte am letzten Montag denACC Schüler?
which
of the many teachersACC greeted at last
monday theACC student

Or: does sentence processing also reveal a processing advantage for auditory stimuli? The core question is: do complex cognitive tasks such as sentence processing
also facilitate from the well-known superiority effect of auditory presentation?

8.2.1 Method
Participants. 25 students of the University of Konstanz participated for course
credit or payment. All participants were native speakers of German and naive with
respect to the purpose of the experiment.
Material. The 72 sentences of Experiment 6 were modified to fit the purpose of
the current study. The experimental stimuli were adjusted to the three-factorial design of Experiment 7. All sentences exist in 12 versions according to the three factors Status (ambiguous versus grammatical versus ungrammatical), Order (nominitial versus acc-initial) and Modality (auditory versus visual). Table 8.1 shows a
stimulus set of Experiment 7.
All sentences consist of a sentence-initial complex wh-clause, a verb in V2
position followed by an intervening region and a sentence-final noun phrase. The
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intervening region consists of a temporal adverbial of three words in number.
Word order in the sentences of Experiment 7 alternates between a subject-object
(SO) or a object-subject (OS) order. The verb’s arguments have to be in nominative or accusative case. For the SO-order, the sentence-initial wh-phrase has to
be in the nominative case (Welcher von den vielen Lehrern; ‘which of the many
teachersNOM’) and the second argument in the accusative case (den Schüler; ‘the
studentACC’). For OS-order, case is allocated vice versa. As Table 8.1 shows,
grammatical and ungrammatical sentences reveal their first case marking with the
initial wh-word (Welcher, Welchen; ‘whichNOM, ACC’). The parser checks this information against the following information of the sentence-final NP. For locally
ambiguous sentences, case of the initial wh-phrase is concealed until the end of
the sentence is processed. Disambiguation only takes place at the integration of
the determiner (der, den; ‘the’NOM, ACC of the sentence-final NP2.
Procedure. Experimental material was presented in two versions of the speeded
grammaticality judgment paradigm, for either the visual or the auditory presentation modality. The two modalities were presented in two separate blocks within a
single session. Each block contained half of the experimental material. In the auditory block, 36 pre-recorded stimuli2 sentences and additional fillers were played
to the participants via headphones. The other 36 sentences were presented visually in a separate block in a word-by-word non-cumulative fashion in the middle
of the screen. The order of presentation modalities alternated between participants. Half of the subjects began the experiment with the auditory block. The
other half started with the visual block.
(a) auditory presentation: participants were asked to wear headphones. Before
each trial started, the words ’Bitte Leertaste drücken’ (please press space bar)
appeared on the screen. Following this instruction, a fixation cross appeared in
mid-screen and at the same time the sentence was played auditory via headphones.
Collapsing with the last spoken word of the sentence, three red question marks
displaced the fixation cross. This was the visual signal to judge the sentence’s
grammaticality as fast as possible by pressing one of two previously determined
keys on an average keyboard.
(b) visual presentation: sentences were presented in a word-by-word noncumulative fashion, as used in previous experiments. Before each trial started, the
words ’Bitte Leertaste drücken’ (please press space bar) appeared on the screen.
After pressing the space bar the sentence was displayed word-by-word in the middle of the screen. Simultaneously with the appearance of the last word participants
were asked to judge grammaticality of each sentence by pressing one of the two
previously determined keys.
2

Details of the recordings are the same as for auditory material used in Experiment 6.
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Before the experiment started, subjects were asked to judge all sentences as
fast as possible, as in both parts (visual and auditory presentation) the trials ended
automatically 2000 msec after the sentence was finished. Subjects handedness
was recorded before the experiment began. Each subject received at least 10 practice items in the respective presentation modality, before an experimental block
was started.

Predictions. The material used in Experiment 7 partly bases on the material
used in Experiment 6. As commented above, some minor modifications have
been made to the material in order to fit the purpose of the current study. Thus,
predictions for Experiment 7 resemble predictions of the previous experiment. As
illustrated above, the length manipulation of Experiment 6 (testing ‘short’ versus
‘long’ wh-sentences) was replaced by the factor Modality (‘auditory’ versus ‘visual’). All sentences applied to Experiment 7 are identical with the ‘long’ sentence
condition of the previous study. This suggests that the results of the current study
will replicate the pattern found for ‘long’ sentences in the results of Experiment 6.
Therefore, it is suggested that the current findings reveal that ungrammatical sentences evoke the highest error rates. The previous study supported earlier findings
showing that ungrammatical nom-initial sentences in clauses with double-case
violations reveal higher error rates than acc-initial ungrammatical sentences (cf.
Schlesewsky et al., 2003). Ambiguous sentences are supposed to be judged somewhat better than ungrammatical sentences. Grammatical sentences are expected
to show the highest percentage of correct judgments.
Furthermore, findings of Experiment 6 revealed a clear garden-path effect for
acc-initial ambiguous sentences. They showed higher error rates than nom-initial
ambiguous sentences. It is predicted that findings of the current study reveal both
a significant decrease for correct judgments for case violations and a significant
disadvantage for acc-initial ambiguous sentences compared to nom-initial ambiguous sentences.
Assuming that the superiority effect of auditory presented material is not exclusive to immediate recall in list learning, predictions for Experiment 7 are very
clearcut for the factor Modality, too. Auditory presented sentences are assumed
to show higher percentages of correct judgments than visually presented sentences. The disadvantage for visual sentences can have various outcomes. First,
the modality effect results in a general decrease of correct judgments for all visually presented sentences. Second, the modality effect only affects the critical
conditions as defined in Experiment 6. Just as ungrammatical sentences (nominitial and acc-initial) and acc-initial ambiguous sentences revealed a tendency to
be more sensitive to additional length in Experiment 6, so might the same conditions probably show an increased sensitivity to changes in presentation modality.
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Figure 8.1: Upper Row: Correct Judgments (%), Below: Reaction Times (msec)

Thus, it is possible that ungrammatical sentences and garden-path sentences reveal a stronger decrease in correct judgments for the visual modality than other
sentence conditions. However, it might also be the case that more demanding cognitive tasks such as sentence processing are too complex in order to be affected
measurably by changes in presentation modality. In that case, it is suggested that
both presentation modalities reveal the same pattern in correct judgments, but no
significant differences for Modality.

8.2.2 Results.
Judgments. The statistical analysis for judgments reveals significant effects of
all factors. The main effect of Modality (z = -2.54; p < .05 ; Estimate = -.34)
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Table 8.2: Fixed Effects of Judgments of Experiment 7
(Intercept)
Modality
Status-c1
Status-c2
Order
Modality×Status-c1
Modality×Status-c2
Modality×Order
Status-c1×Order
Status-c2×Order
Modality×Status-c1×Order
Modality×Status-c2×Order

Estimate

SE

z value

Pr (>|z|)

-1.18
-.34
-.84
2.64
-.28
-.80
1.12
-.59
.22
-1.09
.01
.62

.11
.14
.18
.17
.14
.37
.35
.27
.37
.35
.73
.69

-11.09
-2.54
-4.60
15.22
-2.09
-2.18
3.25
-2.17
.60
-3.16
.01
.90

< .001
< .05
< .001
< .001
< .05
< .05
< .01
< .05
n.s.
< .01
n.s.
n.s.

***
*
***
***
*
*
**
*
**

shows that auditory sentences (judgments correct: 73%) receive a significantly
higher percentage of correct judgments than visual sentences (judgments correct:
70%). The factor Status has been computed in two contrasts: ‘Status-c1’ (ambiguous, grammatical) and ‘Status-c2’ (grammatical, ungrammatical). The main
effects of Status (Status-c1: z = -4.60; p < .001 ; Estimate = -0.84; and Status-c2: z
= 15.22; p < .001 ; Estimate = 2.64) reveal that ambiguous sentences (judgments
correct: 81%) are significantly judged less reliable than grammatical sentences
(judgments correct: 90%). Ungrammatical sentences reveal the highest error rates
of Experiment 7 and, thus, are significantly judged less reliable than grammatical
sentences. The main effect of Order (z = -2.09; p < .05 ; Estimate = -.28) reveals
that acc-initial sentences (judgments correct: 74 %) are significantly judged more
reliable than nom-initial sentences (judgments correct: 68%). All main effects
have to be qualified by interactions.
(i) Modality × Status. The interactions reveal that auditory grammatical sentences
are judged significantly more reliable (judgments correct: 94%) than visual grammatical sentences (judgments correct: 85%). However, judgments of ambiguous
sentences are not affected by Modality (judgments correct; visual: 79%, auditory:
82%; Modality × Status-c1: z = -2.18; p < .05; Estimate = -.80). The difference
in correct judgments between visual ungrammatical sentences (judgments correct:
45%) and auditory ungrammatical sentences (judgments correct: 42%) is not affected by Modality, other than for grammatical sentences (Modality × Status-c2:
z = 3.25; p < .01; Estimate = 1.12).
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Table 8.3: Fixed Effects of Reaction Times of Experiment 7
Estimate

(Intercept)
Modality
Status-c1
Status-c2
Order
Response
Modality×Status-c1
Modality×Status-c2
Modality×Order
Status-c1×Order
Status-c2×Order
Modality×Status-c1×Order
Modality×Status-c2×Order

911.1
573.7
-43.6
100.2
-10.8
47.8
-51.2
-28.4
-19.1
-44.9
119.1
10.3
-20.6

SE t-value HPD.lower HPD.upper Pr(>|t|)
31.8
14.3
17.5
19.4
14.3
18.7
34.8
34.8
28.5
34.8
35.1
69.6
69.6

28.6
40.2
-2.5
5.2
-.8
2.6
-1.5
-.8
-.7
-1.3
3.4
.1
-.3

849.72
546.44
-78.95
61.37
-37.94
11.34
-121.65
-97.56
-76.41
-110.92
49.72
-123.19
-153.76

967.98
601.82
-9.47
137.32
18.06
84.81
15.89
38.40
35.50
24.96
188.03
150.41
120.02

< .001 ***
< .001 ***
< .01 **
< .001 ***
n.s.
< .01 **
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.
< .001 ***
n.s.
n.s.

(ii) Modality × Order. The two-way interaction reveals that acc-initial visual sentences show higher error rates (judgments correct: 71%) than acc-initial auditory
sentences (judgments correct: 78%). However, nom-initial sentences are unaffected by Modality (judgments correct; visual: 68%; auditory : 67%; z = -2.17; p
< .05; Estimate = -.59).
(iii) Status-c2 × Order. This two-way interaction shows that ungrammatical nominitial sentences are significantly judged less reliable (judgments correct: 32%)
than ungrammatical acc-initial sentences (judgments correct: 54%). However,
grammatical sentences are not affected by Order (judgments correct - nom-initial:
91%; acc-initial: 88%; z = -3.16; p < .01; Estimate = -1.09). Interactions not
explicated failed to turn significant.
Judgment Times. Experiment 7 reveals significant main effects of the factors
Modality, Status (Status-c1, Status-c1) and Response for judgment times. The
main effect of Modality (t = 40.2; p < .001; Estimate = 573.7) reveals that visual
sentences (614 msec) are significantly judged faster than auditory sentences (1181
msec). Main effects of Status show that grammatical sentences (841 msec) are
significantly judged faster than ambiguous sentences (886 msec; Status-c1: t =
-2.5; p < .01; Estimate = -43.6) and that ungrammatical sentences (958 msec) are
judged significantly slower than grammatical sentences (841 msec; Status-c2: t =
5.2; p < .001; Estimate = 100.2) The main effect of Response shows that incorrect
judgments (876 msec) are accomplished significantly faster than correct answers
(944 msec; t = 2.6; p < .01; Estimate = 47.8).
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Furthermore, the results yield one significant interaction for judgment times that
qualifies main findings of the factors Status and Order.
(i) Status-c2 × Order. The significant two-way interaction reveals that grammatical nom-initial sentences (870 msec) were judged slower than grammatical accinitial sentences (812 msec). Ungrammatical sentences show the reversed pattern:
nom-initial sentences (938 msec) are judged faster than acc-initial sentences (977;
t = 3.4; p < .001; Estimate = 119.1). All other interactions failed significance.

8.2.3 Discussion
The results of Experiment 7 reveal some interesting findings. First and foremost,
the results show that sentences in the auditory presentation modality are processed
better than visual sentences. The expected phenomenon of an auditory superiority effect manifests in a significantly higher percentage of correct judgments for
auditory sentences.
Interactions with the factor Modality qualify this main effect. The data show
that grammatical sentences are significantly affected by Modality. Auditory grammatical sentences receive higher percentages of correct judgments than visually
presented grammatical sentences. Both ambiguous and ungrammatical sentences
are not affected by presentation modality. This contrasts with suggestions that
expected a clear modality effect for sentences that are already more complex
and error prone, such as ungrammatical sentences. The interaction of Modality
with Order reveals that acc-initial sentences are significantly affected by Modality, whereas nom-initial sentences do not reveal any effect of Modality. Acc-initial
auditory sentences are judged more reliable than acc-initial visual sentences. The
results show that acc-initial ungrammatical sentences are not affected by Modality.
The interaction with Order is due to clear superiority effects of auditory grammatical and ambiguous acc-initial sentences over visual grammatical and ambiguous
acc-initial sentences. Although the results fail to provide a significant three-way
interaction, the data show a numerical tendency that indicates an advantage of
auditory acc-initial sentences over visual acc-initial sentences, as expected.
Furthermore, findings of the factor Status show that grammatical sentences
reveal the highest amount of correct judgments, while ungrammatical sentences
show the highest error rates. Moreover, the main effect or Order shows that accinitial sentences are significantly processed more accurate than nom-initial sentences.
Although the three-way interaction clearly fails significance, the effect of
Order that shows a disadvantage of nom-initial sentences might be mainly due
to judgments of ungrammatical sentences. Ungrammatical sentences with the
‘NOM-NOM’ double-case violation received the highest error rates in Experi-
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ment 7 (cf. Figure 8.1). Those results are clearly beyond chance level, but replicate the previously found pattern for long ungrammatical nom-initial sentences in
auditory presentation (cf. results for correct judgments of Experiment 6 in Figure 7.1). Thus, findings of ungrammatical sentences fit predictions of a significant
disadvantage for nom-initial double-case violations (cf. Schlesewsky et al., 2003).
This, however, does not interact with the presentation modality.
Ambiguous sentences only partly match the expected pattern. They are neither significantly affected by Modality nor are they affected significantly by Order. Thus, the results do not reveal the predicted significant disadvantage for
correct judgments of acc-initial ambiguous sentences. However, the data show
a tendency towards the expected superiority effect of auditory presentation for
garden-path sentences. Although ambiguous sentences are judged alike in both
specifications of Order, the data reveal a numerical advantage for the auditory
presentation modality in acc-initial ambiguous sentences.
Reaction time data reveal that both presentation modalities show equal patterns, as expected. It takes significantly longer to judge ungrammatical sentences
than to judge grammatical sentences. Grammatical sentences are judged significantly faster than ambiguous sentences. Furthermore, it took less time to judge
sentences correctly than to misjudge the grammatical status of a sentence.
However, the most striking finding is the significant difference in judgment
times between auditory and visual sentences. Reaction times for auditory sentences somehow replicate findings of Experiment 6. Visual sentences reveal fast
reaction times. This is probably due to the experimental procedure: auditory sentences were presented via headphones while a fixation cross was shown in midscreen. Simultaneously with the last word, the cross was replaced by red question
marks. This was the subjects’ trigger to judge the sentence’s grammaticality. In order to align the experimental paradigms for both modalities, the speeded grammatical judgment procedure for the visual presentation modality was matched. Contrary to the proceeding in the previous experiments, judgments were demanded
when the last word was shown on screen, not after the word had been shown.

8.2.4 General Discussion
The main finding of Experiment 7 is a significant superiority effect for the auditory
modality. As reported in studies with unrelated list items, auditory presentation
shows processing advantages over visual presentation. The current findings suggest that complex cognitive tasks are observably sensitive to presentation modality, too. However, the results fail to meet expectations that critical conditions are
more sensitive to modality than other sentences. It is suggested that further studies
investigate the effect of presentation modality on sentence processing.

9

Concluding Remarks
9.1 Introduction
The present doctoral thesis dealt with current issues on the role of working memory in sentence processing. As discussed in chapter 2, considerations about the
nature of human memory have been made for centuries. Early speculations about
the nature of the human mind can already be found in philosophical work of the
ancient Greek. Over centuries, the amount of work on human memory increased.
Numerous metaphors and early concepts illustrate the strong interest of mankind
in the very nature of the human mind. It was only in the 19th century, when psychology was established as an independent field and launched experimental investigations of the human memory. Nowadays, research on memory contains a
tremendous range of topics covering every aspect in life.
This dissertation dealt with working memory and its role in sentence processing. It presented a list of seven experiments that investigated some central and
long-lasting questions in psycholinguistic research.
The thesis investigated the controversial issue of the nature of forgetting over
the short-term: the passage of time or the interference of items. Furthermore, it
tested the core assumptions of the influential locality-based Dependency Locality Theory. Central questions are: do new discourse referents exclusively add to
processing complexity as suggested in the DLT? Furthermore, do different intervening syntactic structures yield some graded complexity effects? Or: do lengthy
dependencies actually facilitate processing as suggested in contrasting models of
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sentence processing? In addition to those question, the thesis applied both visual
and auditory presentation in the experiments. Reports of findings of unrelated list
items assign a superiority effect of auditory over visual presentation. The final
experiment of this thesis investigated the role of presentation modality in order to
investigate if modality effects can also be found in complex cognitive tasks such
as sentence processing.

9.2 “The fundamental things apply
As time goes by”
The empirical part of this thesis started with one of the most enduring central
questions in working memory research: what is the underlying source in forgetting
over the short term? The literature highlights two potential mechanisms that are
discussed as being the crucial factors: (i) the passage of time and (ii) interference
of the information to be processed.
In short, pure models of time-based trace decay suggest that, all things being
equal, memory traces decay over a short period of time. This hypothesis contrasts
with assumptions of pure interference-based models of forgetting: all things being
equal, it is not the passage of time, but the amount of processing that results in the
loss of grammatical features.
Experiment 1 tested the role of both factors in a single study. However, investigating the nature of forgetting displays a core problem in memory research:
normally, the amount of time and the amount of processing are confounded. In
order to test very nature of forgetting in working memory, both factors have to
be disentangled and manipulated independently. Previous work on this subject
can be found in Lewandowsky et al. (2004) and Saito and Miyake (2004). They
present studies that independently investigated the impact of both factors on working memory performance. Lewandowsky et al. (2004) applied lists of unrelated
letters and asked subjects to recall the lists in predetermined periods of time. Saito
and Miyake (2004) investigated the nature of forgetting in sentence processing
rather than to test recall of unrelated list items. Their studies used the well-known
reading span test in order to stress both main of the working memory system,
storage and processing. Findings from Lewandowsky et al. (2004) and Saito and
Miyake (2004) suggest that interference of stimuli results in the loss of memory
traces. However, the passage of time seems to play no crucial role.
Experiment 1 loosely bases on the experimental logic of Saito and Miyake
(2004): the two crucial factors have been disentangled and manipulated independently. The impact of both factors on working memory performance was tested
in case-checking in German verb-final sentences. In contrast to the previous stud-
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ies of Lewandowsky et al. (2004) and Saito and Miyake (2004), Experiment 1
tested the roles of time and interference in a single experimental session. This
experimental design implicates the advantage that all resulting data can directly
be compared with each other.
The results reveal clear-cut findings concerning the two crucial factors. The
findings show that additional material significantly decreases memory performance
in sentence processing. However, an increase in the passage of time failed to reveal any significant impact. Those findings clearly suggest that the loss of grammatical features from working memory is a function of the amount of material
that intervenes between related items rather than a function of the time elapsing
in-between. It’s just as the song suggests: the fundamental things apply as time
goes by. In other words: while the results support interference-based hypotheses, they indicate that the passage of time is not the crucial underlying factor
in forgetting over the short term. However, findings of some marginal impact of
presentation time indicate that the factor Time cannot be ruled out completely. Although the data indicate that it only plays a minor role in the current study, it has
to be taken into account that the passage of time might somehow affect memory
performance. Although the experimental design was well-controlled, one has to
admit that a pure “passage of time” is an ideal state that might never be controled
unrestricedly. Thus, the experiment also shows that disentangling the factors passage of time and amount of material is a very difficult issue. It is suggested that
additional experimental work is accomplished in this field in order to add more
data to the already existing list of previous findings.
However, although findings from Experiment 1 cannot explicitly rule out some
minor effect of the passage of time on working memory performance, the results
clearly show that interference of material that has to be processed is the crucial
and underlying factor of forgetting over the short term.

9.3 Locality and Anti-Locality Effects in German
Findings of the first experiment not only reveal an effect of increased material on
sentence processing. The data also show that this increase in processing is related
to a decrease in memory performance rather than a beneficial effect in sentence
processing. This addresses the second major issue in current psycholinguistic
research that has been investigated in this thesis. The literature knows two contradictory hypotheses concerned with an increase in the amount of processing: (i)
locality-based hypotheses and (ii) models of anti-locality.
In short: locality-based hypotheses such as the DLT (Gibson, 1998, 2000) assume that an increase in distance between related items increases the usage of
limited computational resources. Those resources are said to fuel all cognitive
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processes, such as sentence processing. An increase in resource usage manifests
in increased processing complexity. Thus, longer distances are assumed to affect
sentence processing adversely. Despite previous findings of a fine grained hierarchy of the usage of computational resources, the DLT established a simple binary
formula. For reasons of simplification, Gibson (2000) suggests that only referents that are new to the discourse consume resources. Other linguistic material is
supposed to be cost-free and therefore does not add to sentence complexity.
Anti-locality hypotheses argue that sometimes dependencies of related items
benefit from additional intervening material. Hale (2001) and Levy (2008) suggest
an expectation-based human parser. The probability of the occurrence of a word
w is estimated by already processed information. Thus, the more information that
has been already processed, the smaller the list of possible forthcoming words
and the more likely the occurrence of w. Konieczny (2000) suggests that beneficial effects in processing might depend on the predictability of an item. Words
that are unpredictable for the currently parsed input string might yield locality
effects. However, items that are an indispensable part of the sentence are highly
predictable and, thus, might profit from previously processed information.
Initially, experiments presented in this thesis focused on the core assumptions
of the DLT: usage of computational resources is subject to a simple binary distinction between costly new discourse referents and cost-free items. Experiments
2 and 3 applied linguistic material that either introduced or did not introduce new
referents to the intervening distance between related items. The results clearly
show that intervening new referents increase processing complexity. Material that
does not introduce any referents fails to affect memory performance. Those findings clearly support locality-based assumptions of the DLT. One might argue that
the number of words not introducing new referents is too little in order to perceptibly affect memory performance. Therefore, one might argue that the current findings need to be qualified as to the issue of a more fine-grained resource
consumption. However, clear locality effects in Experiments 2 and 3 put aside
assumptions of beneficial effects due to additional length. The findings clearly
show that neither intervening adverbials nor intervening new referents facilitated
sentence processing.
Findings of clear-cut locality effects as proposed in the binary formula of the
DLT raised the question of some finer-grained effects. This thesis presented two
experiments that investigated the impact of different intervening syntactic structures on sentence processing. In order to monitor the online parsing process,
those experiments were run using a moving window self-paced reading paradigm.
Those studies revealed some interesting data.
First, the analyses of reading times of the individual sentence regions show that
additional length might yield both locality and anti-locality effects. The results reveal that both intervening clauses, adverbial clauses and relative clauses, yield lo-
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cality effects that manifest in increased reading times in the following regions. On
the one hand, this indicates that both syntactic structures adversely affect sentence
processing. On the other hand, the data also show expectation-based effects. For
example, reading times of the matrix verb differed strongly in-between the conditions. However, the data for the region MV yield both locality- and anti-locality
effects. Those findings fit to other reports that suggest a co-occurrence of localityand anti-locality in sentence processing. The data of Experiment 5 suggest that
beneficial effects might occur up to a certain length or a certain level of sentence
complexity. However, if this level of complexity has been crossed, beneficial
effects seem to dissolve. Further additional length increases complexity which
manifests in locality effects.
Considerations of a co-occurrence of both expectations-based facilitation and
distance-based locality effects also fits results of Experiment 6. It is suggested
that complex and infrequent sentence constructions are more likely to become
subject to locality than simple structures which often might benefit from additional
length. Experiment 6 reveals clear-cut locality effects. However, a tendency in the
data suggests that some critical and complex structures (ungrammatical sentences
and garden-path sentences) are more sensitive to additional length than others.
Previous findings have shown that those conditions are more error prone than other
conditions. Thus, the data support considerations that complex structures are more
likely to be adversely affected by additional length than simple structures.
Furthermore, another important finding reported in this thesis concerns the
experimental self-paced reading paradigm. Unexpected results of Experiment 4
indicate that non-linguistic information significantly affected the parsing process.
As discussed in chapter 7, the information about the number of words per sentence
(which was unwillingly provided by the number of underlines on the screen) had
a significant impact on the participants’ parsing processes. Modifying the experimental design of Experiment 4 in the follow-up Experiment 5 resulted in a lack
of unwanted length effects. This supports the hypothesis that unwillingly provided non-linguistic information is the underlying source of the significant and
unwanted length effects.

9.4 The Role of Presentation Modality
The final core question of this thesis was concerned with effects of presentation
modality on sentence processing. A wide range of studies from the list learning literature concordantly report a superiority effect of auditory presented information.
Results show that visually presented items are recalled less accurate than lists that
were presented auditory. As discussed above, this phenomenon is found in variety of studies with letters, words or numbers. Some hypotheses suggest that the
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specialized subcomponent of the working memory framework which is responsible for language processing, bases on a phonological code. Thus, a recoding of
visual information into this phonological code yields a processing disadvantage
compared to already presented auditory material.
The final study in this thesis investigated, if complex cognitive tasks, such as
sentence processing, also reveal the modality effect. Indeed, the main findings of
Experiment 7 show a superiority effect of auditory presentation over visually presented material. Those findings suggest that the effect reported from studies with
unrelated lists can also be found in experiments on sentence processing. It seems
that complex cognitive tasks are observably sensitive to presentation modality.
However, in contrast to predictions the data only partly show that critical sentences are more sensitive to presentation modality than other sentence conditions.
First, ungrammatical sentences are not affected by modality at all. Second, accinitial ambiguous sentences only show some numerical advantage of auditory sentences over visual sentences.
Altogether, the results of Experiment 7 reveal a superiority effect of the auditory presentation modality for complex cognitive tasks. However, it is suggested
that future work investigates the issue of modality effects in sentence processing.
The results of experiments work presented in this dissertation yield some valuable and interesting findings that contribute to a range of long-lasting, central and
current questions in psycholinguistic research.
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Experimental Methods

All experiments presented in this thesis were run in the PSYCHOLINGUISTIC LAB ORATORY of the University of Konstanz. In this laboratory, experiments on language processing in German are run all-year-round. All subjects participating in
the various studies are students with German as their native language who are
recruited from the campus community. Participation in the experiments is rewarded with either a one hour credit (Versuchspersonenstunde) or a payment of
5-7 Euro per hour. Research priorities investigated in the laboratory focus on currently debated aspects of speech processing from a syntactic point of view. The
experiments make use of a wide range of experimental methods in both visual and
auditory input. Self-paced reading studies (SPR), speeded grammaticality judgment tasks (SGJ) are amongst the used methodologies. All experiments in this
doctoral thesis were accomplished with either the self-paced reading paradigm or
the speeded grammaticality judgment paradigm. Both experimental tasks will be
discussed briefly in this appendix.

A.1 Self-Paced Reading
The SELF - PACED READING procedure provides with online data in sentence processing by testing reading performance in a non-cumulative word-by-word moving window paradigm. Just et al. (1982) investigated three self-paced reading
methods. Experimental sentences were displayed in subject controlled paces in either (i) a cumulative, (ii) a non-cumulative moving window or (iii) a non-cumulative
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stationary paradigm. Results were compared with experimental data employing a
more natural reading situation, namely findings from an eye fixation study (Just
and Carpenter, 1980). The analysis revealed a close match of the non-cumulative
moving-window data with results from the more natural reading. This result qualified the moving window procedure over the other paradigms and suggests that
data collected with this method are close to a natural reading situation. Today,
the non-cumulative self-paced reading moving window paradigm is established in
psycholinguistic research.
In the NON - CUMULATIVE MOVING WINDOW PARADIGM experimental sentences are presented one at a time on a computer screen. All words appear in the
exact position they would hold in a normally displayed text. At first, the current
sentence is completely masked. All non-space characters are displayed by underlines. However, information about both the length and the number of words in a
sentence is given via both the length and the number of underlines that are separated by white space gaps. In order to uncover and read each new word of the
sentence, participants have to press a previously defined key on a standard keyboard. Each additional key press uncovers the upcoming word, while the previous
one is replaced again by an underline. The time period between two key presses
is taken as the reading time of the currently uncovered word. The time is recorded
automatically. The key press concluding the last word of a sentence either initiates the upcoming sentence or leads to a simple ‘yes/no’ question concerning the
previously read sentence. In the course of the experimental session, questions are
interspersed randomly in order to ensure that participants stay focused during the
entire session. Subjects’ answers are given by pressing one of two possible keys
on the keyboard for either Ja (‘yes’) or Nein (‘no’). Participants do not receive
feedback concerning the correctness of their answers. All participants are trained
at the beginning of their experimental session with at least 10 practice sentences
in order to become acquainted with the procedure.

A.1.1 Point of Criticism
Compared to natural reading, the self-paced reading moving window paradigm
only reveals one word at a time. Contrary to normal reading, no additional parafoveal
information of upcoming words is provided. As already explained above, some
non-linguistic information are provided by this experimental procedure. Both the
number and the individual length of the underlines reveal non-linguistic information about the currently displayed sentence. As discussed in chapter 7, this unwillingly provided information resulted in unwanted and unexpected length effects in
Experiment 4. This yields a major point of criticism on this well-established experimental method. If unwillingly providing non-linguistic information in Experiment 4 significantly affected and falsified the resulting data, this incident might
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also question other results (and concluding analyses) that previously have been
collected with the same experimental method.
The findings in Experiment 4 required to run follow-up study wiht a modified
experimental procedure. Experiment 5 failed to reveal unwanted length effects
and, thus, supports the assumptions that the unwanted effects were only caused
by a flaw in the experimental method used in Experiment 4. Modifications in Experiment 5 were only minor. The study applied modified stimuli that contained
additional clause-final tags in shorter sentences. This ensured that all sentence
conditions were matched with regard to the number of words they contain. Thus,
aligning the number of words in all sentences ensured that no non-linguistic information about the number of words was unwillingly provided. This also ensured that subjects were unable to consciously or unconsciously developed reading strategies.

A.2 Speeded Grammaticality Judgments
Contrary to the self-paced reading paradigm introduced above, exposure duration
of individual items is not under participants’ control. In the speeded grammaticality judgments paradigm used in the experiments of this doctoral thesis, experimental sentences are presented on a word-by-word basis. The exposure duration
of all words is (i) under experimenter control and is (ii) uniform for all words
within the sentence. Thus, the paradigm does not measure processing time of individual words and provides data of the online reading process. The paradigm
rather ensures that presentation time is controlled and asks participants to judge
the grammaticality at the end of each sentence in a binary fashion by pressing
one of two possible keys. The experimental stimuli are presented in mid-screen.
After a rapid and predefined period of time, a word wi is replaced by the following
word wi+1. Experimental findings in Juola et al. (1982) support the application of a
rapid serial visual presentation paradigm and indicate that presenting sentences in
a rapid rate in either a word-by-word fashion or when words a grouped in smaller
chunks, results in good sentence comprehension. The progression of experiments
in this thesis that were accomplished with the speeded grammaticality judgments
paradigm, was as follows:
Participants were seated in front of a computer screen. Before each trial began, the words ’Bitte Leertaste drücken’ (please press space bar) appeared. After
pressing the space bar a fixation cross appeared in mid-screen and one sentence
was presented in a word-by-word fashion. After the sentence had been shown,
three red question marks appeared in the middle of the screen. Those were the
visual stimulus for the subjects to judge the grammatical status of the sentence.
Judgments were always accomplished by pressing either the left or the right ‘shift’
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key. In all studies, participants were asked to judge as fast as possible. The task
always ended automatically after a short period of 2000ms. Reaction types (judgments ‘grammatical’ and ‘ungrammatical’) and reaction times of judgments were
recorded in all experiments. Furthermore, subjects handedness was taken before
the experiment began. All participants received at least 10 practice items before
the experiment started.

A.2.1 Modifications of the SGJ -paradigm
Modifications were made in order to fit the purposes of Experiments 1, 6 and 7:
Experiment 1 tested the effect of presentation duration on memory performance in sentence processing. Therefore, stimuli were presented in two blocks
in one single session. The blocks differed with respect to the presentation time
per word and were therefore labeled as ‘slow’ and ‘fast’. The presentation rates
were: 365 msec per word plus additional 35 msec per character for the slow pace
and 223 msec per word plus additional 24 msec per character for the fast pace.
Furthermore, the sentences were not started individually by pressing the space bar
after every sentence. In order to ensure constant reading performance, sentences
were presented steadily and with only one break per block. After 32 sentence (half
of the number of sentences per block) a pause was inserted in the experimental arrangement to ensure that participants were able to relax. Subjects restarted the
again study by pressing the space bar.
Experiment 6 tested auditory stimuli. Modifications had to be made to the
visual version of SGJ in order to fit the needs of Experiment 6. Sentences were
recorded and processed with the free software PRAAT. Just as in the visual version
of the speeded grammaticality judgments paradigm, each sentence was started by
pressing the space bar. A fixation cross appeared in the middle of the screen and
the pre-recorded sentence was presented via headphones. Collapsing with the last
spoken word of the sentence, three red question marks displaced the fixation cross.
They were visual stimulus to judge the grammaticality of the sentence as fast as
possible by pressing one of the two previously determined keys.
Experimental 7 investigated the roles of presentation modalities on working
memory performance in sentences processing. Therefore, stimuli were presented
in both an auditory and a visual version of the speeded grammaticality judgments
paradigm. The auditory version was identical to the version created for Experiment 6. However, the visual version had to be modified with regard to the exact
time of judging the grammaticality. In order to match the sequential arrangement
of the auditory version, judgments were not asked to be given after the last word
had been read, but were already possible simultaneously with the appearance of
the last word.

